
22.44% 92

49.27% 202

7.56% 31

17.07% 70

3.66% 15

Q1 To what extent do you agree with the statement: ‘My home satisfies
my household’s needs’

Answered: 410 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 410

# IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO EXPLAIN YOUR RESPONSE, USE THE BOX BELOW
(OPTIONAL)

DATE

1 i think that because the lange on the question does not make sense 5/23/2018 12:08 PM

2 Too small. 3/21/2018 10:12 PM

3 Our home is fine while our children are small but will be too small once they are teenagers 4/17/2017 4:32 PM

4 is too small 4/8/2017 5:45 PM

5 It is small but has nice views. It is warm, safe and clean. I have lots of neighbours who I see and
interact with daily.

3/11/2017 10:08 PM

6 Could do with 3 bedrooms but there are very few 3 bed houses (not flats) on the island 1/15/2017 8:08 PM

7 The building is well-built (not made of 'cardboard' walls) with decent sized rooms as opposed to
the new 'rabbit hutches' being put up. I have sufficient outdoor space and obstructed views
(gradually being destroyed by steel and glass monstrosities).

1/15/2017 4:06 PM

8 I am happy with my property room size, and location 1/15/2017 4:04 PM

9 It's classified as temporary accommodation and requires further refurbishment despite initial
one

1/6/2017 8:11 AM

10 2 bedroom flat and 2 people! 1/1/2017 2:33 PM

11 It's to expensive renting on The Isle of Dogs 1/1/2017 9:25 AM

12 No garden. Not enough storage space. 12/30/2016 7:39 PM

Strongly agree

Agree

Not sure

Disagree

Strongly
disagree
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13 I am happy with its location and it provides sufficient means in terms of room size and storage. 12/30/2016 2:48 PM

14 We would like to make an extension, but being in a conservation area that makes it highly
unlikely to be approved.

12/30/2016 7:44 AM

15 An extra room would be ideal 12/29/2016 8:56 PM

16 Would like more soundproof windows, csn hear helicopters flying frequently 12/29/2016 7:44 PM

17 Not enough bedroom for the size of my family. 12/29/2016 5:58 PM

18 Renting in an apartment were I cannot change decor, furniture etc so couldn't really call it 'home' 12/29/2016 5:44 PM

19 Not enough family and children friendly activities/area, schools, medical clinic etc compare to all
the corporate complex/offices around me.

12/29/2016 5:11 PM

20 6 children 2 adults in a 4 bedroom 12/29/2016 4:16 PM

21 Need extra space 12/29/2016 4:05 PM

22 I am 19 sharing a bedroom with my little sister and have no chance of getting a council home for
my own private space as an adult.

12/29/2016 3:24 PM

23 Lack of nursery spaces and primary schools in the area mean that we will need to move
elsewhere in a couple of years time.

12/29/2016 3:14 PM

24 Rented house. Not double glazed so cold in winter 12/29/2016 2:50 PM

25 I have run out of space! I also have 2 kids and only 2 bedrooms 12/29/2016 1:18 PM

26 I would like more storage and living space but square footage is too expensive in E14 12/23/2016 6:15 PM

27 We are managing at present, but worry we'll outgrow it as our children get older 11/30/2016 10:32 PM

28 I have 3 children but only 2 bedrooms 11/30/2016 10:28 AM

29 I have everything at Pan Pen. I spent most of my spare time in the pool or at home sleeping and
watching TV. I do not go out unless it is to work or once a week when I play squash.

11/27/2016 10:20 PM

30 My flat is suitable for the time being but as family grows the cost of housing is making it very
expensive to move to the bigger home we will need.

11/14/2016 11:57 AM

31 If it had a garden it would be even better 11/13/2016 9:16 PM

32 Limited communal areas 11/13/2016 8:44 PM

33 We have had our communal bike shed broken into as in as many weeks and our landlord
Notting Hill has failed to action this in a timely manner

11/11/2016 10:22 PM

34 My purpose built flat first floor meets my current need however my mobility will deteriorate with
arthritis

11/11/2016 8:24 PM

35 We live in a 2 bedroom flat with 2 children. Would ideally like a 3 bedroom house/flat in the IoD
area but it is quite unaffordable at this stage.

10/4/2016 10:44 AM

36 Too small and high rental price 9/21/2016 7:23 PM

37 Home too small. 9/21/2016 3:29 PM

38 But I financially pushed myself to achieve this! 9/21/2016 9:28 AM

39 Too little storage space, even for a single occupant of a one bedroom apartment . 9/18/2016 5:33 AM

40 rent is too expensive, infra-structure under-developed. 8/15/2016 12:18 PM

41 Too small for number of ppl 8/15/2016 6:33 AM

42 Too many anti-social behaviour in South Quay area because the council overloads this
expensive area with foreign social tenants.

8/8/2016 10:08 AM

43 I have no garden or space outside. 7/31/2016 12:06 AM

44 I have a Severely Disabled Daughter with multiple medical needs and the house is adapted for
her needs.

7/29/2016 5:15 PM

45 I would like for there to be more shops, amenities, schools,farmers market etc for local residents
i.e. not just sandwich shops for those who work in the offices nearby. There isn't much of a
community feel in the area.

7/29/2016 4:09 PM

46 My home does satisfy my needs but the increases being imposed by the super expensive
properties - high service charges which long standing developments think they have to match
are making it unaffordable to live here. As a 'key worker' I haven't had a pay increase that meets
inflation etc. for over 5 years.

7/29/2016 2:23 PM
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47 Freehold townhouse property. Limited outdoor space. 7/28/2016 10:35 PM

48 Would love it to be bigger yet the truth is in the fact there is not an appropriate school for my
children to attend. We want our children to attend a senior school where there is a diverse
group of children not one where they will be in the minority. Plus there is less and less green
and clean space that is safe. The air is polluted. It's dirty, the roads and docks are filthy. It is not
setting a good example. Behind doors it's fine.

7/28/2016 8:51 PM

49 I live in a 1 bedroom which I rent of the council and am forced to pay £190 a week for it as it is
affordable rent I have a daughter so eventually my family will outgrow the property which took
me 10 years to even get via tower hamlets bidding!

7/28/2016 8:27 PM

50 Extremely concerned about lack of educational provision and resistant (still corrupt) council. 7/25/2016 11:24 AM

51 After lots of renovation 7/20/2016 2:47 AM

52 Too small 7/18/2016 8:13 AM

53 not big enough 7/16/2016 10:34 PM

54 Most of the flats on the Isle of Dogs, including mine, are awfully small. Not family friendly
whatsoever.

7/16/2016 9:51 AM

55 In front of my house in harbinger road are a number of trees, i love trees, however these are
huge and block my sky satellite reception. Sky say theres nothing they can do and the council
refuse to do anything as they don't have budget. At the back of my in the neighbours garden at
the back is a 100 ft silver birch which sheds stuff all over my garden blocks the sun and rain.

7/16/2016 7:18 AM

56 I'm renting, I'm a tenant. But I've lived in the isle for 3 years by now 7/15/2016 6:40 PM

57 More space would be nice but its at a premium. 7/15/2016 5:26 PM

58 My home is much too small even if just for me 7/15/2016 2:06 PM

59 I have no outside space for my daughter to play. Its to unsafe for her at 5 to play on her own in
communial areas

7/15/2016 10:16 AM

60 Its damp. The building is disgusting and vandalised. I have no balcony, not even a small one.
No storage space. No natural light in my kitchen or the communal areas of the building. Its
stinks of weed and other unsavory smells and since there's no windows its stagnates.

7/15/2016 9:18 AM

61 Not big enough amd suffer with mould and draft which has not been fixed by the landlord 7/15/2016 9:07 AM

62 Andrew Wood test 7/15/2016 8:02 AM
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7.35% 30

32.84% 134

13.24% 54

24.51% 100

22.06% 90

Q2 To what extent do you agree with the statement: ‘I can afford a
home suitable to my household’s needs in the Isle of Dogs’

Answered: 408 Skipped: 2

TOTAL 408

# IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO EXPLAIN YOUR RESPONSE, USE THE BOX BELOW
(OPTIONAL)

DATE

1 I can't agree in full as the price I find is beyond reason though I believe I can still afford it by
compromising on other things.

5/5/2017 11:22 AM

2 already expensive prices have doubled since 2010. This is not sustainable on a fundamental
level even before considering the effect of Brexit that will reduce the number of employees in
Canary Wharf. Salaries have increased only of a few percentage points and today even a
Managing Director of a Canary Wharf bank will really struggle to buy a flat in CW with a
mortgage suitable to a small family and pay school fees. I have seen many nice flats but with
stamp duty they all cost not far from 2 million £!!!. I have been offered an ex council house that I
could afford but with due respect at my age and position I aspire to something better. May be I
will also take the Brexit excuse to get relocated in another country!

4/8/2017 5:45 PM

3 I am a housing association tenant. I could not afford even the 80% of market rates for this
property.

3/11/2017 10:08 PM

4 I could not afford to pay what our house is worth now. 1/23/2017 12:22 PM

5 I bought my house 17 years ago, would not be able to today. 1/16/2017 3:02 PM

6 I purchased my home before E14 became a sought after post code 1/15/2017 4:24 PM

7 Not if I wanted to move here now. Even so-called affordable homes are out of my financial
reach and are poor value for money for the space available. The Isle of Dogs is for the very well
off/investment buyers and is no longer an area for 'normal' people/families.

1/15/2017 4:06 PM

8 Single parent would not be able to afford a house 1/15/2017 4:04 PM

Strongly agree

Agree

Not sure

Disagree

Strongly
disagree
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9 Prices of new studio flats are out of reach for most of residents and these projects are future
problems in making The expansion should be stopped immediately and only facilities being built

1/6/2017 8:11 AM

10 I have lived here for a number of years and bought the flat after we both worked and saved 1/1/2017 2:33 PM

11 I am retired and have paid off my mortgage 1/1/2017 12:21 PM

12 I bought my house - Ex council 1995. I couldnot afford to buy a house on the IOD today! 1/1/2017 8:09 AM

13 Only because I live in a council house otherwise I'd strongly disagree 12/31/2016 3:36 PM

14 I rent from Rsl 12/31/2016 12:46 PM

15 Cant afford to buy 12/31/2016 9:11 AM

16 Do not earn enough to buy 12/30/2016 10:00 PM

17 They are far too expensive! 12/30/2016 2:48 PM

18 Without a shared ownership scheme buying property in London would be impossible and rent is
extortionate

12/30/2016 1:42 PM

19 I'm 23 and renting, can't afford a deposit, not to mention legal fees. 12/29/2016 7:44 PM

20 Homes are extremely expensive. My husband and I don't earn enough to afford to buy on the
iod

12/29/2016 5:58 PM

21 With the price tag attached to the apartments can anyone? 12/29/2016 5:44 PM

22 Would love to stay here but it is unaffordable and only flats. 12/29/2016 4:05 PM

23 The rent is too high to rent privately and the waiting list is too long on the council. 12/29/2016 3:24 PM

24 Very expensive properties 12/29/2016 3:14 PM

25 I would like my parents to live near me on the island but the island is now very expensive 12/29/2016 2:08 PM

26 Council or housing association not private could not afford it 12/29/2016 2:07 PM

27 New builds are increasingly pricing out the locals, at some of the prices on offer, for example;
Wardian @ >£1100 per sq ft, it's almost as expensive as central london.

12/29/2016 2:01 PM

28 No I go without to pay my rent 12/29/2016 1:19 PM

29 Three bedroom flats are out of my price then a lot of them are in the new developments which I
don't like as my kids need some space and a backyard

12/29/2016 1:18 PM

30 I have been fortunate enough to own the lease on my property which is ex-council however I
would never be able to buy a similar property on the Isle of Dogs now. Indeed properties of this
size and with front and back gardens do not exist on the island anymore

12/23/2016 6:36 PM

31 Rent is my income. 11/30/2016 10:44 AM

32 We bought what we could but space is a premium and I have 3 young children and a 2 bedroom
property, the 2 nd room is quite small so I am squeezed

11/30/2016 10:28 AM

33 Housing is extremely expensive in London and we desperately need more of it. We have to be
very careful to ensure our rules and policies do not slow down or restrict the construction of
much needed housing.

11/14/2016 11:57 AM

34 Currently the cost per sq ft is so expensive on the IoD it is no longer affordable 11/13/2016 10:56 PM

35 But not if I bought it today 11/13/2016 9:36 PM

36 I can't afford anything on IoD I can only live here because I came 30 years ago and stayed put 11/13/2016 9:16 PM

37 Only with help from family 11/13/2016 8:44 PM

38 I own my flat purchased in 2000. I would not be able to afford it at todays prices 11/11/2016 8:24 PM

39 I'm a teacher, my partner works for London underground. We could get a mortgage for
£250,000. Not enough to buy a house. Only enough to buy share in an overpriced shared
ownership flat with no garden for my children.

9/21/2016 7:23 PM

40 Cannot afford to purchase a bigger house. 9/21/2016 3:29 PM

41 Financially this was hard 9/21/2016 9:28 AM

42 In order to live on the isle of dogs and provide for my children I have had to seek help from my
family as there is no way I could come close to surviving the costs on a normal wage

9/19/2016 10:16 AM

43 If I needed to buy instead of having a social housing property then I would not be able to afford
the current "affordable" rents.

9/16/2016 11:45 PM
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44 I am a high earner compared to an 'average' salary - so am fortunate in that respect. 9/16/2016 11:40 PM

45 We bought a suitable house 16 years ago but would probably be unable to do so now. 8/25/2016 4:12 PM

46 Rent is just about the limit of what I can afford. No possibility for savings. 8/15/2016 12:18 PM

47 Both my partner and I have full time jobs, have a deposit saved, but cannot afford to buy
somewhere to live, we love living here but have to move our life if we want to own somewhere,
which would be nice as we have a baby.

8/15/2016 8:09 AM

48 It's another £200-300 000 for one extra bedroom 8/15/2016 6:33 AM

49 have never been able to afford to buy, and now at retirement age so feel bottom of pile 7/31/2016 4:32 PM

50 I earn £31,000 a year. i can never owna property in E14 7/31/2016 12:06 AM

51 i live in one housing property as an elderly retired resident, but could never ever have afforded
to buy property previously or now

7/30/2016 10:02 AM

52 There are not if ant affordable ho.using on the Isle of Dogs unless you are earning £100k 7/29/2016 5:15 PM

53 Moved here in 1996 and in my forties. If I moved here in 2016, then no way could we afford to
be here. Any planning forum must consider that obscene prices in E14 and consider the impact
it has on the younger generation who have not got any realistic hope of owning a home here.

7/29/2016 3:31 PM

54 If moving to the area now - well I couldn't afford to move here. When I did as a key worker the
area was affordable. Not now and the increasing service charges on flats is threatening to force
me out. Rapid increase just to 'match' other properties in the area when service bears no
resemblance to the super expensive being approved. If anything I am being forced out of the
area so the rich can move in

7/29/2016 2:23 PM

55 I live in a flat here I bought 12 years ago, but I could not afford it if I bought now. 7/29/2016 9:02 AM

56 I can not afford a home with a garden 7/29/2016 7:55 AM

57 Cannot afford to buy on th isle Of dogs, despite two good incomes. 7/29/2016 6:34 AM

58 Its turning into a very expensive area to live 7/29/2016 4:50 AM

59 Because I bought my home a decade ago 7/29/2016 1:51 AM

60 Because we would need a four bedroom house in a safe and aesthetically pleasing
neighbourhood because it has been proven that it is good for nurturing children. We are looking
at over £1m. We have worked, in senior positions, but have paid out so much in taxes and
mortgage that have very little left to stump up a deposit and certainly wouldn't get a new
mortgage to that amount.

7/28/2016 8:51 PM

61 I pay £190 a week for my flat now what would I pay for a 2 bedroom? I just about afford this at a
stretch because my family needed something. The amount of car free new builds going up is
ridiculous as these are exspensive high rises not suited to a family like mine. Whilst bidding I
found it very hard to even get an offer as all were car free which does not make sense as I
struggle to park in my flat now because all the people who live up the road in the car free homes
park on my road so does car free make sense???? When I pay for a permit and am unable to
park with my young daughter

7/28/2016 8:27 PM

62 If my partner and I had not worked all our lives it would not be feasible. 7/25/2016 11:24 AM

63 We can afford our current mortgage. However, I'm not at all sure we could afford our current
house if we were buying it now.

7/21/2016 3:53 PM

64 I couldn't afford my own house at today's inflated prices - I bought it in 1988. 7/20/2016 9:01 AM

65 The current market prices exceed our budget 7/20/2016 2:47 AM

66 I can afford it because I bought it a long time ago. I couldn't do it now. 7/16/2016 4:51 PM

67 I couldn't afford to buy my flat today 7/16/2016 3:02 PM

68 Whilst I am fortunate that housing we would like is affordable, i would of course be happy if it
became more affordable

7/16/2016 2:25 PM

69 As above, flats are very small and very expensive. It is almost impossible to buy a flat due to the
really high service charges and there aren't make houses to consider.

7/16/2016 9:51 AM

70 Only because we bought our home 18 years ago. 7/15/2016 9:33 PM

71 Generally speaking the housing prices are abusive 7/15/2016 6:40 PM

72 My home is much too small even if just for me 7/15/2016 2:06 PM

73 I can afford a suitable home only because I bought it 20 years ago 7/15/2016 12:01 PM
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74 The only way I can afford to live her is in social housing. I am a working single parent my salary
wouldnt be enough to rent privately or buy here

7/15/2016 10:16 AM

75 Under Regen and heating and hot water is from a company called vpro had no choice in
decision do cost 75p a day standing charge,its extortion

7/15/2016 9:02 AM

76 Ideally we would need an additional room (study) but it is hard to find family homes in the area. 7/15/2016 9:00 AM

77 My rental is affordable as my landlord has kept it low. But I don't feel like I can afford to buy a
house in London.

7/15/2016 8:57 AM

78 Andrew Wood test 7/15/2016 8:02 AM
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22.03% 78

37.85% 134

31.92% 113

5.93% 21

1.13% 4

Q3 How has access to key services, for example getting a doctor’s
appointment, changed in the last ten years?

Answered: 354 Skipped: 56

TOTAL 354

# IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO EXPLAIN YOUR RESPONSE, USE THE BOX BELOW
(OPTIONAL)

DATE

1 Waiting a month for an appt with one of your preferred GPs is ridiculous...largely down to the
fact that no GP at my practice works full time patient facing

6/6/2017 7:36 PM

2 Don't have a local doctor 6/1/2017 8:38 PM

3 GP became more busy, early booking is required, hard to get a quick appointment, time spent
with GP was cut

5/5/2017 11:32 AM

4 reference the last 6 years not 10 years 4/18/2017 4:54 PM

5 Barkantine clinic currently has a one week wait for a doctor's appointment, but just last year was
able to provide appointments within the following 48 hours.

4/17/2017 4:45 PM

6 Getting the doctor I want to see is very very difficult. Getting any doctor is about the same it has
always been.

3/11/2017 10:30 PM

7 I have never had any problems getting dr app. 1/15/2017 8:16 PM

8 Waits are much longer - if you can get past the receptionist. A wait of 2 weeks to see a specific
doctor is normal now; to see any doctor takes a week (usually a locum) and so continued care
is non-existent. Sadly most of the doctors speak limited English which makes care even more
difficult - my totally inaccurate records are proof of this and may one day compromise my
healthcare.

1/15/2017 4:40 PM

9 Extended hours are great but can take weeks to get an appointment with my usual doctor. 1/1/2017 4:46 PM

Much more
difficult

More difficult

About the same

Easier

Much Easier
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10 Because Tower Hamlets Council have not insisted in the past that new builds are supported by
additional infrastructure then there is a huge gap in infrastructure provision including services
like doctors which puts huge pressure on existing services and leads to higher wait times.

1/1/2017 2:57 PM

11 Note - I haven't been a resident for 10 years so unable to comment 1/1/2017 1:58 PM

12 Rely more on drop in centres 1/1/2017 1:08 PM

13 I have changed doctors because I was having to wait 3 weeks for an appointment that was the
doctors at ASDA

1/1/2017 8:34 AM

14 Internet booking and telephone consultations make it much easier 12/31/2016 3:45 PM

15 Based on doctor alone I have found no change. Further afield, hospital apt's you have to wait a
while for.

12/31/2016 11:38 AM

16 I've only lived here since 2010. 12/31/2016 8:48 AM

17 Takes ages to get through. Have to have a phone appointment which if you miss the call you
have to call back and explain. It's a faff. Difficult to get to actually see a doctor at short notice.

12/30/2016 10:01 AM

18 Have only been on the IoD for 2 years so can't give an answer 12/29/2016 8:04 PM

19 Island Health are excellent! 12/29/2016 6:33 PM

20 For non emergency I have to wait a week. 12/29/2016 6:11 PM

21 At least three weeks for one with a requested Doctor 12/29/2016 5:45 PM

22 10 years ago I could get my baby an appointment the same day now I can't 12/29/2016 4:23 PM

23 It is nearly impossible to get a doctors appointment in a timely manner at my GP. Five days to a
week's waiting is too long of a wait.

12/29/2016 3:35 PM

24 Waiting times have drastically increased. 12/29/2016 3:31 PM

25 I live here for 5 years now so really do not know 12/29/2016 2:31 PM

26 DOCKLANDS medical centre opens longer hours than it used to. The walk in centre near the
barkantine didn't exist in the past

12/29/2016 2:31 PM

27 You can wait weeks to see your doctor 12/29/2016 1:32 PM

28 It is as bad as it has ever been. It's odd having to wait over a week for a doctors appointment. 12/29/2016 1:24 PM

29 Online appointments make it easier 11/30/2016 10:36 PM

30 In 2009 I could get an appointment same day or next day, now unless it's an emergency it is at
least a week

11/30/2016 10:34 AM

31 Little new capacity appears to have been added, despite continuing growth in new flats being
built and completed.

10/30/2016 10:50 PM

32 I've been living here for 3 years. 10/19/2016 10:53 PM

33 Only moved in the iOd 2 y ago 9/21/2016 9:17 PM

34 I wait 3 weeks for a gp appointment. 9/21/2016 7:25 PM

35 Not applicable. 9/19/2016 10:13 AM

36 My previous experiences were outside of London so the service here at the barkantine is better
than elsewhere with the walk in setup.

9/16/2016 11:51 PM

37 I have only been here three years 8/9/2016 7:25 AM

38 My GP is outside Tower Hamlets. 8/1/2016 1:50 PM

39 I prefer to use my freedom pass to travel off the island to attend clinics or doctors as the waiting
time locally is extreme, having to sit with so many ill people when you just need to get advise.

7/31/2016 4:42 PM

40 I travel about off the island to Bethnal green to get my doctors appointment as have been with
same doctor for 50 years

7/30/2016 10:15 AM

41 To get to call a GP you are held in a que and being told where you are and could wait for ages.
If you ask for an appointment it is at least 2 week wait

7/29/2016 5:30 PM

42 Never ill, 2 visits in 20 years. No issue with dentist as I book 6 months ahead. 7/29/2016 3:41 PM

43 Almost impossible and has led to a decrease in our usual way of life that we are accustomed to. 7/29/2016 3:00 PM
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44 Have been asked to make an apt with a specific GP. No availability on line and unable to get
through to the surgery on the phone. This is very common. To see any doctor the wait is at
least a week; for a specific doctor I have been told to call back in 2 weeks as they do not make
appointments more than 2 weeks in the future!

7/29/2016 2:41 PM

45 not resident long enough 7/29/2016 2:18 PM

46 It's now possible to book a doctor's appointment online at Barkantine. I don't use many other
local services.

7/29/2016 9:14 AM

47 Before I could get a next day appointment, now it's about 3 week minimum wait, and that's not
even guaranteed to be with my own Doctor

7/29/2016 8:07 AM

48 We have only lived here for 4.5 years. 7/28/2016 10:45 PM

49 Pretty much impossible to get a doctors appointment, way too few schools 7/28/2016 9:15 PM

50 I can get an appointment but I would never see the same doctor twice. I've had to meet with the
practice manager to complain about five misdiagnosis from temp doctors, and one practice
doctor. They don't read our historic records so it's always a quick fix solution. There's no
personal care.

7/28/2016 9:04 PM

51 We leave right across from the Barkantine and have had a great experience since they moved
into the purpose built building years ago. Although recently it seems to get more difficult to get
an appointment on the same day. Luckily we didn't have to request one for a while.

7/28/2016 8:15 PM

52 Extremely hard to get a GP appointment at the Barkantine Practice, even for my young children! 7/22/2016 9:15 AM

53 2 week wait for an appointment these days 7/22/2016 8:16 AM

54 I've only been here 3 years but the availability of making online appointments etc has improved. 7/21/2016 4:05 PM

55 Lived here since 2012 7/19/2016 2:46 PM

56 Longer waiting lists and the doctors are running late. I have to wait 20-40 mins after my booked
appointment. If I'd like to be seen by my trusted doc I get an appointment 4-5 days later only.

7/17/2016 3:31 PM

57 I don't live here that long 7/17/2016 10:26 AM

58 I can get an appointment but I need to wait days. Weeks for a named doctor. 7/16/2016 4:59 PM

59 I am registered with the Barkantine and even though it's not that difficult to get an appointment
(compared to other areas of London), I do feel it has got more difficult to get an appointment in
the following 24-48 hours within the last 7 years I've been on the Island.

7/16/2016 9:58 AM

60 I have no idea I don't use local medical facilities i have a private gp. 7/16/2016 7:28 AM

61 I'm not a local but I haven't had many problems to get appointments 7/15/2016 9:57 PM

62 Even though island gardens health is open longer it is difficult to get on the day or soon
appointment

7/15/2016 9:06 PM

63 Rang recently and was told there were no appointments! But been v pleased with speed I had
appointments for baby when on maternity leave

7/15/2016 6:15 PM

64 All but impossible to get an appointment. My doctor has told me the practice is under huge
strain.

7/15/2016 3:01 PM

65 I still go to Islington to my GP 7/15/2016 2:11 PM

66 Doctors appointments for my actual gp can be anything up to 2weeks. Having to wait 9 months
for a referal for my daughter isnt on either. 3 months for an eye examination in the hospital is
also ridiculous.

7/15/2016 10:27 AM

67 Takes several weeks to get an appointment 7/15/2016 9:38 AM

68 Andrew Wood test 7/15/2016 8:05 AM
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4.25% 15

30.03% 106

17.00% 60

30.31% 107

18.13% 64

Q4 To what extent do you agree with the statement: ‘I am able to
access the key services, such as getting a doctor’s appointment,

quickly and easily’ ?
Answered: 353 Skipped: 57

TOTAL 353

# IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO EXPLAIN YOUR RESPONSE, USE THE BOX BELOW
(OPTIONAL)

DATE

1 See above 6/6/2017 7:36 PM

2 My doctor is in Lambeth 6/1/2017 8:38 PM

3 As per below, I can't say I can get it quickly but I can still get it. 5/5/2017 11:32 AM

4 For the most part, Barkantine is still very efficient. 4/17/2017 4:45 PM

5 School places are hard to get 4/8/2017 5:52 PM

6 As above. 3/11/2017 10:30 PM

7 As for the previous question - long waits for locum doctors not even your own GP are the norm
now as is the receptionist telling you to go to A&E if you want to be seen by a doctor sooner.

1/15/2017 4:40 PM

8 I don't have great experience so I use private service abroad in Estern Europe 1/6/2017 8:19 AM

9 fortunately we don't require GP services so often so can't comment with better judgement 1/1/2017 5:45 PM

10 As above 1/1/2017 4:46 PM

11 I use the drop in centre if necessary and have always been able to see someone 1/1/2017 2:57 PM

12 I haven't used any services to comment 1/1/2017 1:58 PM

13 Now I have changed doctors yes 1/1/2017 8:34 AM

Strongly agree

Agree

Not sure

Disagree

Strongly
disagree
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Strongly agree

Agree

Not sure

Disagree

Strongly disagree
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14 same day appointments as long as i don't mind which doctor i see 12/31/2016 12:52 PM

15 You may be able to get an appt with a locum but if you have chronic long term conditions it is
difficult to see someone to ensure continuity of care..

12/29/2016 7:14 PM

16 See above 12/29/2016 6:11 PM

17 See comments on q. 3 above 12/29/2016 3:35 PM

18 Waiting times for walk ins are 4 hours it can take a very long time for other services. 12/29/2016 3:31 PM

19 Barkantine walk in service is good - more like this please! 12/29/2016 3:03 PM

20 We have to wait longer for appointments 11/30/2016 10:48 AM

21 See above 11/30/2016 10:34 AM

22 If one misses the 8.30am call to make an appointment, then may have to wait a week 11/27/2016 10:26 PM

23 Dr appointment take a long time, cannot get on the buses in the morning 11/13/2016 11:05 PM

24 More residents means these are at threat 11/13/2016 9:42 PM

25 Barkantine clinic is very accessible and quick 11/13/2016 9:20 PM

26 GP waiting times seem to have increased as more new developments have sprung up on the
island

11/13/2016 9:09 PM

27 I recently requested a non-emergency GP appointment and the earliest was a 3 week wait - and
was then cancelled due to the GP not being available

11/11/2016 8:30 PM

28 In order to get a doctor's appointment within a reasonable time frame the only option provided is
to take an emergency app which you have to sit and wait around for hours on end

9/19/2016 10:25 AM

29 there are no cheap parking facilities. 8/8/2016 10:20 AM

30 As above 8/1/2016 1:50 PM

31 I can if I wish access but do not wish to unless absolutely desperate as waiting times are
appalling.

7/31/2016 4:42 PM

32 I can see a doctor ok, but I can't easily see MY doctor 7/31/2016 12:12 AM

33 can only speak for myself as I try not to use any of the services on the island but prefer to travel
via London transport to other services in the borough as the waiting times on island are
extreme.

7/30/2016 10:15 AM

34 Never struggled to get an appointment 7/29/2016 8:30 PM

35 That's really not true 7/29/2016 5:30 PM

36 See above box 7/29/2016 3:41 PM

37 It's easy to quickly get a doctor's appointment in a few week's time, but I don't know if it's
possible to get one in a few day's time, or on the same day.

7/29/2016 9:14 AM

38 See answer 3 7/29/2016 8:07 AM

39 As per above. There is an online booking which is great but it's a two week wait. I don't want to
think I'm going to be sick in two weeks. I'm normally sick and have to see someone that day or
the next. I don't trust the doctors at the surgery so I very rarely go. As a consequence goodness
knows what's happening to my ailing health.

7/28/2016 9:04 PM

40 waiting 3 weeks for a nearest GP appointment (ANY available appointment, not evening or
weekend) is definitely not "quick and easy"

7/28/2016 8:51 PM

41 The walk in centre at barkantine is really helpful and find myself accessing this when unable to
get appointment

7/28/2016 8:32 PM

42 Have not needed key services much in the recent past but getting the impression that the easy
and timeliness are worsening.

7/28/2016 8:15 PM

43 I can get an appointment but at a very long wait which does not help if you are ill and in need of
a doctor. Very ineffective

7/22/2016 8:16 AM

44 I've only been here 3 years but even in that time I've noticed there's usually a longer lead time
for getting "non-urgent" doctor's appointments.

7/21/2016 4:05 PM

45 Depends on the key service 7/19/2016 2:46 PM

46 getting one is not a problem. Getting one today/tomorrow is a problem 7/16/2016 4:59 PM
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47 My experience of the doctors service is ok, but we gave up on dental and went private (which
isn't much better)

7/16/2016 2:35 PM

48 I have no idea. 7/16/2016 7:28 AM

49 Too many people too much development of flats with no real key service upgrade. School
places are a real worrie for all parents of the island

7/15/2016 10:27 AM

50 It varies. The barkentine is than it was a year ago, but the docklands medical centre is terrible
for appointment, as is asda opticians.

7/15/2016 9:26 AM

51 Mostly agree but you sometimes can't which is stressful especially where children are ill. 7/15/2016 9:09 AM

52 Private healthcare in Canary Wharf 7/15/2016 9:01 AM

53 Andrew Wood test 7/15/2016 8:05 AM
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15.82% 56

41.81% 148

7.34% 26

28.25% 100

6.78% 24

Q5 To what extent do you agree with the statement: ‘Everything I need
on a day to day basis I can reach on foot.’

Answered: 354 Skipped: 56

TOTAL 354

# IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO EXPLAIN YOUR RESPONSE, USE THE BOX BELOW
(OPTIONAL)

DATE

1 Where rae the indpendent greengrocers, butchers etc? Nowwhere 6/6/2017 7:36 PM

2 I work 6 miles away so have to use the dlr which I reach on foot. Everything else (ASDA) I can
also reach on foot.

3/11/2017 10:30 PM

3 I am dependent on the bus to get me around. Canary Wharf is my nearest shopping centre and
so prices are that bit more expensive. The shop nearest in walking terms is only a 'corner shop'
and can't meet all needs. Being less able adds to the problem and the recent bus route changes
and timings have had a detrimental impact. This will be worsened with the ludicrous cycle lane
proposal for Manchester Road - totally unnecessary, not needed and a waste of money.

1/15/2017 4:40 PM

4 Asda working distance Drs and dentist walking distance Post office walking distance 1/15/2017 4:09 PM

5 The area near the bottom of Manchester road is woefully lacking. It's all residential jones with
the odd off license and chicken shop. The few shops look run down and there are very few
restaurants and cafes. It would be great if there was a real "high street" instead of blocks and
blocks of flats

1/15/2017 12:54 PM

6 Not a great choice of bakery 1/6/2017 8:19 AM

7 construction work at Canary Wharf makes it difficult and unpleasant to walk to the Wharf 1/2/2017 8:31 PM

8 This will change when ASDA is demolished. Without a car grocery shopping will become
difficult

1/1/2017 2:57 PM

9 I usually need to take the bus. 1/1/2017 2:47 PM

Strongly agree

Agree

Not sure

Disagree

Strongly
disagree
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES
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10 I am able to walk so for me the answer is yes 1/1/2017 8:34 AM

11 Baker, butcher (local) not on the island. Local shops. 12/31/2016 11:38 AM

12 Thanks to the Asda, Tesco and, most importantly, grocery home delivery services. 12/31/2016 8:48 AM

13 I have to go to lewisham to get reasonably priced shoe repairs. Also no charity shops to donate
to

12/30/2016 10:01 AM

14 Severe lack of services on the Isle of Dogs, particularly decent supermarkets. Local newsagents
do not offer value for money or the right variety of products.

12/29/2016 11:27 PM

15 We live near island gardens and there are very few shops around here. 12/29/2016 7:40 PM

16 Changing though as now not so many little cafes, shops etc rely on Asda 12/29/2016 5:45 PM

17 I am walking distance from Canary Wharf. Would like to see more of a 'high street' on the island,
this would be a good use of areas under the DLR, DLR stations or dock edges

12/29/2016 3:03 PM

18 Doctors Asda all close by 12/29/2016 1:32 PM

19 If I miss a delivery I must travel miles to the collection office 12/23/2016 6:20 PM

20 Work is 8 minute walk, Tesco & Asda are 10 minute walk 11/27/2016 10:26 PM

21 Grocery and other delivery services continue to make it much easier for people to obtain the
goods they need

11/14/2016 12:02 PM

22 Except for weekly shopping and petrol 11/13/2016 11:05 PM

23 Public transport is used to travel to markets and entertainment e.g. cinemas and theatre in
Greenwich

11/11/2016 8:30 PM

24 I need to drive to my Doctor 11/11/2016 7:51 PM

25 The walk to and from Canary Wharf station (Waitrose, Reebok gym) increased from 7 min to 20
min because the Preston Road path was closed by CWG.

10/19/2016 10:53 PM

26 There is no where to buy white goods or furniture on the island. 9/16/2016 11:55 PM

27 Need more 'local' shops, high street with a range of services / options. It must be difficult
compared to chains like Pret, Tesco so this needs support eg section 106 support for local
businesses. Example it's a shame 'Ernie's' never found a home and became unviable for the
owner.

9/16/2016 11:51 PM

28 I am fit and able to walk the island, but on the south of the island there is a lack of shops,
affordable food shopping, services and Childcare options,

8/15/2016 8:17 AM

29 south quay area needs more retail shops not just overloading empty streets with residential
developments. this way the area becomes a ghetto. this area needs more restaurants and
shops.

8/8/2016 10:20 AM

30 I have to cross the river to work. 7/31/2016 12:12 AM

31 We still have some local shops thank goodness 7/29/2016 5:30 PM

32 While Canary Wharf is close by, I'd like for there to be more facilities, farmers markets, pubs,
independent shops (e.g. newsagents), cafes, schools, sports studios and independent
businesses for the area. There isn't much of a community feel and many of the small
restaurants cater to the office workers and not the community. I.e. what's needed is something
to get people out onto the streets, and not just running up into their apartment blocks.

7/29/2016 4:20 PM

33 Walking is one of the things that the human body is specifically designed to do, people must do
more of it to help relieve the pressure on the se vices mentioned above.

7/29/2016 3:41 PM

34 Tesco at Beckton as the local Asda is overwhelmingly busy and doesn't meet the needs of
locals ie: regularly running out of essential items

7/29/2016 3:00 PM

35 I have mobility problems and as such have to be wary of when I use the buses; early mornings
(before 9:30 is out) and after 3:30 till 7pm is also out as the buses are just far too full. The
recent proposed changes to bus services on the island will make getting about even more
difficult

7/29/2016 2:41 PM

36 There are no small specialist shops such as greengrocer, butcher and etc locally. 7/28/2016 10:45 PM

37 There are absolutely no amenities on the island for residents, no sense of community. No
consideration has been taken into account for the needs of residents, I.e markets for food (just a
plethora of cheap off licenses) and there is ok space for shops and cafes etc. There is just an
endless stream of new developments without consideration for making the IoD a viable
community where residents can spend time

7/28/2016 9:32 PM
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38 It is getting harder and harder to get around with all the building work 7/28/2016 9:15 PM

39 Although I can't stand being tied to Tesco. 7/28/2016 9:04 PM

40 I could reach most things by foot but for the past two years have preferred to take buses as I
don't enjoy walking through building sites everywhere.

7/28/2016 8:15 PM

41 I am disabled 7/20/2016 2:56 AM

42 Ever since Canary Wharf Group closed the path connecting Preston's road to Canary Wharf it
has become increasingly difficult to reach things I need on a daily basis - like proper groceries
without the mark up and more variety than that found at an express store (which charges more
for the "convenience" factor). Since its now about a mile or so to get to Canary Wharf estate it
makes a lot more difficult to pick up things from shops.

7/18/2016 4:54 PM

43 There are no markets and affordable shops for household items, gardening stuff, fruits and
vegetables, fish, everyday clothes, toys etc. around. I have to travel to Greenwich or Shadwell
or Stratford to find these..

7/17/2016 3:31 PM

44 The walking routes are appalling. There is also a dearth of high quality shopping, cafes etc once
you leave Canary Wharf, despite many of the new developments having large amounts of
unused ground floor retail space

7/16/2016 2:35 PM

45 Depends where you do your shopping i suppose. There are certainly no clothes stores within
walking distance. Unless you count canary wharf but its a bit of a hike.

7/16/2016 7:28 AM

46 Normal items such as milk, bread etc are not freely available due to the limited convenience
shops close to burrells Wharf

7/16/2016 7:14 AM

47 It would be useful to have another grocery store that is closer and easier to get to then ASDA.
There are also limited restaurant options.

7/16/2016 5:03 AM

48 There is a lack of small local shops 7/15/2016 9:57 PM

49 no childrens clothes and shoe shops nearby- have to go to Canada Water for Clarks shoe fitting. 7/15/2016 6:15 PM

50 No Banks. It would be nicer to have better quality shops like Greenwich. 7/15/2016 5:49 PM

51 Yes generally. Need more cash points at the bottom of the island which don't charge you to use
them

7/15/2016 4:07 PM

52 Shopping, GP, nursery are too far away to be reached on foot 7/15/2016 1:01 PM

53 Lots of services not represented in the Canary Wharf / isle of dogs area 7/15/2016 10:59 AM

54 Very little for small children in comparison to places in essex or kent. The canary wharf estate
through to the bottom of the island is geared up for young professionals who will in due time add
the the growing number of children. For example we have no toy shop for educational toys etc
or a play zone. The soft play at tiller is the only one but its tiny

7/15/2016 10:27 AM

55 Many children's activities are further afield. 7/15/2016 9:09 AM

56 Albeit in some danger given the construction versus footpaths issue! 7/15/2016 9:01 AM

57 Andrew Wood test 7/15/2016 8:05 AM

58 Much of it is at Canary Wharf which is easily reached by bus 7/13/2016 5:17 PM
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79.89% 282

20.11% 71

Q6 Are there local shops that you use on a regular basis?
Answered: 353 Skipped: 57

TOTAL 353

# IF YES, COULD YOU NAME THEM? DATE

1 West Quay Food & Wine The Ship Little Kebab House Soleil Dry Cleaners 4/10/2018 4:35 PM

2 Tesco Crossharbour 3/21/2018 10:34 PM

3 tesco asda 2/5/2018 2:17 PM

4 Asda, Tesco’s at Baltimore 9/29/2017 6:24 PM

5 24h shops dont sell what i need. I ahve to go to asda or waitrose 6/6/2017 7:36 PM

6 Asda, New Kwan Wah 6/1/2017 8:38 PM

7 Tesco and Laudnry on Millharbour, Waitrose and Asda. Though Asda is a bit inconvenient for
me.

5/5/2017 11:32 AM

8 ASDA 4/25/2017 9:51 PM

9 Tesco, mark spencer, waitrose, asda 4/18/2017 8:08 PM

10 Hair E14 Equinox shop Various places in Canary Wharf mall 4/17/2017 4:45 PM

11 Tesco Metro 4/8/2017 5:52 PM

12 ASDA. NISA. 3/11/2017 10:30 PM

13 Waitrose, Canary Wharf Asda Cubitt Town Pharmacy Manchester Road Post Office 1/23/2017 12:28 PM

14 Tesco Metro, ADSA 1/15/2017 10:00 PM

15 Hair e14, fish and chip shop, gay lord restaurant, memb saab- all restaurants 1/15/2017 8:16 PM

16 Asda 1/15/2017 4:09 PM

17 Convenience Store Barkantine estate 1/15/2017 3:42 PM

18 John shop, roses food and wine, windmill house dry cleaners and shop 1/15/2017 1:12 PM

19 Asda and waitrose 1/15/2017 12:54 PM

20 Tesco express 1/15/2017 10:25 AM

21 Asda, dry cleaners, 1/9/2017 8:17 PM

22 Greenwich market and shops 1/6/2017 8:19 AM

23 Nisa 1/5/2017 3:14 PM

Yes

No
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes
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24 Westferry Metro, Dry cleaners in Westferry Road, local pubs and restaurants 1/2/2017 8:31 PM

25 mainly asda 1/1/2017 5:45 PM

26 Newsagent on Westferry Road by Harbinger School. 1/1/2017 4:46 PM

27 Tesco Express 1/1/2017 3:02 PM

28 Tesco Express sometimes but predominantly ASDA 1/1/2017 2:57 PM

29 Mainly waitrose and ASDA. 1/1/2017 2:47 PM

30 24 hour store on Westferry Road by Byng Street, Ace Barbers 1/1/2017 1:58 PM

31 waitrose canary wharf, tesco westferry road 1/1/2017 1:32 PM

32 John's next to the Westferry road post office 1/1/2017 12:28 PM

33 Nisa E14 hairdressers post office local chip shop 1/1/2017 8:34 AM

34 Westferry Metro 12/31/2016 2:59 PM

35 Equinox for milk if I run out. Asda for larger shopping. Laundrette on Manchester road. Post
office on Manchester Road. Cubit town pharmacy. Lilies. E14.

12/31/2016 11:38 AM

36 Co op Clifton 12/31/2016 10:36 AM

37 Asda, Nisa, Post Office 12/31/2016 9:17 AM

38 There are none, apart from the dry cleaners. I would love to see a proper butcher and bakery. 12/31/2016 8:48 AM

39 The Post office 12/31/2016 8:35 AM

40 Post office and shop on Manchester Road, ASDA, Tesco Metro and Nisa on Manchester Road
by blue bridge roundabout, Firezza pizza by Crossharbour DLR, Mudchute Farm cafe

12/31/2016 6:50 AM

41 Waitrose 12/31/2016 4:00 AM

42 Candy shellï 12/30/2016 10:05 PM

43 Asda & equinox 12/30/2016 7:45 PM

44 Asda Calista square 12/30/2016 2:53 PM

45 Asda, Waitrose 12/30/2016 1:46 PM

46 Asda castalia square shops tesco 12/30/2016 1:08 PM

47 Johns shop westferry road 12/30/2016 12:53 PM

48 Equinox Asda 12/30/2016 10:01 AM

49 Asda, Waitrose, Dry Cleaners, Tesco 12/30/2016 7:12 AM

50 Asda 12/30/2016 2:29 AM

51 asda local sweet shop 12/30/2016 12:45 AM

52 Westferry Metro, Hubbub, Asda 12/29/2016 11:27 PM

53 Tesco 12/29/2016 11:18 PM

54 Equinox, Waitrose 12/29/2016 9:27 PM

55 Asda Tesco express 12/29/2016 9:26 PM

56 Asdak 12/29/2016 9:01 PM

57 Post office 12/29/2016 8:57 PM

58 Tesco crossharbour, equinox, asda, rosw food and wine 12/29/2016 8:04 PM

59 Waitrose, boots 12/29/2016 8:04 PM

60 Equinox only 12/29/2016 7:40 PM

61 Tesco express 12/29/2016 7:17 PM

62 Asda 12/29/2016 7:00 PM

63 Post office Nisa Asda Tesco local 12/29/2016 6:33 PM

64 Asia and canary Wharf shopping centre. 12/29/2016 6:11 PM

65 Canary Wharf shops and occasionally equinox opposite island gardens dlr 12/29/2016 6:09 PM
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66 Only Asda as local shops almost non existent 12/29/2016 5:45 PM

67 Cubitt Launderette and the post office, both on Castalia Square 12/29/2016 5:07 PM

68 Equinox 12/29/2016 4:56 PM

69 Equinox Johns Sinfields 12/29/2016 4:39 PM

70 Tesco, Asda etc 12/29/2016 4:11 PM

71 Asda Tesco Tian Tian 12/29/2016 4:08 PM

72 Asda, including petrol 12/29/2016 3:11 PM

73 Baguette express, pret, Tesco in south quay. Also use local takeaways (delivery). 12/29/2016 3:03 PM

74 Waitrose, asda 12/29/2016 2:52 PM

75 Asda, equinox, the post office. It would be nice to have more local shops - e.g. a green grocer,
baker, butcher

12/29/2016 2:31 PM

76 Equinox 12/29/2016 2:11 PM

77 The gun, asda, barkantine pharmacy 12/29/2016 2:07 PM

78 Local newsagents, Asda, Tesco, co-op 12/29/2016 2:00 PM

79 Co op 12/29/2016 1:32 PM

80 Asda isle of dogs 12/29/2016 1:31 PM

81 Tesco, Local Nisa, Waitrose (Canary Wharf), ASDA 12/2/2016 5:19 PM

82 Asda & Canary Wharf 12/2/2016 3:48 PM

83 waitrose, boots, gay Lord 12/2/2016 1:52 PM

84 Asda, Tesco at Crossharbour 11/30/2016 10:36 PM

85 Tesco and other local shops around Crossharbour 11/30/2016 10:48 AM

86 Asda, post office, 11/30/2016 10:34 AM

87 Should be more local markets & choice 11/27/2016 9:59 PM

88 ASDA & Greenwich market 11/14/2016 12:02 PM

89 Yes, we need more local shops rather then mega Tescos 11/13/2016 11:05 PM

90 in Greenwich 11/13/2016 10:06 PM

91 Chrisp St 11/13/2016 9:20 PM

92 Lewisham, Greenwich 11/11/2016 8:30 PM

93 Tesco Expres 11/11/2016 7:51 PM

94 The laundry shop and the hairdresser, both within walking distance 10/9/2016 9:54 PM

95 Asda, Tesco, M&S at Canary Wharf, Waitrose 10/4/2016 10:50 AM

96 Tesco Express Clifton supermarket 9/25/2016 12:39 PM

97 There are no local shops or markets in the iod 9/21/2016 9:17 PM

98 Asda 9/21/2016 7:25 PM

99 Dry cleaning 9/21/2016 6:44 PM

100 Equinox 9/21/2016 3:31 PM

101 Asda 9/21/2016 1:10 PM

102 Waitrose Tesco 9/21/2016 11:28 AM

103 Other than asda and the express shops the island lacks having local fresh produce such as
butchers etc

9/19/2016 10:25 AM

104 Not enough local business 9/19/2016 10:13 AM

105 Asda store and petrol station 9/17/2016 7:58 AM

106 Asda, Post office, local News agent, local Hairdressers, 9/16/2016 11:55 PM

107 Canary Wharf shops, Pret, Tesco, due to lack of local/non chain options. Try to use smaller
companies is Admirals Way stalls where they offer alternatives.

9/16/2016 11:51 PM
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108 Tesco Express, Waitrose 9/6/2016 3:46 PM

109 Mainly shops in Canary Wharf/South Quay, the cafe in New Providence Wharf, dry cleaners in
Pan Penisular

8/20/2016 4:36 PM

110 Equinox and westferry news, however both are expensive 8/15/2016 8:17 AM

111 Equinox, Tesco, newsagent near harbinger school 8/15/2016 6:40 AM

112 waitrose, marks & spencer, tesco 8/8/2016 10:20 AM

113 CO OP Cassilis Road 8/2/2016 7:21 PM

114 Asda 8/2/2016 12:03 PM

115 Waitrose/John Lewis M&S Simply Foods Tesco Metro 8/1/2016 1:50 PM

116 local newsagents, asda. 7/31/2016 4:42 PM

117 ASDA. NISA Manchester Rd 7/31/2016 12:12 AM

118 Manchester road launderette 7/30/2016 7:04 PM

119 Asda, Rose Food and Wine 7/30/2016 2:54 PM

120 small local shops 2 mins away, this is used also by my elderly neighbours who are not able to
walk to the shop so neighbours deliver for them

7/30/2016 10:15 AM

121 Manchester rod area is very resifential. Almost no local shops available 7/30/2016 6:26 AM

122 tesco express. 7/29/2016 11:31 PM

123 Tesco, co-operative 7/29/2016 9:52 PM

124 Quarterdeck convenience, waitrose, tesco, canary wharf stores... 7/29/2016 8:30 PM

125 Post Office. Local News agent which sells Bread milk Etc 7/29/2016 5:30 PM

126 The flower shop, barber shop and nail salon on Pepper Street. We do go to the Co-op, Pret,
Tesco, Asda, Firezza but these are of course chains. I'd like to see more small independent
businesses.

7/29/2016 4:20 PM

127 ASDA, Waitrose and the Henry Addington. 7/29/2016 3:41 PM

128 I use the local Nisa for my newspaper weekly. I use Waitrose because they will deliver and thus
no heavy shopping to carry. Otherwise I have been forced to shop online

7/29/2016 2:41 PM

129 Tesco, Clifton supermarket 7/29/2016 9:14 AM

130 Asda 7/29/2016 6:21 AM

131 Asda 7/29/2016 5:01 AM

132 Dock lands food & wine, Hubub , laundry Westferry road 7/29/2016 1:57 AM

133 Rose food and wine, Westferry Stores, Westferry pair office and the shop next to it. 7/28/2016 10:45 PM

134 Just 1 - the Caribbean (st Lucian) cafe in island gardens 7/28/2016 9:32 PM

135 Equinox, a life saver 7/28/2016 9:21 PM

136 Canary Wharf but I'd rather avoid the throng of workers and the security scares. I get food and
pretty much every thing else delivered.

7/28/2016 9:04 PM

137 Asda, Nisa, Tesco 7/28/2016 9:03 PM

138 Asda and tesco 7/28/2016 8:32 PM

139 Tesco, Cliftons, Asda and pharmacy 7/28/2016 8:15 PM

140 Equinox. Dry Cleaners in Westferry Road. E14 hairdressers. Post Office next door. 7/25/2016 11:30 AM

141 Asda 7/24/2016 12:10 PM

142 Waitrose, International Supermarket, Tesco 7/23/2016 8:56 PM

143 Waitrose, Tesco, Boots 7/22/2016 4:31 PM

144 I travel to Waitrose 7/22/2016 8:16 AM

145 Post Office on Westferry Rd, the convenience store next to it (don't actually know its name),
Soleil dry cleaners, Hair E14

7/21/2016 4:05 PM

146 Asda, Waitrose, M&S 7/20/2016 9:06 AM
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147 mini market on Westferry road near Harbinger School 7/19/2016 2:46 PM

148 Tesco. 7/18/2016 4:54 PM

149 Only for food. 7/17/2016 3:31 PM

150 Tesco metro, ASDA, co-op, Nisa 7/17/2016 1:42 PM

151 Asda 7/17/2016 11:55 AM

152 ASDA, canary wharf shopping mall 7/17/2016 10:26 AM

153 WESTFERRY METRO. ROSE FOOD & WINES. 7/17/2016 9:42 AM

154 the little shop and the post office on westferry rd 7/16/2016 10:41 PM

155 Tesco express 7/16/2016 9:55 PM

156 Asda 7/16/2016 4:59 PM

157 Tesco Clifton Shop near sailing club 7/16/2016 3:22 PM

158 Tesco (Millharbour), Asda. 7/16/2016 9:58 AM

159 Waitrose, tesco 7/16/2016 9:37 AM

160 Equinox, Post Office, Hair E14 7/16/2016 8:34 AM

161 Drycleaners 7/16/2016 7:28 AM

162 John's shop 7/16/2016 7:14 AM

163 Docklands Dry Cleaning and Laundry Services, Equinox convenience store 7/16/2016 5:03 AM

164 Waitrose, Tesco Express, Co-operative food 7/15/2016 10:54 PM

165 Tesco, asda, nisa 7/15/2016 10:49 PM

166 Asda, tesco 7/15/2016 9:57 PM

167 Asda 7/15/2016 9:39 PM

168 Canary wharf because I work there. Begrudgingly Tesco express because they are taking over
the island. I will also walk to crissp st market and love that coop has opened on the island.
Would be fantastic to have a butchers, bakers, fish monger

7/15/2016 9:06 PM

169 Asda, Tesco 7/15/2016 8:15 PM

170 Asda! (The only shop nearby!!!) and post office on Manchester road. Always use cafe at
mudchute

7/15/2016 6:15 PM

171 Waitrose tesco 7/15/2016 6:11 PM

172 Post Office, Mudchute Farm Shop. 7/15/2016 5:49 PM

173 Nisa 7/15/2016 4:22 PM

174 Yes but I would like to see more cafes or independent shops 7/15/2016 4:07 PM

175 Tesco, coop, waitrose, boots 7/15/2016 3:51 PM

176 Asda 7/15/2016 3:01 PM

177 Skanutis 7/15/2016 1:01 PM

178 Tesco Express, Cascades Drycleaner 7/15/2016 1:00 PM

179 Lidl, Tesco, local independent 7/15/2016 12:53 PM

180 Tescos (no alternative!), ernie's (until closed) plus frequent user of local restaurants, take away,
Canary Wharf shops

7/15/2016 10:59 AM

181 The shops along Manchester road next to george green school 7/15/2016 10:27 AM

182 Asda 7/15/2016 10:19 AM

183 Nisa Local 7/15/2016 10:09 AM

184 Tesco, although it would be nice if the local councillor who stops voting to allow one in the forge
down the bottom of the island leaving me at the mercy of the local shop who charge to use
cards could come to his sense and vote for a tesco at the forge.

7/15/2016 9:21 AM

185 Post Office near Harbinger School Nisa Manchester Rd 7/15/2016 9:11 AM

186 Asda, Tesco, dry cleaner. 7/15/2016 9:09 AM
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187 Manchester Road Post office. New Kwun Wah takeaway The Bhaji takeaway The Little Kebab
House Supermarkets at Canary Wharf (Tesco and Waitrose) Asda

7/15/2016 9:09 AM

188 Tesco IOD - others in Canary Wharf 7/15/2016 9:01 AM

189 Waitrose 7/15/2016 8:05 AM

190 Island Garden Newsagents 7/13/2016 5:17 PM
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12.50% 44

40.91% 144

13.64% 48

23.01% 81

9.38% 33

Q7 To what extent do you agree with the statement: ‘I find travelling to
and from work safe and comfortable’

Answered: 352 Skipped: 58

TOTAL 352

# IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO EXPLAIN YOUR RESPONSE, USE THE BOX BELOW
(OPTIONAL)

DATE

1 Poor road layouts. Lack of speed calming measures. Development hoardings removing
pavement space and restricting.

3/21/2018 10:34 PM

2 The DLR is overcrowded at South Quay station and the walk and the land between Ability Place
and 41 Millharbour is badly effected by gangs of people drug taking openly and selling said
drugs that this makes me and other residents feel unsafe.

1/21/2018 10:07 AM

3 I cycle to Westminster along cycle superhighway. Would welcome better cycle links from East to
West if Island.

9/29/2017 6:24 PM

4 I have to leave at 9am in order to standa chance of a seat on the dlr...and i avoid jubillee line as
its too crowded...looking forward to elizabeth line for first few months anyway until it too is
overcapacity!

6/6/2017 7:36 PM

5 I find tube and DLR packed, sometimes it's hard to get in. But it is safe. 5/5/2017 11:32 AM

6 OK in 2010-2014 but end 2016 has become almost intolerable on DLR and Jubilee between
7am and 9.30am

4/18/2017 4:54 PM

7 definitely not comfortable. The Jubilee and DLR are always full and not safe either thanks to
ISIS!

4/8/2017 5:52 PM

8 DLR very uncomfortable and overcrowded. 3/11/2017 10:30 PM

9 Currently not working 1/16/2017 3:09 PM

Strongly agree

Agree

Not sure

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Strongly agree

Agree

Not sure

Disagree

Strongly disagree
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10 DLR is becomming overcrowded such that people are unable to board trains at peak time at
Cross Harbor and South Quay.

1/15/2017 10:00 PM

11 135 door to door 1/15/2017 8:16 PM

12 Early buses are crowded and often drive past the stop. School children using the bus for 1-2
stops cause huge congestion and the children themselves very intimidating; blocking the
entrance/exit and jostling those older and less able as a form of fun. Complaints to the schools
fell on deaf ears. The DLR is also overcrowded and the lifts are not reliable making this non-
viable for those less able.

1/15/2017 4:40 PM

13 Only time is when major traffic incidents cause hassle to get on to isle of dogs 1/15/2017 4:09 PM

14 Cyclist 1/15/2017 3:42 PM

15 Retired 1/15/2017 12:56 PM

16 I don't feel like the eastern side of the island is safe though especially by the Nisa and St Johns
Park - I tend not to go there at night

1/15/2017 12:54 PM

17 I cycle and the cycle routes aren't great 1/9/2017 8:17 PM

18 Worked on it for years so I deserve it 1/6/2017 8:19 AM

19 The buses are still a nightmare even with the new timetable - there are long gaps and
sometimes the bus is already full. The drivers change their view on which stops to use. The
constant roadworks on Westferry Road make the bus journey difficult. The loss of the Heron
Quay access adds about 10 minutes to every journey

1/2/2017 8:31 PM

20 no so much of the safety aspect but the comfortability DLR is exploding even after the 3-
carriage upgrade and getting worse

1/1/2017 5:45 PM

21 Safe but uncomfortable. I arrange my day so I leave home before 6am and don't get home until
6:30 - 7:00 pm to avoid the worst of the crush on the dlr.

1/1/2017 4:46 PM

22 Easy as I work from home! However, my wife complains that morning and evening on the DLR
and Tube is becoming unbearable due to overcrowding. These 2 main transport systems have
basically reached capacity here. Crossrail will only bring limited relief and yet still the endless
building continues.

1/1/2017 2:57 PM

23 Safe yes, but public transports(DLR...) are overcrowded. 1/1/2017 2:47 PM

24 Safe yes however increasingly busy on dlr 1/1/2017 1:08 PM

25 DLR and jubilee severely overcrowded at peak time. 1/1/2017 12:38 PM

26 I'm retired but I used to commute by boat, which was amazing 1/1/2017 12:28 PM

27 I work on the IOD my husband works at Canary Wharf 1/1/2017 8:34 AM

28 I don't work but go to my dads twice a week. 12/31/2016 12:52 PM

29 Not always comfortable - getting more congested 12/31/2016 9:17 AM

30 The DLR is safe, but very over crowded between 08.00 and 09.30 (into the City) and evenings
(back).

12/31/2016 8:48 AM

31 Too much construction and traffic 12/31/2016 4:00 AM

32 DLR TOO BUSY, Boat too expensive AND TAXI apps Gett and Hailo radius circles don't take in
bottom of island!

12/30/2016 12:53 PM

33 Working in CW 12/30/2016 7:49 AM

34 The car park in the Isle of Dogs asda is not the most appealing place at night 12/30/2016 7:12 AM

35 This should be split into two questions 1 safety and 2 comfortable 12/30/2016 12:23 AM

36 We don't use the DLR as the walk from Windmill House takes us through Copeland
Drive/Ashdown Walk where there is regularly groups of youths hanging around, sometimes
showing aggression. This is also the route to our doctors, dentist and pharmacy. Instead we get
the bus to Canary Wharf but, due to the developments, this journey takes far longer than it
should.

12/29/2016 11:27 PM

37 Coming home in the dark makes me feel more vulnerable than 10 years ago 12/29/2016 9:26 PM

38 Used to find this easy but now hard due to the sheer number of people crossing the foot bridge
at heron quays.

12/29/2016 8:57 PM

39 Safe yes but comfortable no, DLR to bank you usually need to wait for a few full trains to pass
by before getting in

12/29/2016 8:04 PM
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40 Cannot get a seat and usually cannot get on the first couple of trains at mudchute..and buses
are either full or dont turn up

12/29/2016 7:14 PM

41 Bus come in three, and next buses in about ten mins, even on busy times 12/29/2016 7:10 PM

42 I drive to work outside of London, dangerous driving by other road users is a regular occurrence 12/29/2016 7:00 PM

43 I only work in Poplar 12/29/2016 6:33 PM

44 Traffic is a nightmare and too many silly drivers. Dangerous to cycle on the roads especially at
night.

12/29/2016 5:45 PM

45 I cycle to work every other day and the lack of segregated cycle lanes is a problem 12/29/2016 5:07 PM

46 Safe but not comfortable on the DLR as it's always packed 12/29/2016 4:11 PM

47 DLR is getting very full in the mornings 12/29/2016 4:08 PM

48 DLR is getting fuller and fuller in peak hours, sometimes it's difficult to board at south quay DLR
due to the amount of people using public transport.

12/29/2016 3:35 PM

49 When no roadworks or accidents! 12/29/2016 3:11 PM

50 Use jubilee line to green park - acceptable but busy! 12/29/2016 3:03 PM

51 I'm lucky in that I work 2 miles from where I live. The buses and dlr are safe. They are often too
busy to be comfortable. Often I ride to work on a bike. The island is fairly safe for cycling. I don't
welcome a cycle lane on Manchester Rd. The 20mph does make it feel safer. The main danger
as a cyclist is from those pulling out of junctions and those turning across you in to side roads.
Hence going south on Westferry rd has the highest risk

12/29/2016 2:31 PM

52 Only if using public transport, and even then, it's always full to the brim. Buses are almost
always a nightmare with the situation of the roads. Endless roadworks on key roads such as
Marsh Wall due to developments

12/29/2016 2:07 PM

53 Yes I work and live on the island but the rest of my family have a nightmare going and coming
home from work. Roads can not cope with the amount off cars

12/29/2016 1:32 PM

54 The dlr is very crowded even though the carriages and platforms were extended only in 2007 12/29/2016 1:24 PM

55 The DLR is extremely uncomfortable and overcrowded during peak hours 12/23/2016 6:20 PM

56 I do not use public transport by choice 11/30/2016 10:48 AM

57 Although need more space as getting very busy and far less comfortable 11/28/2016 12:56 PM

58 There are revolving doors at Obica which are dangerous and should be abolished 11/27/2016 10:26 PM

59 I am fortunate in being able to walk to work and would encourage the construction of more
homes next to areas like CW to allow others to do the same and to relieve pressure on our
public transport system

11/14/2016 12:02 PM

60 Would have been better if the pressure was less on public transport, GP etc 11/13/2016 11:05 PM

61 Safe but not comfortable 11/13/2016 10:06 PM

62 Both bus & on foot is dreadful due to road works & traffic jams caused by construction 11/13/2016 9:42 PM

63 Bikes are quick and easy, perhaps not so comfortable 11/13/2016 9:20 PM

64 Yes but lighting / CCTV coverage could be improved in some areas 11/13/2016 9:09 PM

65 Current closure of dock side path at South Quay Plaza has forced use of alternate foot path
which is unsuitable for those with mobility problems

11/11/2016 8:30 PM

66 I work mainly from home but have to drive to UEL 11/11/2016 7:51 PM

67 I walk 10/21/2016 5:23 PM

68 Using Marsh Wall instead of a closed footpath isn't safe. 10/19/2016 10:53 PM

69 Pedestrian route from Westferry rd to Canary Wharf has been considerably lengthened with no
consideration for pedestrians, in particular unsafe crossing point across Marsh Wall

9/25/2016 12:39 PM

70 DLR overcrowded 9/21/2016 6:44 PM

71 Not travelling to work, but taking children to school. DLR busy; if walking, pavements obstructed
due to building work; when driving we are generally stuck in traffic; cycling too dangerous.

9/21/2016 11:28 AM

72 Not applicable, I work from home. 9/21/2016 10:31 AM

73 The dlr is extremely convenient 9/19/2016 10:25 AM
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74 Retired, 9/16/2016 11:55 PM

75 I work near Piccadilly so travel on the Jubilee line is easy 9/16/2016 11:51 PM

76 The DLR at South Quay is so crowded it is often impossible to get on a train between 8:00am-
930am.

9/6/2016 3:46 PM

77 I have retired. 8/25/2016 4:50 PM

78 I walk to work 8/15/2016 8:17 AM

79 Depends on time - before 7.30am is ok after that is crowded and hot on DLR 8/15/2016 7:54 AM

80 DLR is so crowded now that it's uncomfortable and harder and harder to get on 8/15/2016 6:40 AM

81 DLR is far too packed in the mornings 8/13/2016 10:13 AM

82 too many anti-social youth in groups hanging around the streets day and mainly nights.
sometimes the gangs are the only ones seen on the street at night which makes walking on the
street very uncomfortable. street parking on yellow line is apparently allowed without anyone
receiving fines.

8/8/2016 10:20 AM

83 the bus circuit of Canary Wharf takes a long time - want some services to get off the island
quicker

8/2/2016 12:03 PM

84 Safe yes and comfort is OK at times. I don't mind standing for the short routes to the City and
West End. Rush hours are very uncomfortable.

8/1/2016 1:50 PM

85 the buses are smelly dirty overcrowded, and no seats are available, being elderly but still
working I am never offered a seat whilst parents give seats to their children instead of putting
them on their laps.

7/31/2016 4:42 PM

86 I don't work 7/30/2016 2:54 PM

87 dirty, no seating, uncomfortable, sweaty, unsafe, pushchairs blocking with no children in them.
elderly not offered seats.

7/30/2016 10:15 AM

88 I take DLR and jubilee line around 7 am and I'm already unable to get a seat on those trains. 7/30/2016 6:26 AM

89 Buses too pack in the rush hour both morning and afternoon. A lot of times buses don't stop
because they are full and if you are disabled you have no chance off getting a bus if you have a
wheel, if you have to travel early

7/29/2016 9:52 PM

90 Retired 7/29/2016 5:30 PM

91 I take the D6 straight to work - very easy. 7/29/2016 4:20 PM

92 I originally moved to the Isle of Dogs 20 years ago because the DLR was such a pleasant mode
of transport and the area was quiet and safe. However now I frequently have to let 1 or 2 trains
go at Mudchute station before I can get on the train and when I do, I spend most of the journey
squashed against other passengers. The service is worked at over capacity levels and often the
train stop suddenly and jerk violently because apparently people are having to lean against the
doors. I find it hard to believe that the Council continue to permit development in the area given
the lack of transport.

7/29/2016 3:43 PM

93 I feel safe driving to work, but walking makes me feel very unsafe as so many pavements are
closed off and you have to walk around the building sites often into the busy roads with big
dumper trucks and lorries pounding past

7/29/2016 3:00 PM

94 Crowds are terrifying when you are disabled and you are seen as a nuisance. School children
see you as a object of derision and are excellent at tripping you, knocking your waling aid.

7/29/2016 2:41 PM

95 dont work 7/29/2016 2:18 PM

96 I work from home, but the journey to Canary Wharf is safe, except for when traffic is squeezed
down roads narrowed by roadworks.

7/29/2016 9:14 AM

97 Dlr has became extremely busy. There is no more space 7/29/2016 5:01 AM

98 I drive, public transport is full 7/29/2016 1:57 AM

99 I do not work regular office hours so do not travel at peak hours. 7/28/2016 10:45 PM

100 During the day there are people who abuse the rules of the road and ride the motorcycles /
scooters at very fast speeds on residential roads. I often see them riding fast on one wheel
even over speed humps despite there being children in the parks and schools.

7/28/2016 9:32 PM

101 DLR trains are packed 7/28/2016 9:21 PM

102 Building work has made the pavement a nightmare. Have had to get a taxi twice in the rain
because poor drainage on temporary pavements left them impassable

7/28/2016 9:15 PM
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103 I work from home. I don't feel safe going to pick up my kids from school though. I don't feel they
are safe being at school due to the surroundings and various things that have occurred outside
in the last couple of years.

7/28/2016 9:04 PM

104 I don't find walking to work comfortable as I have to walk through various building sites. I miss
the walk along the docks watching the birds and ducks building their nests.

7/28/2016 8:15 PM

105 Dlr full to capacity at rush hour 7/28/2016 8:04 PM

106 I worry daily about travelling on public transport. I rarely get a seat on the DLR at anytime. 7/25/2016 11:30 AM

107 Very crowded at rush hour 7/24/2016 12:10 PM

108 DLR is packed by the time it reaches South Quay in the morning rush hour. 7/22/2016 4:31 PM

109 Buses and tubes are overcrowded 7/22/2016 8:16 AM

110 It's safe, but it's very often not comfortable, especially the Jubilee Line from Canary Wharf,
which tends to be very crowded.

7/21/2016 4:05 PM

111 Traffic and congestion 7/20/2016 2:56 AM

112 Walking on Marsh Wall to Canary Wharf is dangerous. I pass three construction sites and have
to cross the road several times. As is walking along the road past Billingsgate market. On both
roads cards speed at at least 60 mph and illegally pass each other. There are private drives
which cars pull out of, and huge trucks going to and from the various construction sites. Both
walks are extremely unpleasant and I would not do with a small child.

7/18/2016 4:54 PM

113 Buses are overcrowded 7/18/2016 8:17 AM

114 I have retired 7/17/2016 7:07 PM

115 Trains are too crowded 7/17/2016 1:42 PM

116 Cycling on westferry road is far too dangerous! Especially the part between Napier Ave and
Arnhem Wharf school.

7/17/2016 10:26 AM

117 i work from home 7/16/2016 4:59 PM

118 In morning peak the buses to Canary Wharf are usually full when they get to my stop 7/16/2016 3:22 PM

119 I walk to CW. The walking routes are appallingly badly planned and maintained. They are also
not particularly clean, traffic is poorly managed and there are often groups of teenagers in
hoodies etc which can be intimidating.

7/16/2016 2:35 PM

120 I use the boat mostly which is lovely, but sometimes have to use the dlr, as the boats only run
every 20 minutes, the dlr is a nightmare in peak hours in the morning.

7/16/2016 7:28 AM

121 I use the clipper 7/16/2016 7:14 AM

122 The DLR is very overcrowded and will only get worse as the many new residential towers get
filled with occupants - there is a desperate need to increase capacity on the line.

7/16/2016 5:03 AM

123 Overcrowded DLR at peak times! Now frequency of DLR to and from Bank has been reduced at
peak times!

7/15/2016 10:54 PM

124 I work locally 7/15/2016 9:39 PM

125 I live on the east side. There is no convenient public transport. Buses go the wrong way round
the island.

7/15/2016 9:06 PM

126 DLR at capacity at leak time 7/15/2016 6:25 PM

127 Cycle to Westminster - would like cycle link to rotherhithe to make it easier to get to Canada
Water and London Bridge

7/15/2016 6:15 PM

128 Safe yes comfortable no 7/15/2016 6:11 PM

129 Its often very over crowded at peak times. 7/15/2016 5:49 PM

130 I work from home. 7/15/2016 4:59 PM

131 Using dlr to bank 7/15/2016 3:51 PM

132 I cannot get on the DLR train at Island Gardens in the morning (8 am or so), and have similar
problems with the Jubilee line at Canary Wharf. Both are extremely overcrowded

7/15/2016 1:01 PM

133 If you use the buses at night there are too many gangs around that make the area unsafe 7/15/2016 12:16 PM

134 Tubes too busy; limited alternatives 7/15/2016 10:59 AM
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135 No enough transport expansion vs the expansion of population. The DLR needs an extention to
the other part of the island to help with the traffic to canary wharf especially when other services
are distrupted

7/15/2016 10:27 AM

136 I cycle to work as the transport is over crowded 7/15/2016 10:19 AM

137 overcrowding on both Trains and Buses 7/15/2016 9:38 AM

138 DLR and underground are unbearably full and you often have to let trains go as you can't get
on.

7/15/2016 9:09 AM

139 The DLR is becomming too busy at peak hours around 8:20am 7/15/2016 9:09 AM

140 Dangerous paths and crossings, construction disruption 7/15/2016 9:01 AM

141 Andrew Wood test 7/15/2016 8:05 AM

142 Safe - yes Comfortable - depends on the time I think this should be split into two questions
really!

7/13/2016 5:17 PM

143 I work from home 7/13/2016 5:12 AM
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37.71% 132

52.00% 182

2.57% 9

5.43% 19

2.29% 8

Q8 To what extent do you agree with the statement: ‘I can easily reach
local parks from my home’ ?

Answered: 350 Skipped: 60

TOTAL 350

# IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO EXPLAIN YOUR RESPONSE, USE THE BOX BELOW
(OPTIONAL)

DATE

1 Long may the mudchute continue 6/6/2017 7:36 PM

2 The only park near home is Greenwich that can be walked to. Other parks require commute.
Though one could walk around the river banks and inner docks but that's not a straight line and
constantly breaks by traffic and construction sites.

5/5/2017 11:32 AM

3 Mudchute very close. 3/11/2017 10:30 PM

4 Live next to Millwall Park 1/16/2017 3:09 PM

5 The only park is the Mudchute which can be reached by bus but I do not like going there as I
do not feel safe on my own.

1/15/2017 4:40 PM

6 I live in Mudchute where I enjoy easily reachable parks. 1/1/2017 5:45 PM

7 Mudchute is quite nearby and offers plenty of green space 1/1/2017 2:57 PM

8 live near St Johns farm is also local 1/1/2017 8:34 AM

9 Quite a walk to some grass 12/31/2016 4:00 AM

10 Mudchute 12/29/2016 8:57 PM

11 Parks are a big plus in the area of island gardens , please don't change that 12/29/2016 7:40 PM

12 I love the Green spaces on the Island and Greenwich. 12/29/2016 6:33 PM

Strongly agree

Agree

Not sure

Disagree

Strongly
disagree
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Strongly agree
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Not sure

Disagree

Strongly disagree
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13 Lack of open green spaces in the Island of docks is a concern, more so with the amount of
buildings that are being built.

12/29/2016 3:35 PM

14 Good distance from cross rail gardens, mudchute park and island gardens 12/29/2016 3:03 PM

15 Yes but they need updating 12/29/2016 1:32 PM

16 10 minutes 11/28/2016 12:42 PM

17 Mini one at CW is 7 minutes away, Greenwich is not too far away 11/27/2016 10:26 PM

18 But we need more green spaces of sufficient size as becoming too built up & no greenspace 11/27/2016 9:59 PM

19 I live close to a park but not many people do 11/13/2016 11:05 PM

20 But I live next to one 11/13/2016 9:42 PM

21 The nearest local park is far away 11/11/2016 7:51 PM

22 Traffic and anti-social behavior are main problems, which don't make walking around the island
pleasant.

10/19/2016 10:53 PM

23 Mudchute Park and Island Gardens are great local amenities 9/16/2016 11:51 PM

24 I would like to see more local park space and children play area. 8/20/2016 4:36 PM

25 The island has a good amount of good quality parks 8/15/2016 8:17 AM

26 I love our local sir john mcdougall park and the mudchute park and farm. An oasis of calm on a
dirty crowded over populated concrete island.

7/31/2016 4:42 PM

27 Millwall, Park, Island Gardens and Mudchute we are very lucky 7/29/2016 5:30 PM

28 Mudchute park 7/29/2016 5:01 AM

29 And I hope this doesn't change 7/28/2016 9:21 PM

30 There are none near. The one closest is now a building sote 7/28/2016 9:15 PM

31 Our local park we found a needle stuck in our daughter's ball once. There are people with dogs
not on leads. There are youths riding around on motorbikes. There are gangs. So then we have
to take a DLR or jump in the car and go out of London. It's much cleaner.

7/28/2016 9:04 PM

32 Mudchute Park (and Farm) is very close 7/21/2016 4:05 PM

33 Mud chute is about a 20 minute walk so no I would not say its an easy walk, and again its along
a main road with lots of traffic.

7/18/2016 4:54 PM

34 Always use millwall/ mudchute 7/15/2016 6:15 PM

35 It one of the things I love about the island. 7/15/2016 5:49 PM

36 Millwall park brilliant should be protected at all costs 7/15/2016 10:59 AM

37 Andrew Wood test 7/15/2016 8:05 AM

38 I live next door to the park 7/13/2016 5:12 AM
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Q9 What do you think should have the greatest priority in the
development of the Isle of Dogs neighbourhood area? (please rank

your choice from 1-5 in order of priority, 1 having the greatest priority.)
Answered: 348 Skipped: 62
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Q10 Thinking about your daily routine, what would your preferred
means of transport be in the event any mode were available? (please

rank your choice from 1-4 in order of priority, 1 being the greatest
preference)

Answered: 348 Skipped: 62
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Q11 In your opinion, for which of the following types of community
facility do you think there is the greatest need in the Isle of Dogs?

(please rank your choice from 1-6 in order of priority, 1 being the facility
for which there is the greatest need)

Answered: 350 Skipped: 60
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2.85% 10

21.94% 77

27.64% 97

36.47% 128

11.11% 39

Q12 To what extent do you agree with the statement: ‘The facilities for
sport and recreation are sufficient for my age group’ ?

Answered: 351 Skipped: 59

TOTAL 351

# IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO EXPLAIN YOUR RESPONSE, USE THE BOX BELOW
(OPTIONAL)

DATE

1 Gyms and open spaces are available 4/10/2018 4:35 PM

2 Very limited affordable sports facilities on the island. Expected closure of watersport centre is a
disgrace.

3/21/2018 10:34 PM

3 Tiller leisure centre needs replacing. Most parents take their children off the island to swim as
its not clean enough. Soft play provision ok but a bit dirty sometimes and could be radically
improved and made much more commercial if coupled with cafe...

9/29/2017 6:24 PM

4 no schemes which would be more appealing to teen-agers, no support along with it i.e personal
trainers at reasonable prices

9/8/2017 1:00 PM

5 Im 58 of course not...its childrens playgrounds, sports centre, horse riding or day centres...i
need more evening classes, theatre etc

6/6/2017 7:36 PM

6 There are no decent sport facilities nearby, especially for children 4/8/2017 5:52 PM

7 I am 60+ so am happy with the cinema, parks and riverside walks etc 3/11/2017 10:30 PM

8 Unable to partake in sports due to health so am unaware of facilities 1/16/2017 3:09 PM

9 I do not use any facilities in the area - went once to the local swimming pool and never again!
Older people just were not welcome. The parks do not feel safe if you are on your own.

1/15/2017 4:40 PM

10 Would do with more open space work out places and cheaper leisure centres 1/15/2017 4:09 PM

Strongly agree

Agree

Not sure

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Strongly agree

Agree

Not sure

Disagree

Strongly disagree
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11 It would be great if there was an exercise room in a community center or something. The
instructors that currently offer classes on the island use spaces which are not fit for purpose so
here we are rolling around on the floor to keep fit. It's quite gross. Tiller doesn't seem much
cleaner either

1/15/2017 12:54 PM

12 Better swimming and gym is nedded 1/9/2017 8:17 PM

13 Tiller Road is dirty, poorly maintained and past it. I often go to Poplar Baths instead. 1/2/2017 8:31 PM

14 I can afford gym membership, but I worry about the lack of access for kids. 1/1/2017 4:46 PM

15 There is a local sports centre and plenty of private sports facilities such as gyms etc 1/1/2017 2:57 PM

16 What is available for people in their 50s? 1/1/2017 8:34 AM

17 Either expensive gym membership or bog standard leisure centre. 12/31/2016 11:38 AM

18 I use Club Baltimore and Tiller Leisure Centre. 12/31/2016 8:48 AM

19 More activities needed for over 60s. Expand the current 50+ Young at heart programme 12/29/2016 11:29 PM

20 I have to travel all the way to West India Quay for a suitable gym, ask the local(ish) Better gym
looks to be falling apart and has poor opening hours.

12/29/2016 11:27 PM

21 Mothers and kids friendly 12/29/2016 8:04 PM

22 There is not much around were I live 12/29/2016 7:40 PM

23 The only gym/sports facility on the Island (not inc CW) is Tiller and that's dated. 12/29/2016 6:33 PM

24 Not enough for 50 plus. The skidoo at tiller was turned into abother gym. 12/29/2016 6:11 PM

25 A lot of physical activity options are tied up in monthly gym memberships - no options close by
for community exercise etc

12/29/2016 4:08 PM

26 There are no sports for over 18s. There are only gyms but not actual sport clubs etc 12/29/2016 3:31 PM

27 Need to encourage gyms, sports halls, cafes on the isle of dogs 12/29/2016 3:03 PM

28 I think that more sport could be offered without costing much: open air clubs in millwall park-
circuits, grass circuit cycling for children, use the schools in the evening for core, cycle turbo. It
would be fantastic if the tennis court were better cared for to avoid having to go to greenwich or
the Olympic park.

12/29/2016 2:31 PM

29 No so much goes on for free during the day. Well people that work need classes as well and
free classes as sitting at home seems to pay better than working

12/29/2016 1:32 PM

30 But I have to pay a lot for my gym 12/29/2016 1:24 PM

31 There are none 12/23/2016 6:20 PM

32 There is barely anything compared to other boroughs. E.g. We need another secondary school.
The facilities there can be used for different functions

11/30/2016 7:57 PM

33 I have to go out of the Isle of Dogs to be able to access what I want and need in terms of sport. I
do however enjoy running around the Island

11/30/2016 10:48 AM

34 Where are the squash & badminton courts? I travel to Maida Vale to play squash every Sunday 11/27/2016 10:26 PM

35 More sports facilities needed for all 11/27/2016 9:59 PM

36 Not enough for the elderly & women & girls i.e. girls football, cricket, squash etc 11/13/2016 11:05 PM

37 But it will be over subscribed soon due to increasing population 11/13/2016 9:42 PM

38 I swim at Tiller Centre 3/4 times a week Pool is over used by schools leaving limited space for
adult swimmers. This leads to aggressive behaviour that is rarely if at all addressed by the
lifeguards

11/11/2016 10:28 PM

39 I am slightly disabled I do not see any club 11/11/2016 7:51 PM

40 We lack any kind of sports facilities other than overly priced gyms 9/19/2016 10:25 AM

41 Tennis Courts and more swimming facilities would be good. 9/19/2016 10:13 AM

42 Gym in building I live; other amenities elsewhere would be appreciated 9/16/2016 11:51 PM

43 Only through our own building but there is little to no provision publicly 9/6/2016 3:46 PM

44 More free options would be good 8/15/2016 8:17 AM

45 I am able to use the gym and swimming pool on the island when not being used by school
children, although this tends to be more and more used and less room for adults

7/31/2016 4:42 PM
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46 Hard to get a game of tennis. Only St John's Park 7/31/2016 12:12 AM

47 as an elderly resident I try to use the swimming pool at tiller road every day. 7/30/2016 10:15 AM

48 The are sufficient but not affordable. 7/30/2016 6:26 AM

49 Not a lot for over 60-70+ 7/29/2016 5:30 PM

50 Disappointed that only bowling green is not available casual play 7/29/2016 2:18 PM

51 The Yurt in Limehouse is great but that's not on the isle of Dogs. The park cafe in Thames
Barrier Park is a great meeting point but that's in Newham. Sadly the community centre at the
bottom of the island is closing so our zumba class will be no longer.

7/28/2016 9:04 PM

52 Better swimming pool and accompanying facilities 7/19/2016 2:46 PM

53 Small number of gym / studios means high prices. Only one or two yoga studios and know
membership to the Reebok gym is too expensive unless you're an investment banker.

7/18/2016 4:54 PM

54 There is only one small leisure centre without creche, so I cannot use it. It's usually fully booked
in an hour as the classes are bookable.

7/17/2016 3:31 PM

55 The quality of public facilities (gyms/pools) are inferior to private facilities such as Virgin active 7/16/2016 2:35 PM

56 There could be some more martiak arts facilities 7/15/2016 10:49 PM

57 No gyms at bottom of island. No tennis club. 7/15/2016 10:37 PM

58 More low cost gym swimming pools 7/15/2016 9:39 PM

59 There is no gym I feel safe walking home from. Millwall park is too far for me to join in boot
camp

7/15/2016 9:06 PM

60 Swimming pool need renovation. Would be good to have squash courts 7/15/2016 6:15 PM

61 I am an adult 7/15/2016 12:16 PM

62 Its all there but not enough advertising to inform the community what is available. 7/15/2016 9:26 AM

63 Andrew Wood test 7/15/2016 8:05 AM
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18.70% 66

14.45% 51

66.86% 236

Q13 In applying for school places for your children, were you able to get
your first choice(s) of school?

Answered: 353 Skipped: 57

TOTAL 353

# IF NOT FIRST CHOICE, WHAT CHOICE DID YOU GET? (OPTIONAL) DATE

1 Second choice 4/17/2017 4:45 PM

2 not yet applicable but will be in 3 years time 1/1/2017 5:45 PM

3 I think it's unfair that in the 21st century, religion plays a role in the school application criteria. 12/31/2016 8:48 AM

4 My kids are in preschool age 12/30/2016 7:45 PM

5 Private school 12/29/2016 11:18 PM

6 Second choice but happy in the end 12/29/2016 9:58 PM

7 2 12/29/2016 9:01 PM

8 Baby is too young at this stage. 12/29/2016 8:57 PM

9 Also not enough school 12/29/2016 8:04 PM

10 Child not yet of school age but I am dreading the process 12/29/2016 7:52 PM

11 My child is currently under the school age and I am dreading the time when we have to apply for
schools as it is very difficult to get places from what I have heard from friends and neighbours

12/29/2016 3:35 PM

12 A long time ago But no although I live on isle of dogs in 2001 my son did not get a place at
George greens school

12/29/2016 1:32 PM

13 But I will move out of the area as there are no good secondary schools 12/29/2016 1:24 PM

14 I did get my choice only because I did not send him to the place I was offered in Wapping.
Because he was not in school he did eventually get a place locally.

12/23/2016 6:40 PM

15 My child NEVER got a school. He had only 6weeks of reception class. If it wasn't for Canary
Wharf College... I would have had to move to Essex where I could get a better school than the
ones he was being offered in Brick Lane

11/30/2016 7:57 PM

16 But only for 1 child 9/21/2016 9:17 PM

17 But with great difficulty, which involved a change of schools mid-year. 9/21/2016 11:28 AM

Yes

No

Not applicable

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No

Not applicable
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18 Yes, but we were wait-listed for a school that is a two minute walk. We were lucky because
someone moved.

9/19/2016 10:13 AM

19 Need a Canary Wharf College Secondary 9/18/2016 5:43 AM

20 I don't have children, but I will rate this as high priority when I have children. 8/20/2016 4:36 PM

21 School that wasn't built/ready 8/15/2016 7:54 AM

22 Was not offered any of my choices; was sent a dreadful option 45 minutes away and wasn't
even sent information for school for my second child. Hang your heads in shame Tower
Hamlets

8/13/2016 10:13 AM

23 not applicable 7/30/2016 10:15 AM

24 However, my friend struggled to get her son into good school 7/29/2016 8:07 AM

25 4th 7/29/2016 1:08 AM

26 We knew we would not when we moved into the area so elected to use the private sector
instead.

7/28/2016 10:45 PM

27 Not applicable yet, bit I worry a lot about this as there are not enough good school on the Isle. 7/28/2016 9:21 PM

28 Let's wait and see. Although I asked a school about an in-year application and was told it was
full.

7/28/2016 9:04 PM

29 But only because we took the leap of faith to apply for a newly founded school. We would not be
apply to get into the same school today based on where we live.

7/28/2016 8:15 PM

30 none of listed choices for first child, sibling policy kicked in for second. 7/25/2016 11:30 AM

31 The nursery waiting lists are ridiculously long, and they are full, so mostly don't accept kids for
15-25 hours a week.

7/17/2016 3:31 PM

32 I got the 3rd choice 7/16/2016 4:59 PM

33 Canary wharf college 7/15/2016 9:39 PM

34 4th 7/15/2016 6:41 PM

35 Had priority access, so got the first choice, but schools in the area are hugely oversubscribed 7/15/2016 1:01 PM

36 I got a place at CWC 2 glenworth rather than east ferry. To be honest i was just over the moon
that she got into the school.

7/15/2016 10:27 AM

37 We have our children in private schools because of concerns about schools in the area. 7/15/2016 9:09 AM

38 Andrew Wood test 7/15/2016 8:05 AM
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2.00% 7

17.43% 61

39.14% 137

33.43% 117

8.00% 28

Q14 To what extent do you agree with the statement: ‘the places in the
neighbourhood for community events and celebrations are sufficient’ ?

Answered: 350 Skipped: 60

TOTAL 350

# IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO EXPLAIN YOUR RESPONSE, USE THE BOX BELOW
(OPTIONAL)

DATE

1 I mainly use Tiller centre and Mudchute farm for celebrations which we are very happy with. 4/17/2017 4:45 PM

2 We have nowhere to hold our residents association meetings except the Mudchute. We have no
pub on Manchester Rd except the Nelson. The Queen, The Dorset, The Cubitt Arms and The
Pier have all closed in the last 10 years.

3/11/2017 10:30 PM

3 Not aware of anything actually going on in my area. 1/15/2017 4:40 PM

4 Need something at the bottom of the island 1/15/2017 12:54 PM

5 Very difficult to find cheap accommodation for residents meetings 1/2/2017 8:31 PM

6 It might be useful to have a another community centre 1/1/2017 2:57 PM

7 They're sufficient provided they don't cancel the events (as was the case with the cancellation
due to refusal to provide public toilets)

12/29/2016 8:04 PM

8 Community events seem fragmented..not room for large events apart from millwall park and
that isnt used for the interests of local people enough

12/29/2016 7:14 PM

9 The community centres are very run down eg Samuda and alpha Grove and the local scout
group 2nd east London doesn't have a dedicsted community Hall or storage space, they have to
share with the mice.

12/29/2016 6:11 PM

10 Catch 22 situation where not enough places open on weekends and holidays on the assumption
that people are not around - people LIVE here, not just work here

12/29/2016 4:08 PM

Strongly agree

Agree

Not sure

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Strongly agree

Agree

Not sure

Disagree

Strongly disagree
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11 Very difficult to find well maintained places in the area for family events and birthdays for
instance

12/29/2016 3:35 PM

12 Good outdoor events but no large indoor event space 12/29/2016 3:11 PM

13 I would relish more community events but am not aware of many 12/29/2016 2:31 PM

14 No way to expensive 12/29/2016 1:32 PM

15 There are some fairly run down community halls which are difficult to access but that's about it. 12/29/2016 1:24 PM

16 Community facilities are in desperate need of repair and renewal 12/23/2016 6:20 PM

17 Lets keep the place quiet and have fewer celebrations 11/27/2016 10:26 PM

18 Can't think of any places in the neighbourhood for celebrations - we need some! 11/27/2016 9:59 PM

19 Ok right now - but may need more as the population grows, Parks need to be used more often. 11/13/2016 11:05 PM

20 The Barkantine has Alpha Grove, Bark. Hall & Friendship Club 11/13/2016 9:20 PM

21 Lack of awareness / locality 11/13/2016 9:09 PM

22 Poplar rowing club is the only facility for hire for events such as celebrations but it is fully
booked for long periods at any one time

11/11/2016 10:28 PM

23 There is no place where five hundred people can gather 9/18/2016 5:43 AM

24 Need more wide ranging options; including Canary Wharf ie East Winter Garden could support
'local' events.

9/16/2016 11:51 PM

25 Not sure if events in Canary Wharf counts as community events 8/20/2016 4:36 PM

26 Island gardens park is when events are able to go ahead 8/15/2016 6:40 AM

27 there are parks and halls available throughout the island. To have more would increase the
noise and social misbehaviour that already exists

7/31/2016 4:42 PM

28 This area does not feel safe later in the evening due to bike riding, motor bike racing, and
various groups hanging about. so would only go during day.

7/30/2016 10:15 AM

29 Not enough we used to have a lot in the summer especially the Island Carnival, Mudchute
agricultural show and much more

7/29/2016 5:30 PM

30 To be honest, I am not even sure where the closest community centre is. 7/29/2016 4:20 PM

31 Local community centre is rarely open and there are plans to demolish and replace flats ( East
End Homes)

7/29/2016 2:18 PM

32 Samuda community centre, used by the Scouts, is in a very run down state. 7/28/2016 10:45 PM

33 The street party was the only thing i've experienced for years on the isle of dogs. 7/28/2016 9:04 PM

34 However, I am not sure this will be the case once Calders Wharf is redeveloped. 7/28/2016 8:15 PM

35 Need more places which can be hired for private parties like kids birthdays. 7/17/2016 1:42 PM

36 the closure of the docklands settlement centre stopped the blood bank having a mobile
donation centre on the island as they couldn't find anywhere else to have it. that mobile centre
had a late night session which meant I could do it after work.. now I have to go up passed mile
end on a bank holiday to donate.

7/16/2016 10:41 PM

37 Need for one large community hub 7/15/2016 9:39 PM

38 Canary wharf is not a community centre. There is no community centre on the island 7/15/2016 9:06 PM

39 Never attended one- have been a few that we haven't been around for 7/15/2016 6:15 PM

40 There definatly could be work done on comunities and inclusion. 7/15/2016 10:27 AM

41 Need more public toilets 7/15/2016 9:48 AM

42 Andrew Wood test 7/15/2016 8:05 AM

43 Don't go to many of them! 7/13/2016 5:17 PM

44 They are run down. 7/13/2016 5:12 AM
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7.12% 25

30.77% 108

24.50% 86

28.49% 100

9.12% 32

Q15 To what extent do you agree with the statement: ‘The Isle of Dogs
is a great place to socialise and meet new people’?

Answered: 351 Skipped: 59

TOTAL 351

# IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO EXPLAIN YOUR RESPONSE, USE THE BOX BELOW
(OPTIONAL)

DATE

1 Its all people passing through...there is no community 6/6/2017 7:36 PM

2 There is a great community sense amongst the parents from my daughters' school and nursery. 4/17/2017 4:45 PM

3 My neighbours make this statement true for me. 3/11/2017 10:30 PM

4 Strongly agree if you are including Canary Wharf 1/15/2017 8:16 PM

5 The only place to go is Canary Wharf which is very over priced and has never made 'locals' feel
welcome. One restaurant admitted that it did not really want 'those people' using its
establishment and that is the vibe from quite a few.

1/15/2017 4:40 PM

6 Communities are polarised due to income levels and segregated housing and have few places
to mix

1/15/2017 3:42 PM

7 There's nowhere to socialise in the community. There is a big mix of people moving into the
island because of all the new developments and the shops/other amenities have remained low
budget. Everything to "do" is in Canary Wharf which is sterilely managed by CWG and there is
no sense of community there

1/15/2017 12:54 PM

8 The island has a strong community and identity 1/2/2017 8:31 PM

9 It depends on what you do and enjoy eg: the local pub is a good way to meet and socialise but
they have nearly all gone. The community tends to be one of 'two sides' with little integration
which makes socialising across the community difficult.

1/1/2017 2:57 PM

Strongly agree

Agree

Not sure

Disagree

Strongly
disagree
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10 IOD no longer has the strong community it once had lots of Islanders have moved away 1/1/2017 8:34 AM

11 No better or worse than anywhere else in London. But there is a 'them and us' mentality
because of the too rapid population increase, and because most 'newcomers' live In the private
developments and are perceived to be 'better off' than long time residents.

12/29/2016 11:29 PM

12 10 years ago i would have agreed. Now places are limited unless you want to pay Canary
Wharf prices

12/29/2016 9:26 PM

13 The strength of community and activities are not strong and friendly enough. 12/29/2016 8:04 PM

14 Not enough local cafés and restaurants, not many community events 12/29/2016 7:40 PM

15 Apart from pubs and social media not sure how else you meet people 12/29/2016 7:14 PM

16 A community still exists here but it is starting to be destroyed by Manhattan on the Isle of Dogs. 12/29/2016 6:11 PM

17 Lack of theatre, music or cultural venues is acute. 12/29/2016 5:07 PM

18 Need more options open to socialise on weekends and early hours - no wonder people flock to
Big Easy

12/29/2016 4:08 PM

19 Nobody integrates. The asain community keep themselves very divided from the rest of the
community.

12/29/2016 3:31 PM

20 Need to encourage more social meeting places - cafes, pubs, social clubs and events 12/29/2016 3:03 PM

21 Our development has a strong community that people comment on - but people say other
developments are not the same

12/29/2016 2:31 PM

22 There are distinct tribes on the IOD and they don't mix. This applies to the white English people
who have been here for generations who will look right through you and the large Bengali
population. I have met people through school but otherwise it's getting too edgy to mix.

12/29/2016 1:24 PM

23 I love the IOD Great community but original islanders who have made it what it is are fading fast
and moving away.

12/23/2016 6:40 PM

24 Most local pubs have closed and been redeveloped to residential 12/23/2016 6:20 PM

25 Over bearing, housing will kill it 11/13/2016 11:05 PM

26 Less & less pubs. No other real places to meet new people 11/13/2016 9:42 PM

27 Lack of community hubs - there are places but need more investment 11/13/2016 9:09 PM

28 There is only the Space / Hubub which I feed appealing to me 11/11/2016 8:30 PM

29 Few 'local' meeting points other than chains in Canary Wharf. Three pubs around Westferry
have closed, there are no coffee spots or cafes, the area compares very poorly to the rest of
London in comparison.

9/25/2016 12:39 PM

30 As it tends to be a working community it seems to be rather difficult 9/19/2016 10:25 AM

31 More community space, cafes, restaurants, farmers markets, would make it more so. 9/19/2016 10:13 AM

32 Not enough social meeting places that are genuinely used; lots of buildings have exclusive
places, or Canary Wharf serves the anonymous drinker / socialiser that doesn't mix with
strangers

9/16/2016 11:51 PM

33 Though more local cafes, food and restaurants are most welcome. 8/20/2016 4:36 PM

34 Would be good if there were more neighbourhood restaurants not just chains at canary whatg 8/15/2016 6:40 AM

35 This was the case but now I tend to stay safe indoors after a certain time as walking through
such highly built up areas where know drug and crime takes place restricts socialising

7/31/2016 4:42 PM

36 Not if you don't have money it isn't... 7/31/2016 12:12 AM

37 I have all the friends and family I need nearby but, my fear is that some are now leaving the
island due to the overcrowding, mess and disruption, and threat of being relocated anyway, so
fear I will be left here isolated.

7/30/2016 10:15 AM

38 There is no integration between social housing and private leaseholders. Social don't care about
their virtually free accommodation in the same building as someone who is a 100% owner who
pays through the nose for the same privilege. End up despising eachother.

7/29/2016 11:31 PM

39 The only place to be 7/29/2016 5:30 PM

40 Since moving in Sept, I have found it very hard to meet people. People in the apartment blocks
tend to go in an out of their buildings. There are no spaces to socialise. The pub on Pepper St.
is great though.

7/29/2016 4:20 PM
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41 The Isle of Dogs is seen as Canary Wharf; everything is adjusted to meet the needs of the
people who come in every morning and go home every night, The rest of the area seems to be
of no concern to anyone. I have even been told when trying to book an event at Canary Wharf
that they do not want locals, they cater only for those working 'in the wharf'.

7/29/2016 2:41 PM

42 There is no real place to congregate. I think the shops and pubs and cafes need to change with
the changing demographic brought in by all the new developments.

7/28/2016 9:32 PM

43 Where? Virtually via social media perhaps. That's not right. 7/28/2016 9:04 PM

44 But mainly in the parks 7/25/2016 11:30 AM

45 Too expensive 7/20/2016 2:56 AM

46 Very difficult to meet people. Community also seems very distrusting. 7/18/2016 4:54 PM

47 Lots of community activities going on but lots are full or need better space to run well 7/17/2016 1:42 PM

48 I don't know anyone here 7/17/2016 10:26 AM

49 Plenty of places once you know people.not always easy for people to get to know people 7/15/2016 9:39 PM

50 I've been here 10 years. People keep to themselves. Diverse groups don't mix. I'm lucky I know
my neighbours

7/15/2016 9:06 PM

51 Children's centres good for meeting mind and have friendly neighbourhood 7/15/2016 6:15 PM

52 Too many gangs are hanging around so makes the area unsafe 7/15/2016 12:16 PM

53 Need more community centres, pubs, pleased that cause people to more naturally meet
socialise and build friendshios

7/15/2016 10:59 AM

54 Andrew Wood test 7/15/2016 8:05 AM
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Q16 What services or types of businesses do you feel are in short
supply in the area? (broadband, water, bus routes etc.)

Answered: 271 Skipped: 139

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Broadband!! Local restaurants & pubs (other than at Canary Wharf) 4/10/2018 4:35 PM

2 Lack of independent retail / cafe. Most retail units in new developments are being left empty.
Developers will likely want to convert these to residential.

3/21/2018 10:34 PM

3 Want Clarks shoe shop with children’s department!!! 9/29/2017 6:24 PM

4 coffee shops 9/8/2017 1:00 PM

5 Broadband is shockingly slow, water power is much lower than 10 years ago, not enough
trains,

6/6/2017 7:36 PM

6 copy shops 5/17/2017 10:29 PM

7 More bus routes and a big infrastructure project to solve overcrouded tube issue. Either new
tube line or larger tube carriages.

5/5/2017 11:32 AM

8 pubs, cafes, bike routes, 5/1/2017 9:16 PM

9 PUBLIC TRANSPORT 5/1/2017 8:28 PM

10 GP 4/25/2017 9:51 PM

11 High street grouping shops together rather than isolated shop underneath appartment blocks.
More visible policing to improve security safety MissIng library, theatre

4/18/2017 8:08 PM

12 broadband, 4/18/2017 4:54 PM

13 training opportunities for young school leavers and graduates, business development and
entrepreneurial skills, opportunities to share in the wealth of Canary Wharf with local residents
and a path to improve their skills.

4/18/2017 3:47 PM

14 Decent schools for children, sport facilities, not enough free parking places. The road are too
small and full cars.

4/8/2017 5:52 PM

15 The water flow and pressure is appalling in Betty May Gray House. We are without water every
day and washing machines do not work Decent fruit and veg stall and fish monger is missing.

3/11/2017 10:30 PM

16 Small hardware shops/ironmongers Small computer repair businesses Butchers, Bakers 1/23/2017 12:28 PM

17 Broadband, 1/16/2017 3:09 PM

18 security. I am afraid to go out at night because of young men doing drugs 1/16/2017 10:19 AM

19 Good quality secondary education provision 1/16/2017 9:26 AM

20 Footpaths and Thames Path should be unobstructed during construction to the maximum extent
possible. In central London they frequently build covered walkways over the footpath to allow
construction, we should require the same on all Isle of Dogs roads and the Thames path.
Locally we have seen some sites, like the ex City Pride Pub site, cover the footpath for years -
often years when nothing much is going on. The council should require any encumbrance to
public space or traffic removed from any site that it not in active construction that materially
progresses the sites development (eg. if any six month period progress is less than 10% of
entire project it's considered stalled and loses any granted rights). All permissions to impact
traffic and sidewalks should be temporary and reviewed every 6 months. Water pressure can
dip to a point it's problematic on top floor of the house.

1/15/2017 10:00 PM

21 Restaurants and bars. Deli's. kids activities such as soft play and a decent pool. Tiller is awful 1/15/2017 8:16 PM
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22 Broadband is pathetic - the best my area can hope to get is 2-3Mb/s! I compare this to family
overseas where the basic speed is 100Mb/s and for far less charges!!! Changes to the bus
frequencies and routing are much poorer since changes last year. Very often the buses never
complete the full journey as they have been stopped early in the route because they have gone
over the minimal timing - an impossible timing in the best of road conditions. This has worsened
since the many inappropriately placed cycle lanes have caused untold congestion. It would be
good if the shops in the Canary Wharf area did not charge more than their outlets elsewhere.
Generally as far as the council and services are concerned it appears as if there is nothing
south of Marsh Wall and so minimal improvements are made. Housing built for real people and
not just for the super rich is desperately needed. The Isle of Dogs was an area where nurses,
junior doctors, police, fire fighters and other essential workers could live - now that is impossible.
More GPs are needed and access to allied professionals locally rather than having to travel to
inaccessible centres or the main hospitals; living on the Isle of Dogs and being told you have to
go to Whipps Cross means you are denied treatment due to travel difficulties/impossibilities!

1/15/2017 4:40 PM

23 corner shops, broadband, 1/15/2017 4:30 PM

24 Broadband speeds bad. DIY retailers 1/15/2017 3:42 PM

25 cable TV and ultra high speed broadband 1/15/2017 2:17 PM

26 Water, green areas, parking, affordable rented housing. 1/15/2017 1:12 PM

27 Bars, restaurants. OK in Canary Wharf but not the rest of the Island 1/15/2017 12:56 PM

28 The DLR is way too rammed especially at peak hours! Bus routes that go to central London
would be great or at least 1 bus that does. Restaurants and cafes would be nice, fresh produce
from a small grocer, weekly market - perhaps these could be placed under the railway arches at
millwall park

1/15/2017 12:54 PM

29 More outdoor activities 1/9/2017 8:17 PM

30 Fast broadband, bus routes, schools, GP surgeries 1/7/2017 1:36 AM

31 Repair man, handyman Plumber Etc 1/6/2017 8:19 AM

32 Broadband, schools, 1/3/2017 8:34 PM

33 public transport, better walking routes, better sports facilities, schools, we must keep the
open/green spaces we have left. Shortage of good local shops/cafes.

1/2/2017 8:31 PM

34 2ary schools, adequate transport, water pressure, broadbank, medical services, security 1/1/2017 5:45 PM

35 Recycling - living in a large block, we don't get the opportunity to recycle food waste. 1/1/2017 4:46 PM

36 No comment 1/1/2017 3:02 PM

37 Too few local pubs. Broad band speed is awful unless you are lucky enough to have fibre and
can afford it. Mobile phone reception is quite poor as well. There needs to be a couple more
doctor's surgeries and another 'big' affordable supermarket now yet another development will
take away ASDA.

1/1/2017 2:57 PM

38 Bus routes (direct from the east of the island to canary wharf) 1/1/2017 2:47 PM

39 Slimming clubs and swimming pools 1/1/2017 2:08 PM

40 Affordable sports and leisure facilities 1/1/2017 1:58 PM

41 police foot or cycle patrols, cafe's 1/1/2017 1:32 PM

42 High speed broadband 1/1/2017 1:08 PM

43 Higher capacity at south quay DLR needed 1/1/2017 12:38 PM

44 A good baker 1/1/2017 12:28 PM

45 Community meeting places 1/1/2017 8:38 AM

46 Recycling and fish and chip shop 1/1/2017 8:34 AM

47 Local shops - butcher, green grocery etc 12/31/2016 3:45 PM

48 Fast Broadband, such as Hyperoptic or Virgin 12/31/2016 3:27 PM

49 bus routes 12/31/2016 3:17 PM

50 High speed broadband. Insufficient water works ( constant leaks/ bursts). Inefficient speed
monitoring. Too many speed bumps - they don't work and they damage houses.

12/31/2016 11:38 AM

51 Broadband, school, community activities 12/31/2016 10:36 AM

52 Bakery 12/31/2016 9:17 AM
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53 Fibre optic, gps, dentists, schools, local shops, mobile phone network 12/31/2016 9:15 AM

54 Broadband 12/31/2016 9:11 AM

55 Capacity on the DLR 12/31/2016 8:48 AM

56 GP's 12/31/2016 8:35 AM

57 Fast broadband Bus routes that link the east and west side of the island Sports/activity centers
for children and young people

12/31/2016 6:50 AM

58 Riverboat on east of island, more broadband choice, loop bus service 12/31/2016 4:00 AM

59 Community centre 12/30/2016 10:05 PM

60 Schools, broadband, sport centres, coffee shops. 12/30/2016 7:45 PM

61 Bus routes and broadband 12/30/2016 4:42 PM

62 Fibre optic broadband, restaurants and bars 12/30/2016 1:46 PM

63 Broadband no virgin, Hard water, dangerous and crap river front pavements still, Too many
empty buses on island, too many road closures with building works everywhere, Limehouse link
shuts too early 10 pm so traffic builds back miles - city cab went from 15 to 30 quid the other
night!, asian youths by blasker walk a problem still - litter such as weed bags, nitrate canisters
and food and drink packaging left on oaths by them. Start as early as 3pm through to 3am! Spit
and abuse dig walkers.....they are not human NO MANNERS nor integrated into UK society.

12/30/2016 12:53 PM

64 Broadband speed is appalling even with BT infinity. More visible police. Sort out the patchwork
of potholes on Manchester road. Get Thames water to fix the road they left in a state so the
traffic makes houses shake.

12/30/2016 10:01 AM

65 Big supermarkets. Waitrose and Tesco in CW are already not able to meet the increased
population's demands.

12/30/2016 7:49 AM

66 Water pressure is terrible 12/30/2016 7:12 AM

67 Public toilets 12/30/2016 2:29 AM

68 bus routes 12/30/2016 12:45 AM

69 None at the moment but if the Asda site is developed we will lose the only petrol station which
would be disastrous.

12/29/2016 11:29 PM

70 Fibre broadband. Big supermarkets. Quality gyms. Pubs. Restaurants. 12/29/2016 11:27 PM

71 Schools, nhs doctors/dentists, 12/29/2016 11:18 PM

72 We need a large grocery store 12/29/2016 9:58 PM

73 Affordable homes for local people not million pounds apartments for the rich 12/29/2016 9:26 PM

74 Cafe, patisserie,bus routes, 12/29/2016 9:01 PM

75 Lack of cafes and non chain shops 12/29/2016 8:57 PM

76 Police station/any type of police presence. Pharmacies, dentists, craft beer pub? more
convenient post offices (have to go to Poplar when our packages don't get delivered whereas I
live in Mudchute). Public swimming pool. Fiber optic

12/29/2016 8:04 PM

77 Cycling path, play park / center for children. 12/29/2016 8:04 PM

78 Nurseries 12/29/2016 7:52 PM

79 Hairdressers, bakery/deli, larger supermarket 12/29/2016 7:17 PM

80 All are here but everything seems stretched among more and more people 12/29/2016 7:14 PM

81 Bus sevices 12/29/2016 7:10 PM

82 Local independent businesses. Clapham junction area (north cote road) has many independent
businesses which help to bring the community together and provide an enjoyable atmosphere to
live in, for example.

12/29/2016 7:00 PM

83 I'm happy with the services/businesses the Island offers with its current capacity. 12/29/2016 6:33 PM

84 A high street is needed. Also a stronger water pressure would be nice too. 12/29/2016 6:11 PM

85 Water used to be an issue,but things seem better lately. Bus routes also seemed to have
improved

12/29/2016 6:09 PM

86 Faster broadband 12/29/2016 5:38 PM
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87 Segregated cycles lanes are missing, despite the fact that they could help cope with increase
demand for public transport. Lack is unexplainable when roads luke Marsh Wall are 15-20
meter wide in places, with plenty of room to carve out a dedicated cycle lane

12/29/2016 5:07 PM

88 Butchers 12/29/2016 4:56 PM

89 Broadband 12/29/2016 4:40 PM

90 Not sure 12/29/2016 4:36 PM

91 community 12/29/2016 4:23 PM

92 Broadband and frequent buses 12/29/2016 4:11 PM

93 Mobile reception is so poor and broadband speed is not great. This is a very developed area but
such services are embarassingly poor

12/29/2016 4:08 PM

94 Decent mobile phone coverage, bus routes, independent shops & farmer's food market, good
schools and nurseries.

12/29/2016 3:35 PM

95 Water, broadband to centre of island, 12/29/2016 3:11 PM

96 Given s106 money, roads and pavements are messy - cracked, poorly maintained, badly
designed; old redundant signs etc. Would be good to see a general tidy up. Also need to ensure
better traffic flow i.e. Mandatory loading bays, pull in areas, full access routes (see admirals
way back of Hilton - poor; drive in reverse back out same way) in building and complex plans.

12/29/2016 3:03 PM

97 Na 12/29/2016 3:01 PM

98 Hight speed fiber broadband, independent cafes, restaurants, buses to Canary Wharf on
Manchester road through blue bridge ( it takes almost 20 min from Pier street to canary wharf
tube )

12/29/2016 2:52 PM

99 More local shops and restaurants would be nice - not estate agents! 12/29/2016 2:31 PM

100 Fast broadband, schools, 12/29/2016 2:07 PM

101 Non chain, local restaurants that could be used as a 'regular' 12/29/2016 2:00 PM

102 Broadband 12/29/2016 1:49 PM

103 Cafes and restaurants, places to meet people 12/29/2016 1:37 PM

104 Doctors youth clubs Family pubs .ie harvester Adventure playground A clean pool and gym tiller
is not nice

12/29/2016 1:32 PM

105 Fast broadband needed. 12/29/2016 1:31 PM

106 Fast Internet (>100Mbps) 12/29/2016 1:25 PM

107 Broadband is intermittent, water pressure non existent. The antisocial behaviour is rising and
rising so I no longer feel safe. The whole place is a building site and there are no decent
secondary schools. I've had enough and will move away

12/29/2016 1:24 PM

108 Restaurants, bars, community halls 12/23/2016 6:20 PM

109 Not sure, I am happy with the service 12/2/2016 3:48 PM

110 We need pleasant places to eat and drink. new bars and restaurants please 12/2/2016 1:52 PM

111 Affordable homes, broadband has weak signal.... youth centres 11/30/2016 7:57 PM

112 Gp 11/30/2016 3:00 PM

113 Fast broadband that is not BT 11/30/2016 10:48 AM

114 A new leisure centre 11/30/2016 10:34 AM

115 Bus routes 11/28/2016 1:05 PM

116 Broadband, green spaces, litter bins, free wi-fi, recycling points 11/28/2016 12:56 PM

117 None 11/27/2016 10:26 PM

118 Independent shops & markets & communal outdoor spaces 11/27/2016 9:59 PM

119 I feel there is a good availability of services here and a good spread of businesses for a
residential area like this

11/14/2016 12:02 PM

120 Local friendly shops, crafts, restaurants etc more schools 11/13/2016 11:05 PM

121 Buses 11/13/2016 10:06 PM

122 Space for social enterprise Community gardens Co-operatives 11/13/2016 9:09 PM
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123 Water, bus routes from Cubitt Town direct to the Wharf 11/11/2016 8:30 PM

124 Green grocers (there are far too many estate agents) 11/11/2016 7:51 PM

125 The DLR is already at full capacity and will get even busier going forward, and the rollout of
decent speed broadband is still slow.

10/30/2016 10:50 PM

126 Doctor School Transport 10/21/2016 5:23 PM

127 Caffes 10/19/2016 10:53 PM

128 Fiber optic cabling, more night buses 10/16/2016 6:25 PM

129 Fibre broadband, public transport, sport facilities 10/9/2016 9:54 PM

130 Definitely nursery and school places and after school clubs; bus routes, parking 10/4/2016 10:50 AM

131 Space for small businesses, these could occupy the ground and lower floors of new
developments if designed in

9/25/2016 12:39 PM

132 Interner 9/21/2016 9:17 PM

133 Shops 9/21/2016 7:25 PM

134 cafes and small supermarkets, bus routes 9/21/2016 6:44 PM

135 Xxx 9/21/2016 1:10 PM

136 Slow Broadband is a big issue 9/21/2016 1:07 PM

137 Bus routes 9/21/2016 11:58 AM

138 Cycle routes 9/21/2016 11:28 AM

139 Public toilets, cafes 9/21/2016 10:31 AM

140 Sports areas, schools and GP's 9/21/2016 9:43 AM

141 Broadband is diabolical with no fibre at all 9/19/2016 10:25 AM

142 Bike paths and pedestrian paths 9/19/2016 10:13 AM

143 Poor sewage service. Open sewers which flow just below the roads and vent onto the streets
mean it often smells and is a health risk

9/18/2016 5:43 AM

144 Cable 9/17/2016 7:58 AM

145 Broadband has very bad reception. We need access to the bigger shops for furniture and white
goods,

9/16/2016 11:55 PM

146 Roads wide enough to take traffic! Good quality broadband! Evening venues - island can seem
quiet / lacking central locations of an evening - seeing support to stimulate a 'high street' feel
somewhere like around Cross Harbour / Pepper St Ontiod / Inner Milwall Dock would be good.
'Active frontage' buildings, as per the previous South Quay Masterplan, would be good - too
many locations, offices etc are daytime only, buildings should be incentivised for supporting
active frontage venues, or penalised for keeping locations empty (Pan Peninsula, Jemstock 2
scaffolding), unit within Hilton etc I actually like the idea of market stalls and a similar 'hub' of
activity like Admirals Way inc Hazev and Goodmans, and it's a shame they're now disconnected
from South quay Plaza shops; if it was more convenient for pedestrians in other ways it would
be good; eg space under the DLR, or by the bus stop on Marsh Wall would be more suitable...

9/16/2016 11:51 PM

147 DLR capacity is over-loaded. Broadband provision is woefully inadequate due to the type of
exchange and lack of street cabinets.

9/6/2016 3:46 PM

148 flood protection and regular drain clearance 8/25/2016 4:50 PM

149 Business: Local grocer, bakery, furniture, bars and cafes Services: Schools (Primary and
Secondary), Broadband and Cable TV, Mobile Phone Signal, Sports and Green Space, more
trees, (Clipper) River boats pier from Blackwall

8/20/2016 4:36 PM

150 A local high street market is missing 8/19/2016 11:30 AM

151 Broadband 8/15/2016 10:47 PM

152 Affordable food shops on south of the island, nursery options on the south of the island,
affordable half decent eating places on south of the island e.g. Not chicken shops! A bus route
that would take you closer to Victoria park, affordable clothing shops - canary wharf is
expensive

8/15/2016 8:17 AM

153 Better Thames clippers service. Sainsburys or Waitrose. Not more Tesco. Restaurants. 8/15/2016 7:55 AM

154 N/a 8/15/2016 6:40 AM
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155 Broadband 8/13/2016 10:13 AM

156 There are frequent burst water mains. 8/9/2016 7:25 AM

157 broadband, restaurants, shops, cycle routes, gardens, coffee shops, theaters, cultural facilities, 8/8/2016 10:20 AM

158 Broadband 8/4/2016 5:31 AM

159 Cafes Bars Restaurants New Leisure Centre 8/2/2016 7:21 PM

160 good restaurants not for business types, some buses to leave the island more directly
(bypassing Canary Wharf)

8/2/2016 12:03 PM

161 Pedestrian pavements and pathways - so many closed/diverted and through building sites.
Broadband should be sen as important as the traditional utility services. All services need to be
aligned with existing and future needs and factored into each plan so that the existing
population is not made worse off each time more people come to the Isle of Dogs.

8/1/2016 1:50 PM

162 dealing with anti-social behaviour (youths going round and round on noisy motorbikes,
speeding motorists, littering, car alarms going off repeatedly, etc)

7/31/2016 8:48 AM

163 Broadband, more bus, slower traffic/cars, police 7/31/2016 7:32 AM

164 Quality food. Decent cafes. Hardware Stores 7/31/2016 12:12 AM

165 Bars and restaurants 7/30/2016 2:54 PM

166 don't know 7/30/2016 10:15 AM

167 Nice cafes pubs and restaurants. 7/30/2016 8:36 AM

168 Bus routes - we are missing a bus route that would take people from Manchester Road to
Canary wharf via Blue Bridge instead of travelling around all IOD with D3 and D7 routes. This
new bus route would ease up D3,D7&135 buses which are so crowded around 8am.

7/30/2016 6:26 AM

169 Schools, Doctors, Parking!, 7/29/2016 11:31 PM

170 Bicycle routes, fibre broadband, 7/29/2016 11:18 PM

171 Broadband is slow, more transport needed and health services 7/29/2016 9:52 PM

172 Policing, cofffee shop 7/29/2016 8:30 PM

173 Bus routes they keep changing 7/29/2016 5:30 PM

174 With so many new developments in the area, I do worry about future transportation options. 7/29/2016 4:20 PM

175 Very disappointed that the D3 route may be discontinued. This service is needed. I feel we have
insufficient community places and perhaps a theatre for community shows.

7/29/2016 3:43 PM

176 I would love a place locally that had live up and coming bands playing on a regular basis 7/29/2016 3:41 PM

177 broadband speed, bus routes, cafes, small independent shops, 7/29/2016 2:50 PM

178 Broadband is pathetic unless you are prepared to a pay a premium for fibre and then it isn't
great. The maximum I get is 2Mbs (standard in my home town in the US is 100Mbs). Water
pressure is pathetic to the point that you cannot flush a toilet at the same time someone is
having a shower; the bath is cold by the time there is enough water. Buses concentrate on the
canary wharf area and the new proposals will reduce service to the island and remove direct
bus service to important places such as the Royal London. Lack of GP services have been
addressed above but it just isn't access but quality - I would like to speak with a doctor who
spoke English as a first language so that my precious 10 minutes wasn't wasted in correcting
misunderstandings; there are some serious errors entered in my medical record!

7/29/2016 2:41 PM

179 National store chains. What is happening redevelopment Asda? 7/29/2016 2:18 PM

180 GP, dentist, schools + nurseries, decent broadband, sufficient & reliable dlr & buses. 7/29/2016 11:48 AM

181 I hear internet connectivity is still a big problem for a lot of people, although it is not for me
personally.

7/29/2016 9:14 AM

182 Cafes and coffee shops, art galleries, craft shops, culture, bus routes, affordability on river
transport services,

7/29/2016 8:07 AM

183 Broadband. Buses. Doctors. Dentists. 7/29/2016 7:14 AM

184 Broadband 7/29/2016 5:09 AM

185 Cafes 7/29/2016 5:01 AM

186 Broadband, water, bus routes, parking. 7/29/2016 4:19 AM
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187 Daylight 7/29/2016 1:57 AM

188 Bus routes, local butchers, local fruit and vegetable shops, local fishmongers, quality broadband 7/29/2016 1:08 AM

189 Butcher, greengrocer, 'proper' market, hardware store, basically a parade of local shops. Water
pressure is already low at times of peak usage (7-8 am).

7/28/2016 10:45 PM

190 Bus, Surgeries 7/28/2016 10:35 PM

191 Schools 7/28/2016 9:45 PM

192 Cafes, good quality restaurants. Independents are preferred rather than just another high street
with all the same predictable shops (greggs, pret). I would like to see the shops be a bit more
upmarket and not fried chicken or Chinese takeaway shops

7/28/2016 9:32 PM

193 Bus routes, local shops and cafes 7/28/2016 9:21 PM

194 Kids clothes, toys. Local wares and artists. Organic local food. Small independent shops.
Basketball court. Community centre and dance hall.

7/28/2016 9:04 PM

195 Broadband 7/28/2016 8:55 PM

196 broadband in most of Docklands (not just IoD) is absolutely pathetic, only exception is where
there is reach of Hyperoptic; I would welcome more of Santander bikes station esp. in Canary
Wharf area - it's often difficult to find a parking spot in the morning (I had to abandon the plan to
commute by bike because of this); overload on GP surgeries is a HUGE problem

7/28/2016 8:51 PM

197 Pub 7/28/2016 8:48 PM

198 Independent butchers and greengrocers. 7/28/2016 8:45 PM

199 Broadband, river services, leisure facilities, restaurants and shopping malls. 7/28/2016 8:32 PM

200 Fast bus routes as most take too long 7/28/2016 8:32 PM

201 Broadband 7/28/2016 8:15 PM

202 Leisure 7/28/2016 8:12 PM

203 Broadband, choice of nhs gp and dentists, large supermarkets 7/28/2016 8:11 PM

204 Broadband 7/28/2016 8:04 PM

205 Affordable child care 7/28/2016 8:01 PM

206 internet speed, decent eateries, bakery, fishmonger, butcher, gastro pub at south end. 7/25/2016 11:30 AM

207 GP services became much worse over the last few months with very long waiting times at
Barkantine

7/24/2016 10:21 PM

208 Water, Bus routes - new D3 route a big mistake 7/24/2016 12:10 PM

209 Broadband, affordable nurseries 7/23/2016 8:56 PM

210 Post office, public transport, roads and parking, broadband, water pressure, sewerage capacity,
schools, doctors and dentists surgeries

7/22/2016 4:31 PM

211 Schools, GPs, Fast broadband, Sports centres 7/22/2016 9:15 AM

212 Petrol stations (Asda one due to be demolished), hotels, restaurants and offices south Isle of
Dogs. High rise housing, more offices needed in south IOD to create demand for restaurants
away from CW. Greater police presence also needed.

7/22/2016 8:16 AM

213 Broadband: ours seems to be very poor, but there isn't any cable so we don't have many
options. More general & independent retail, not just convenience stores and not just chains
grouped round Canary Wharf

7/21/2016 4:05 PM

214 Spa and beautician 7/20/2016 2:56 AM

215 Broadband 7/19/2016 3:14 PM

216 Faster broadband, more reliable internet connection Buses more frequent and more reliable not
sure proposed changes to D3, D7, 135 and 277 will provide this

7/19/2016 2:46 PM

217 An east to west bus route via Canary wharf seems in very short supply. More local pubs /
restaurants. Places like the Gun or Hubub Café seem in very short supply. Speed limit needs to
be enforced for pedestrians to feel safe. More community gardens / parks.

7/18/2016 4:54 PM

218 Broadband and bus routes 7/18/2016 8:17 AM

219 restaurants and Pubs in the East of Isle of Dogs 7/17/2016 8:59 PM

220 bars and restaurants (outside Canary Wharf) 7/17/2016 7:07 PM
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221 shops, family friendly restaurants, leisure centres with creche, playgrounds for youngsters with
sandpit and or play fountain. Toilet facilities, cafes, bins and benches in the parks and on the
Thames path.

7/17/2016 3:31 PM

222 Whole family activities- there are lots aimed at kids or adults but few together 7/17/2016 1:42 PM

223 Cycle parts separated from the main road. 7/17/2016 10:26 AM

224 Broadband, transport, social services. 7/17/2016 9:42 AM

225 More choice in fibre optic broadband 7/16/2016 11:22 PM

226 cable, buses that loop the island, cafes, decent convenience stores, any kind of shop really... 7/16/2016 10:41 PM

227 Post office facilities 7/16/2016 9:55 PM

228 local independent quality shops 7/16/2016 4:59 PM

229 All infrastructure, sewage, gas, electiricity , broadband 7/16/2016 4:21 PM

230 Cycle hire stations Dedicated cycle lanes Cafés, restaurants, bars 7/16/2016 3:22 PM

231 Broadband is still patchy and in most cases some form of monopoly (especially for super fast)
Public transport is poorly planned, particularly how it links to the wider London transport
network. Walking paths are appallingly poorly designed and maintained The isle of dogs in
general is poorly maintained eg. Roads, pavements, parks, hedges etc. Outside of Canary
Wharf there is a series of pretty poor tescos and a wide selection of bad takeaways and
newsagents. There is a lack of higher quality shops, cafes and restaurants, pubs etc.

7/16/2016 2:35 PM

232 Super Markets, Schools 7/16/2016 9:58 AM

233 Fast fibre broadband. Street cleaning. 7/16/2016 9:37 AM

234 Broadband is terrible. 7/16/2016 8:34 AM

235 Shops and decent restaurants, tv providers, virgin for example aren't on the island. Most of the
food suppliers are ghastly takeaways that look like a health hazard.

7/16/2016 7:28 AM

236 Local convenience shops and local police 7/16/2016 7:14 AM

237 Cafes, pubs, restaurants, barber/hair salon, 7/16/2016 5:03 AM

238 Broadband with optic fibre Top sports facilities at a reasonable price 7/15/2016 11:11 PM

239 Fast fibre broadband, security services, street/footpath cleaners 7/15/2016 10:54 PM

240 Broadband, traffic control, police presence in certain areas, parks skate park , mc dougal
gardens.

7/15/2016 10:49 PM

241 Bars & restaurants 7/15/2016 9:59 PM

242 Ironmongery, charity shops, local business 7/15/2016 9:57 PM

243 Broadband is not consistent. Buses do not go east to the wharf No reasonably priced gym on
the east side There needs to be more restaurants on the island. Non chain as well

7/15/2016 9:06 PM

244 bus Routes 7/15/2016 7:08 PM

245 GPs 7/15/2016 6:41 PM

246 Clarks shoe shop! 7/15/2016 6:15 PM

247 Broad band, buses 7/15/2016 6:11 PM

248 Daycare, leisure facilities. 7/15/2016 4:59 PM

249 Cafes and better public swimming and sports facilities 7/15/2016 4:07 PM

250 Water is a problem. Main on Westferry Road bursts at least once per year. Buses overcrowded.
DLR overcrowded

7/15/2016 3:01 PM

251 Broadband. Bus Routes. River Routes. Shops and Leisure facilities. 7/15/2016 2:29 PM

252 Bus routes, fast broadband, public transport in general, facilities for children 7/15/2016 1:01 PM

253 nice local bars at the north west of the island (City Pride area), restaurants 7/15/2016 1:00 PM

254 small supermarket on south Westferry Road 7/15/2016 12:05 PM

255 Need more shops - not chains, small local shops Buses are poor (but don't use) Infrastructure -
roads, water, pathways etc are poor - we need to properly work on infrastructure, make full use
of s106 money. Need to find a way to keep historic s106 money to stop it being lost or wasted
before this neighbourhood plan process completes

7/15/2016 10:59 AM
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256 Bus routes, DLR 7/15/2016 10:46 AM

257 Bus routes are ridculous especially with the children of george green aboard. And the
broadband is no where near fast enough. Will only get worse with these huge towers being built

7/15/2016 10:27 AM

258 bus routes 7/15/2016 10:19 AM

259 Public toilets Shops 7/15/2016 9:48 AM

260 Cash points, good quality small supermarket with fresh produce 7/15/2016 9:38 AM

261 BUS ROUTES, BROADBAND 7/15/2016 9:38 AM

262 Affordable Nurseries and playgroups, 7/15/2016 9:26 AM

263 Supermarket down the bottom of the Island near Burrell's Wharf. 7/15/2016 9:21 AM

264 Broadband, rubbish collection 7/15/2016 9:12 AM

265 Bus routes could be improved 7/15/2016 9:11 AM

266 Underground/DLR is over-capacity in the area. 7/15/2016 9:09 AM

267 broadband can be poor, but we are happy now we have fibre. 7/15/2016 9:09 AM

268 All of them Andrew Wood test 7/15/2016 8:05 AM

269 not enough bur or DLR at peak times. 7/13/2016 5:17 PM

270 independent shops 7/13/2016 5:12 AM

271 Cafes, restaurants, green grocer, butcher, fishmonger... 7/12/2016 11:47 AM
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2.30% 8

39.08% 136

20.69% 72

29.60% 103

8.33% 29

Q17 To what extent do you agree with the statement: ‘the streets and
public spaces in the area offer a safe environment’ ?

Answered: 348 Skipped: 62

TOTAL 348

# IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO EXPLAIN YOUR RESPONSE, USE THE BOX BELOW
(OPTIONAL)

DATE

1 Millharbour has become a destination for groups of youths to congregate and openly take drugs
in an unchallenged environment. The level of intimidation from these groups is unacceptable
when I wish to feel safe at home.

1/21/2018 10:09 AM

2 Generally yes but some stupid speeding/ racing drivers sometimes.,. 9/29/2017 6:25 PM

3 I saw fighting at night on Millharbour, often shouting in Summer time at 2-3am, cars like to race
on this street as it doesn't have any speed humps, once offered cocain, often feel weed smoke.

5/5/2017 11:34 AM

4 dont see police or traffic wardens 4/18/2017 8:12 PM

5 I'm a big bloke so am ok with public spaces. My wife will not walk across the Mudchute at night
though.

3/11/2017 10:32 PM

6 there are young people doing drugs outside my flats most nights 1/16/2017 10:20 AM

7 Apart from kids hanging about near the shops 1/15/2017 8:17 PM

8 25 years ago I had no concerns travelling on the DLR, buses and arriving home late at night.
Now I avoid being out after dark. That being said I do not feel safe traveling on public transport
when school children are out in force as they are a frightening force. Seeing used condoms and
worse in a local play park make that a no-go area. Going to the local newsagent often means
running the gauntlet of groups of 'youths' or worse drunks interfering with your progress. People
trying to gain entry to blocks of flats is a constant concern and with the increase of Airbnb
properties the continual traffic of strangers only increases concern. What was a really great
place to live is no longer.

1/15/2017 4:49 PM

Strongly agree

Agree

Not sure

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Strongly agree

Agree

Not sure

Disagree

Strongly disagree
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9 If it is not snowing 1/6/2017 8:20 AM

10 there is a great deal of antisocial behaviour. Having a 2yo child doesn't make me feel save for
him particularly during winter time when day light time is reduced.

1/1/2017 5:48 PM

11 Mostly OK but the large number of kids hanging around using those helium canisters are a
concern. There needs to be more available for them to do.

1/1/2017 4:51 PM

12 There are continual problems across the Island linked to 2 things; the rise in social housing and
the people brought in to occupy it and people driving on to the Island causing trouble and also a
rise in drug dealing that appears to be 'police tolerated'.

1/1/2017 3:00 PM

13 See previous comment, need better and regular police presence 1/1/2017 1:34 PM

14 Lot of youths on bikes wearing masks find intimidating 1/1/2017 8:36 AM

15 Stabbings, speeding vehicles, not enough fo the youth to do in the evenings so they gather and
scare people .

12/31/2016 11:41 AM

16 I've not experienced any threathening situations but I'm 6'6 and can imagine women are more
intimidated by youth hanging around, smoking cannabis or using those canisters gas in
balloons although that seems to happen primarily in cars

12/31/2016 8:52 AM

17 The Isle of Dogs seems safe during the day but I am not sure about safety at night. 12/31/2016 6:55 AM

18 Antisocial behaviour is getting worse 12/31/2016 4:00 AM

19 Walked through an estate in the dark once and saw a group of guys hitting a car with bats 12/30/2016 1:47 PM

20 Asian youth drug gangs terrorise us along river fronts! 12/30/2016 12:55 PM

21 Recently there is a feeling of insecurity 12/30/2016 7:50 AM

22 The area around Copeland Drive/Ashdown Walk regularly has groups of youths hanging
around. On a couple of occasions we've seen them act violently and had to walk around. In the
same area I've also been offered marijuana and MDMA. The whole area is also very diverse,
but little is being done to encourage any sort of community forming. This leads to isolated
groups of ethnicities living next to each other, speaking different languages and living very
different lives.

12/29/2016 11:31 PM

23 Have on several occasions seen women get cat called/harassed. Safe during the daytime but
not at night. Male friends walking alone along Millwall dock have been offered drugs multiple
times.

12/29/2016 8:07 PM

24 I persinally feel safe but read about incidents and problems with safety 12/29/2016 7:16 PM

25 Groups of teens always roaming the area, using substances, damaging property etc. 12/29/2016 7:01 PM

26 Most places I feel safe - some areas of the island not so safe 12/29/2016 5:45 PM

27 Speeding is common and congestion an everyday occurrence at peak times. The council
considers off-street cycle parking the only kind of cycling infrastructure they are willing to
provide - no new cycle lanes in 20 years I've lived on the Isle of Dogs.

12/29/2016 5:10 PM

28 It's been good recently. On a number of occasions last year there has been disturbance of
people making a lot of noise in between developments and the Noise Control hotline either
being closed or powerless to do anything

12/29/2016 4:16 PM

29 Don't feel safe at night 12/29/2016 4:12 PM

30 Increased littering in the island, people smoking pot on the streets and parks, increased number
of anti-social behaviour and crime (bikes stolen/ muggings).

12/29/2016 3:39 PM

31 I have never felt unsafe 12/29/2016 3:12 PM

32 Need more active frontage; streets very quiet of an evening. Also need more patrols from police
on foot on the isle and better lit public spaces e.g. Parks or other places people congregate.

12/29/2016 3:12 PM

33 I run alone in the park and along the river at night and feel ok - there are groups of youths that
make me feel a little nervous but not too much. Occasionally a scary dog in the park but
generally ok

12/29/2016 2:34 PM

34 Nitrous Oxide canisters littering the streets bears testament to my answer 12/29/2016 2:08 PM

35 Drugs youth and dirty men make this not a place to be once dark 12/29/2016 1:35 PM

36 We need more cctv police evening and night petrols 12/29/2016 1:32 PM
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37 I have to call 101 on a regular basis as people have sex/do drugs/do both in my car park. I have
seen people urinating in the streets in broad caught and other streets littered with drug
canisters. This place will never be gentrified. Drug use and gangs are increasing. Sure it might
be safer than other parts of tower hamlets but that's just not good enough

12/29/2016 1:28 PM

38 Public stairways etc are often used for drug taking 12/23/2016 6:42 PM

39 Anti-social behaviour is rife along Manchester Road / Island Gardens 12/23/2016 6:21 PM

40 It depends where 11/30/2016 10:49 AM

41 Need to have more policing 11/27/2016 10:27 PM

42 Not enough lights, narrow two way traffic 11/13/2016 11:06 PM

43 ASB is getting worse 11/13/2016 9:43 PM

44 There are intimidating groups of bored young people threatening residents & openly using
stimulants & social media is spreading this fear

11/13/2016 9:22 PM

45 Could benefit from improved lighting and CCTV coverage 11/13/2016 9:10 PM

46 It used to be safe but there seems to be a lot of anti-social behaviour lately. Also a lot of
speeding

10/4/2016 10:51 AM

47 Not enough for youngsters to do leads to some minor ASB as well as lack of people on streets 9/25/2016 12:40 PM

48 Too many gangs/youths using drugs and alcohol 9/21/2016 11:30 AM

49 As soon as it gets dark the streets feel extremely unsafe 9/19/2016 10:26 AM

50 There is a good deal of unsafe driving and antisocial behaviour that is ignored. 9/19/2016 10:15 AM

51 Health hazards from open sewers 9/18/2016 5:44 AM

52 Seem safe in the day, but of an evening, the lack of 'active frontage' shops, restaurants lead to
less people and dark spots; also construction limits public access areas or makes some areas
less used, ie South Quay Square cut off from Marsh Wall and poorly lit.

9/16/2016 11:53 PM

53 With the road so busy and without speed control measures there are too few safe crossings.
There is also no sensible bridge over to the Canary Wharf with the current one being completely
unsuitable for the number of people (and bicycles!) using it.

9/6/2016 3:48 PM

54 Noted increasingly young men (from outside the area) driving and parked up the docks area at
night, which feels less safe.

8/20/2016 4:38 PM

55 The parks and river paths and communal areas seem to be at the mercy of large groups of
youths who are aggressive, drug dealing/taking and although this is most often reported - there
is a big push within the local community to report these problems, it is not enough for the police
to step in and improve Joe publics personal safety, the streets and parks are often left in a state
with rubbish including alcohol bottles and gas canisters to broken public furniture such as
benches

8/15/2016 8:22 AM

56 Blasker Walk/the Slipway can be an intimidating/noisy place of an evening/night-time as gangs
of youths, possible drug dealers/takers gather. Lot of N2O inhaled. Lot of alcohol drunk. A lot of
loud music. Some verbal abuse. Not a pleasant environment.

8/15/2016 8:01 AM

57 Gangs and anti social behaviour 8/15/2016 7:33 AM

58 At night gangs of young men congregate, there's a drug dealing problem and cars seem to race
round the island

8/15/2016 6:41 AM

59 Homeless beggars much more prevalent in last 2 years - near Admirals Way and Discovery
Dock

8/13/2016 10:14 AM

60 too many anti-social youth groups on the streets. some with knives. car races. 8/8/2016 10:21 AM

61 groups of youths hanging about including small gangs bike gangs 8/2/2016 7:23 PM

62 I disagree because of the building works. They do not make for a comfortable experience and
do increase the risk of accidents. I don't feel unsafe from criminal attacks.

8/1/2016 1:52 PM

63 lots of druggies, anti social behaviour, no police presence, no police station (building on the
island never in use).

7/31/2016 4:46 PM

64 Not enough police 7/31/2016 7:33 AM

65 Mudchute after dark is not safe 7/31/2016 12:13 AM

66 I would avoid certain areas due to bikes, drug taking and drinking taking place. 7/30/2016 10:18 AM

67 Teenagers have nowhere to go so are hanging around and don't feel safe. 7/29/2016 9:53 PM
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68 Although anti social elements such as youths congregating on quarterdeck, and people wearing
full face veils are intimidating.

7/29/2016 8:32 PM

69 They are mostly but we need the park rangers back again 7/29/2016 6:05 PM

70 No issues in 20 years 7/29/2016 3:44 PM

71 I used to feel so safe here when I moved to the area 25 years ago. Now I am wary when out at
night. I hate being around Crossharbour station and along Manchester road where groups hang
about the local shops.

7/29/2016 2:43 PM

72 I feel it's generally safe, although there are quite a lot of areas where I rarely go, so I can't be
sure.

7/29/2016 9:16 AM

73 No, not enough cctv and security and so too many youths loitering around, making a mess and
intimidating the community.

7/29/2016 8:09 AM

74 Sometimes there are groups of guys loitering around. I haven't been bothered by them, but it's
a bit intimidating especially when you encounter them in groups in places with joy a lot of foot
traffic

7/28/2016 9:34 PM

75 See previous 7/28/2016 9:16 PM

76 Awful. Can't even trust that the CCTV will work. Late night is rotten. Even daytime is not always
great on side streets with groups or workmen/construction work.

7/28/2016 9:07 PM

77 After a certain time filler especially is not really safe there are insufficient places for young adults
so they end up hanging around on the street

7/28/2016 8:35 PM

78 There are too many youths lingering around in the open spaces that are smoking illegal
substances and by whom I feel threatened when out with my children. In addition, with all the
road, sidewalk and crossing closures it is not safe for children on the roads of the Isle.

7/28/2016 8:21 PM

79 Certain level of ASB 7/24/2016 12:11 PM

80 There are decent public spaces but not safe as overrun with aggressive youths and anti- social
behaviour. Utter lack of police presence. The only police presence is in cars on main roads
away from public spaces/walkways.

7/22/2016 8:24 AM

81 I feel safe but I've lived here 40+ years not safe for for young people 7/20/2016 2:59 AM

82 But some problems with youths hanging around. Asb especially on Thames Path 7/19/2016 2:48 PM

83 There appears to be uncontrolled selling of drugs. And many 'boy racers' on the roads 7/17/2016 7:08 PM

84 Mostly safe, but ASB and car racing/ loud cars on Westferry almost every night are annoying. I
can smell weed almost every day on the streets. There are groups of youngsters whom are
really aggressive around the Barkantine.

7/17/2016 3:31 PM

85 Depends on the time of day. During the day I would strongly agree. At night I would disagree 7/16/2016 3:27 PM

86 There is a total lack of visible policing prescience. Anti social behaviour is rife and no one
seems to deal with it.

7/16/2016 2:35 PM

87 Overall it does feel quite safe walking around in the area but there is a lot of ASB and people
smoking weed and cursing which does make it scary walking in the evenings. The roads/paths
should be much better lit and something should be done for all the aggressive youths on the
Island.

7/16/2016 10:01 AM

88 There are loads of gangs of youths mainly asian that hang around 7/16/2016 7:29 AM

89 There are some groups that leave gas bottles and beast empty bottles everywhere. E14 burrels
wharf square area

7/15/2016 10:00 PM

90 Walking at night I don't feel safe. Always teenagers ganging around. I used to see police
walking but now I never do

7/15/2016 9:08 PM

91 There are places I avoid in evenings like island gardens- although I love going there in day 7/15/2016 6:17 PM

92 They would do if there were more people patrolling them to keep the undesirable elements
(dangerous dogs, vandals, people intimidating others) away.

7/15/2016 6:13 PM

93 There are some problems but they seem isolated. Better policing could help. Boots on the
ground on flying around in cars with blue lights flashing.

7/15/2016 5:52 PM

94 But traffic is too fast especially on Manchester / Westferry Road. 7/15/2016 4:59 PM

95 We have a shortage of police. Too many gangs around threatening people and hanging around
on the Thames path. Nothing gets done

7/15/2016 12:18 PM

96 traffic enforcement is almost non-existent 7/15/2016 12:06 PM
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97 Always feel safe during the day, but often poor lighting, lack of open shops pubs etc mean
streets often seem quiet and deserted of an evening

7/15/2016 11:01 AM

98 Gas cannisters everywhere. Young asian youths no typically from this area loitering along the
dock path and the like being abusive etc. When police called nothing is done etc.

7/15/2016 10:29 AM

99 After work hours the parks can seem a little intimidating as well riverside areas being used for
unsocial behaviour ie nitous oxide

7/15/2016 10:20 AM

100 On a number of occasions I have had abuse shouted at me not only walking song the street but
in the lobby entrance of my flats. I have witness drug usage and antisocial behaviour happening
outside my front door.

7/15/2016 10:11 AM

101 Little walkway between spindrift and ambassador square, not very nice! 7/15/2016 9:43 AM

102 Lots of gangs and little trouble makers... more police and deterants needed 7/15/2016 9:14 AM

103 I feel safe in the area largely, but am aware of recent issues. 7/15/2016 9:12 AM

104 Generally safe 7/15/2016 9:02 AM

105 Andrew Wood test 7/15/2016 8:05 AM

106 Most of the time OK, but some gangs out and about in the summer evenings 7/13/2016 5:19 PM
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1.15% 4

16.14% 56

6.63% 23

15.85% 55

6.34% 22

53.89% 187

Q18 To what extent do you agree with the statement: ‘my children enjoy
playing in the neighbourhood, and there are plenty of opportunities to

do so’ ?
Answered: 347 Skipped: 63

TOTAL 347

# IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO EXPLAIN YOUR RESPONSE, USE THE BOX BELOW
(OPTIONAL)

DATE

1 Mudchute Farm is fantastic and very close for us 5/17/2017 10:31 PM

2 The playgrounds in the Millwall park are very worn and old, they could really use a redesign,
e.g. to include more climbing frames/ small climbing wall and more elaborate slides. There is
always a queue for the small climbing frame and slide in the summer.

4/17/2017 4:49 PM

3 Which bureaucrat thought it was a good idea to make a skate park but not let the kids graffiti the
walls!!!!!! Surely if this is a place for kids, you should let them properly make it their own like the
south bank.

1/2/2017 8:33 PM

4 We're dependent on the Mudchute Farm which has been brilliant for us but there's very little
opportunities for developing a proper hobby from 3+ years onward.

12/31/2016 8:52 AM

5 The Millwall park, Mudchute Farm, John Mcdougall and Island Gardens are all good but there
aren't that many playing spaces in the immediate vicinity of home

12/31/2016 6:55 AM

6 Not enough open green spaces, even then there are not play gym for kids 12/29/2016 8:05 PM

Strongly agree

Agree

Not sure

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Not applicable
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Not applicable
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7 We live by the river and close to mudchute. Other areas on the Isle may lack access to open
spaces and parks

12/29/2016 7:41 PM

8 I see children being forced to play ball games by the door and in alleys because all the nearby
spaces are taken up by private developments. Then I received a letter from the development's
'warden' telling kids to stop playing. It annoys me too but they have nowhere convenient to play.
These kids live in apartments, where are they expected to play? We have whole area for gyms
and car parks. I'm especially sad for kids who are in the 'affordable' housing bit. They really
have no where to go and the nearest park is too far for a kid to walk unsupervised.
Developments/Isle of Dog should follow the Singaporean model of building playgrounds per X
amt of apartments. Apartment living is going to be a new reality for the majority of Londoners,
we must build them for families and to build community, not just what makes the most value for
money for developers

12/29/2016 4:16 PM

9 Lack of opportunities for teens and therefore more anti-social behaviour 12/29/2016 4:12 PM

10 Not many descent play areas and community activities for families not well publicised. 12/29/2016 3:39 PM

11 Please refer to optional answer for q18 12/29/2016 2:08 PM

12 Dogs in parks are no safe for children 12/29/2016 1:37 PM

13 Fleets look at saint johns park it's a no go area for kids even if they are with their parents. Kids
don't mind being rude to even adults

12/29/2016 1:35 PM

14 But I don't want them growing up here. It's too crowded, with increasing antisocial behavior,
including open drug use at any time of day and gang violence.

12/29/2016 1:28 PM

15 My children cannot play out in the area unless I am with them due to gangs of kids especially
around St Johns and Samuda who like to chase and fight other kids

12/23/2016 6:42 PM

16 We have to go to the park. There isn't an open space near my home 11/30/2016 7:59 PM

17 I do not allow my child to play in the neighbourhood 11/30/2016 3:01 PM

18 Most open spaces are taken over by dog run, older youths and drugs 11/13/2016 11:06 PM

19 My neighbours with children use the corridors of high rise building as play space 11/11/2016 7:52 PM

20 There definitely is no abundance of spaces for children to play on the Isle of Dogs. 10/30/2016 10:51 PM

21 The neighbourhood could do with more play areas or play parks for children. 10/4/2016 10:51 AM

22 Millwall park and farm is excellent but it tends to be the only option for the children 9/19/2016 10:26 AM

23 Agree, but the local park is run down and in desperate need of regeneration. And they do not
have as much independence as I would like as the driving around here is often dangerous. I
don't like them riding bikes, for instance.

9/19/2016 10:15 AM

24 Definitely not enough facilities for children 8/20/2016 4:38 PM

25 My child enjoys playing, we use the children's centre a lot, but as per my comments above the
parks are often not safe for my child to play

8/15/2016 8:22 AM

26 Only if we go to a local park 8/15/2016 8:01 AM

27 Not enough parks and play facilities 8/13/2016 10:14 AM

28 only on canary wharf estate , and the park by asda 8/2/2016 7:23 PM

29 Parks are full of dangerous dogs. No police on the beat. 7/31/2016 7:33 AM

30 I think they can enjoy themselves but there are not many opportunities as there used to be 7/29/2016 6:05 PM

31 There is not plenty of this to do for young people, we need more youth clubs to get the kids off
the streets

7/28/2016 10:58 PM

32 I make sure I provide them with the opportunities in our local area. 7/28/2016 10:47 PM

33 Absolutely no where safe 7/28/2016 9:16 PM

34 We are fortunate to have a private park. The kids go to Newham to do their activities. We head
out of town as much as possible to get clean air. We do go to the various farms though, which
are wonderful. Science hubs would be great.

7/28/2016 9:07 PM

35 The sure start centres are valuable for my daughter and also the park and mudchute but I do
worry what happens when she reaches 5 and can no longer access the sure start centres

7/28/2016 8:35 PM
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36 The quality of the parks which we frequent has increased in past ten years. Unfortunately,
young adults seem to enjoy playgrounds, too, and think it is fun to ruin the new equipments for
younger children. There is definitely scope for improvement in terms of quality and
maintenance.

7/28/2016 8:21 PM

37 My son is 2, there are only 2-3 suitable playground for him. With 1-2 toys only. No sandpits at
all.

7/17/2016 3:31 PM

38 Play equipment is good but lots of small parks means we end up going out of borough for play
space

7/17/2016 1:43 PM

39 Other than a couple of parks, there is nowhere safe for the children to play. 7/16/2016 10:01 AM

40 The options are not many and far away 7/15/2016 6:42 PM

41 Lots of play parks, open space and farm which great 7/15/2016 6:17 PM

42 There are some great parks and play grounds. These need to be maintained. I fear as my child
grows older there isn't the same facilities for older children.

7/15/2016 5:52 PM

43 Agree for now with the primary age child. As he gets older, it will be worse 7/15/2016 1:02 PM

44 More needs to be provided for children during the holidays 7/15/2016 10:29 AM

45 There are a lot of places where children's activities are limited (eg no ball games) and more
parks and local activities would be good.

7/15/2016 9:12 AM

46 Andrew Wood test 7/15/2016 8:05 AM
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4.31% 15

37.93% 132

13.22% 46

32.18% 112

12.36% 43

Q19 To what extent do you agree with the statement: ‘there are an
adequate number of trees in my walking routes through the

neighbourhood’
Answered: 348 Skipped: 62

TOTAL 348

# IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO EXPLAIN YOUR RESPONSE, USE THE BOX BELOW
(OPTIONAL)

DATE

1 more is Always better, but now with canary wharf closing in this is changing 9/8/2017 1:01 PM

2 Definitely not. Im in a private estate and owners have chopped down trees because none of
them had preservation orders on them...shocking

6/6/2017 7:37 PM

3 There's definately not enough trees, parks and green areas. It's a constant construction site
with only concrete around.

5/5/2017 11:34 AM

4 Needs more landscaping and street trees where appartments blocks located. 4/18/2017 8:12 PM

5 There are no trees!!! 4/8/2017 5:53 PM

6 We have great trees around Manchester Road. 3/11/2017 10:32 PM

7 In fact I would like some cut down as they block the sun 1/15/2017 8:17 PM

8 There are trees along the road but from what I read in council plans these will be removed to
provide a cycle lane. A cycle lane which is not needed on a road where you might see once
cycle a day! A cycle lane not really for cycles but to slow traffic!! A cycle lane that will reduce the
width of road space available to cars (1 lane in each direction) and remove pavement space
along with trees.

1/15/2017 4:49 PM

9 There could be more trees. I love the big mature trees in island gardens park and along
Manchester road - wish there were more of those around.

1/15/2017 12:57 PM

Strongly agree

Agree

Not sure

Disagree

Strongly
disagree
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Strongly agree
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Disagree

Strongly disagree
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10 Trees are disappearing at a rapid rate in the 4 years I have lived here - 5 have gone from right
outside my flat in the last year, any more will go with The Printworks development

1/2/2017 8:33 PM

11 There is not much scope for more trees in some areas (e.g. around the docks and along the
river) but there does appear to be some thought in maintaining green spaces which is very
important.

1/1/2017 4:51 PM

12 There are no trees on my walking route but I don't expect there to be any. 1/1/2017 1:59 PM

13 Lots of trees been cut down 1/1/2017 8:36 AM

14 but there is always room for more trees 12/31/2016 12:53 PM

15 Although they are left to grow too big and are rarely cut so they block light from streetlights and
the roots come through the pavement causing hazards.

12/31/2016 11:41 AM

16 There are trees but there could be more 12/31/2016 6:55 AM

17 Too much construction too 12/31/2016 4:00 AM

18 And they need cutting back along Manchester road/end of Manchester grove - they are way too
big

12/30/2016 10:02 AM

19 There are no trees or a very small number of them around Marshwall, south quay area. No
open green spaces around Cassilis Road.

12/29/2016 3:39 PM

20 There are not a lot of trees on the roadside they are mainly kept just in the parks and not along
walkways.

12/29/2016 3:32 PM

21 Given amount of s106 money, a lot more trees, plants, community landscaping should exist.
E.g. Corner of marsh wall opposite The Dock - landscape, add shrubs, trees, benches and
better lighting.

12/29/2016 3:12 PM

22 I am strongly opposed to a possibility to cut the trees on Manchester road to create a new cycle
lane

12/29/2016 2:54 PM

23 The flats have been built too close to the road in many places. Trees are important to make a
pleasant environment and keep pollution at bay

12/29/2016 2:34 PM

24 But how can the Indian restaurant be allowed to but down the lane trees a few years ago? 12/29/2016 1:28 PM

25 More trees needed to break up concrete 11/27/2016 10:00 PM

26 You can never have enough trees. There needs to be more linking tree corridor and birds and
wildlife

11/13/2016 9:22 PM

27 I can count them on my hand!! 11/11/2016 7:52 PM

28 It is a beautiful area and could be more so. 9/19/2016 10:15 AM

29 Could always be more - given the section 106 money the council has we should have the best
planned streets and walkways in London!

9/16/2016 11:53 PM

30 We could have so many more trees and more greenery instead of a heavy use of concrete 9/6/2016 3:48 PM

31 We always need more trees. However, we have an access to light issue with a nearby tree. 8/15/2016 8:01 AM

32 Not Enough and Not Enough planted by developers 8/2/2016 7:23 PM

33 more please 8/2/2016 12:04 PM

34 There can never be enough trees, we need oxygen to counteract the amount of concrete. 7/31/2016 4:46 PM

35 there can never be enough trees. When I walk through the built up areas there are no birds at
all. There are a few sparse trees like twigs, there is also no daylight and is always cold and
drab.

7/30/2016 10:18 AM

36 its a concrete jungle, except for the park no grass areas, flowers, not enough trees (that would
help muffle noise and attract birds)

7/29/2016 8:32 PM

37 We have a lovely row of trees in our road and in our area are lots of trees we are very lucky. 7/29/2016 6:05 PM

38 There aren't any. 7/29/2016 4:20 PM

39 More trees are always welcome particularly around marsh wall opposite the floating Chinese
restaurant will I find soulless

7/29/2016 3:44 PM

40 The roads could do with more trees, but they are narrow already so I understand that using
some of this space for trees would present accessibility problems. Although perhaps if planted
to make chicanes they would help to enforce the speed limit.

7/28/2016 10:47 PM

41 There's alot of concrete! 7/28/2016 9:34 PM
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42 All been cut down 7/28/2016 9:16 PM

43 Considering the amount of development and pollution from cars, there needs to be more. 7/28/2016 9:07 PM

44 Although more high rises are beginning to pollute the island I look out my flat window and there
is constant buildings blocking

7/28/2016 8:35 PM

45 A lot of the trees have been taken down to make space for building sites. 7/28/2016 8:21 PM

46 vague phrase in the question. I grew up in the countryside so miss more greenery though the
island is pretty well served overall.

7/25/2016 11:31 AM

47 Strongly feel as though there are way too many trees given the number of apartment blocks
under construction. And there should be many more trees / green spaces.

7/18/2016 4:55 PM

48 Thames path from Sir John McDougall Gardens to Canary Wharf is pretty boring. 7/17/2016 3:31 PM

49 westferry rd is horrible, narrow pavements and a lack of trees.. in your planning plan I'd really
like it if you could specify a minimum pavement width and specify how many trees per
frontage/metre

7/16/2016 10:42 PM

50 Spindrift avenue is lovely, however in my street the trees are a pain they are too big. 7/16/2016 7:29 AM

51 Could be more planters in large concreted corners and by river 7/15/2016 6:17 PM

52 I've only seen trees cut down never planted. 7/15/2016 5:52 PM

53 S106 money should be better used to create good walking places not tactical sticking plasters
through poor pavements / building sites

7/15/2016 11:01 AM

54 More green spaces needed 7/15/2016 10:20 AM

55 The whole area is getting too built up. 7/15/2016 9:12 AM

56 Andrew Wood test 7/15/2016 8:05 AM
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25.36% 88

43.80% 152

19.31% 67

9.80% 34

1.44% 5

Q20 To what extent do you agree with the statement: ‘Anti-social
behaviour is a serious problem in the area’

Answered: 347 Skipped: 63

TOTAL 347

# IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO EXPLAIN YOUR RESPONSE, USE THE BOX BELOW
(OPTIONAL)

DATE

1 Particularly prevalent between Ability Place and 41 Millharbour. See previous comments. 1/21/2018 10:10 AM

2 Hear anecdotal stories about antisocial behaviour but not personally experienced it 9/29/2017 6:26 PM

3 We have had some drug dealers using our car parks im told but this is anecdotal . Ive not seen
it

6/6/2017 7:39 PM

4 As mentioned before, I can often hear noices at 2-3am in summer time on Millharbour, some
strange people meeting, offered cocain, saw street fighting, car racing.

5/5/2017 11:37 AM

5 I include litter dropping especially residents who throw bags of waste, especially food waste,
into the street bins which are way too small

4/18/2017 4:56 PM

6 There are a few teenagers hanging out near the river, but not more than when I was young 4/17/2017 4:49 PM

7 Some young people drive like nutters down Manchester Road..but generally it's ok. We need a
presence at the police station though. 100,000 people without a police station is ridiculous and
dangerous.

3/11/2017 10:33 PM

8 Constant dangerous riding of motorbikes 1/16/2017 3:10 PM

9 Kids in cars 1/15/2017 8:18 PM

Strongly agree

Agree

Not sure

Disagree

Strongly
disagree
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10 As previously stated gangs of 'youths' and drunks make walking/shopping at local shops
frightening. Police in the area are so rare that you actually take note if you see a police car -
never a constable 'on the beat' unless taking up seats on the bus leaving the paying
passengers to stand.

1/15/2017 4:52 PM

11 Sometimes 1/15/2017 4:10 PM

12 No problems in my experience 1/15/2017 3:43 PM

13 There's a couple of people who ride their motorcycles on 1 wheel at very fast speeds from
stebondale street to westferry road. They do this in the daytime when there are parents with
kids going to the parks, kids walking around after school and in the evenings. The speed humps
do nothing to slow them down. Also the FOOT tunnel to Greenwich which is overrun with
cyclists speeding through the tunnel. My mother who is quite elderly feels quite unsafe and
scared walking in the foot tunnel in her own. It's quite selfish and unsafe to not think about the
vulnerable people who use the walkway and are startled by someone whizzing by them. They
can't move out of the way quickly enough - it's just so dangerous. Something really needs to be
done to make the FOOT tunnel safe for pedestrians

1/15/2017 1:06 PM

14 But I haven't personally experienced it 1/15/2017 12:58 PM

15 Children are not educated how to have fun 1/6/2017 8:21 AM

16 Very little trouble other than brothels and canabis factories. 1/2/2017 8:34 PM

17 It can be a problem in particular areas (e.g. where kids congregate in their cars) but I've not
been directly affected by it so, for me, it's not a serious problem.

1/1/2017 4:59 PM

18 See previous answer. It is on the rise to the extent that some communities are having to finance
private security and look to gate open areas to restrict access. Gas canisters abound and drug
dealing is rife

1/1/2017 3:02 PM

19 'Young' Road hogs constitute a serious danger for children. It should be a priority. 1/1/2017 2:52 PM

20 SNT were only taking calls in office hours which is a complete joke, since most ASB seems to
occur in the evenings...

1/1/2017 1:36 PM

21 Pretty quiet where we live 1/1/2017 8:38 AM

22 I live in a crescent so we live in a road with one way in and out. 12/31/2016 12:54 PM

23 Speeding/racing cars. People leaving the gas canisters. 12/31/2016 11:43 AM

24 It isn't for me personally but I hear/read it is for other people living only a few streets away. 12/31/2016 8:53 AM

25 No more than anywhere else 12/31/2016 8:37 AM

26 There does seem to be an increase in bad driving- over speed limit, not stopping at zebra
crossings- and people not cleaning up after their dogs.

12/31/2016 6:59 AM

27 Crazy drivers. Teenagers taking drugs and balloons (and also driving later) 12/30/2016 7:47 PM

28 See 16 12/30/2016 12:56 PM

29 Youths hanging in millwall park sniffing gas. Speeding on motorbikes late at night. 12/30/2016 10:03 AM

30 I hear about it but not experienced it personally. 12/29/2016 11:31 PM

31 Lots of drugs in the area 12/29/2016 9:59 PM

32 Around my kids school there are laughing gas canisters 12/29/2016 9:23 PM

33 Laughing gas cannisters litter the island 12/29/2016 9:20 PM

34 I am aware that certain areas are suffering anti social behavior such as drug taking, littering,
theft and joy riding.

12/29/2016 6:35 PM

35 Think it is increasing 12/29/2016 5:47 PM

36 It is generally safe, although I think reporting mechanisms after hours must improve. I have
called various numbers before and no one answers or couldn't do anything to help. The private
security guards in developments in the area must be empowered to do something happening on
their doorstep.

12/29/2016 4:18 PM

37 Littering in the area is very bad, dogs poop on the streets, cars being driven above the speed
limit, bike robbery increased.

12/29/2016 3:42 PM

38 Hearvof some but believe it's average for a London area. 12/29/2016 3:14 PM

39 I don't witness much (need to get the youths doing something not sitting round drinking smoking
pot and taking gas on the streets - as a runner I see it all)

12/29/2016 2:36 PM
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40 Only in some areas but if you are unlucky to life in that aera it's a nightmare 12/29/2016 1:38 PM

41 Asb is an ongoing problem with the gangs of youths 12/29/2016 1:33 PM

42 Increasing use of drugs, people having sex in my car park, and gangs are more evident. 12/29/2016 1:29 PM

43 Too many properties are owned by absent landlords and the tenants do not maintain gardens
or dispose of household rubbish appropriately.

12/23/2016 6:43 PM

44 I haven't personally experienced any for years 11/30/2016 10:36 PM

45 It is a problem but I am not sure it is a serious one 11/30/2016 10:49 AM

46 Pockets of anti-social behaviour but fortunately not really been a victim 11/27/2016 10:01 PM

47 & getting worse 11/13/2016 9:43 PM

48 Issues are drug taking, noise nuisance (in some areas), bike shed was recently broken into 11/13/2016 9:12 PM

49 I live in a new build managed by Notting Hill Housing Trust, police officers made a forced entry
into a flat after 3 consecutive break-ins to the communal bike shed. At around the same time
Equinox another flat had several bikes stolen from the underground car park.

11/11/2016 10:42 PM

50 Lack of facilities for young is a problem 9/25/2016 12:40 PM

51 Increase in the amount of drugs being taken in public places, weed and laughing gas being
used regularly in play grounds and parks

9/21/2016 1:10 PM

52 The driving is appalling. Cars congregating to race around the area, motorcyles on pedestrian
ways. As well as some violent behaviour and harassing behaviours.

9/19/2016 10:16 AM

53 I've heard of pockets of anti social behaviour and would like to see more police visible and on
the island

9/16/2016 11:55 PM

54 There is some evidence of this, e.g. littering in the canals is problem, as are beggars on busy
pedestrian routes

9/6/2016 3:49 PM

55 It has been for several years and little is done about it, there is a lot of blatant drug dealing and
taking going on,

8/15/2016 8:24 AM

56 Blasker Walk/the Slipway can be an intimidating/noisy place of an evening/night-time as gangs
of youths, possible drug dealers/takers gather. Lot of N2O inhaled. Lot of alcohol drunk. A lot of
loud music. Some verbal abuse. Not a pleasant environment.

8/15/2016 8:03 AM

57 And the police and 101do nothing about it. hi 8/15/2016 7:34 AM

58 Drugs noisy music by river, using stairs as a loo, swearing and shouting at passers by 8/15/2016 6:43 AM

59 Yes - man with knife in area recently, anti social youths 8/13/2016 10:15 AM

60 There are discarded legal high canisters on the walkways. The drivers are aggressive due to the
2o mph limit

8/9/2016 7:28 AM

61 absolute one of the biggest problems in this area because of s106. 8/8/2016 10:22 AM

62 SPEEDING CARS 8/2/2016 7:23 PM

63 from time to time 8/2/2016 12:05 PM

64 There is always some, often expressed in broken bottles and rubbish. 8/1/2016 1:53 PM

65 DRUGS !!!!! 7/31/2016 4:48 PM

66 Some groups of bad lads hanging about at islan gardens is always a bit alarming. 7/31/2016 12:14 AM

67 some neighbours have no respect, and their children have followed them. small children with
their parents using small trikes or scooters on the pavement expect elderly to move out of the
way while they zoom along out of control, I am always having to dodge around as scared of
being knocked over. The parents do nothing.

7/30/2016 10:21 AM

68 especially outside the chip shop, and racing scooters at night 7/29/2016 8:33 PM

69 Although in our road it is very quiet but there are issues in another areas 7/29/2016 6:07 PM

70 London is one of the safest cities on earth and the IOD one of th safest locations in London. I
think people really need to put issues into perspective I.e. Groups of youths are not necessarily
up to no good, trying saying hi to them instead of tutting or scrawling at them, their response will
probably surprise you.

7/29/2016 3:50 PM
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71 For example, at The Quarterdeck there are same youths most evenings, noise, litter, still using
gas cannisters, late night rides on no doubt stolen motorbikes. In my opinion, they tend to hang
out wherever there's budget takeaways like fish&chips and kebab shops, also, why they can't go
to the parks is beyond me.

7/29/2016 8:14 AM

72 Noisy groups late at night are a problem. Lack of affordable housing appears to be one reason
why young people are out and about rather than staying in at their parents' home.

7/28/2016 10:49 PM

73 a significant problem with antisocial behaviour on the Quaterdeck of the Barkantine in the
evenings.

7/28/2016 10:25 PM

74 I see no police presence or patrolling like we had in limehouse when we encountered the same
issue. There's the guy in the motorcycle who rides up and down west ferry road and stebondale
street at unsafe speeds over speed humps, there's the silver bottle caps I see by the station -
believe those are from the gas?

7/28/2016 9:37 PM

75 It's particular groups of gangs. It's the age range where there is nothing else to do. I'm glad I'm
not a teenager on the Isle of Dogs. And it's the early 20s who are simply drifting and uninspired.

7/28/2016 9:34 PM

76 I live in a waterfront development and have not experienced any anti-social behaviour. I do
see.a.lot of empty laughing gas in the streets though.

7/28/2016 9:23 PM

77 It's irritating along the river but that includes inane sounds from party boats as well as convened
youths

7/25/2016 11:32 AM

78 There is daily ASB near Millharbour and Ability Place, the Police never shows up... 7/22/2016 9:16 AM

79 Especially around river/dock walkways and parks where there is zero police presence to deter
anti-social behaviour.

7/22/2016 8:34 AM

80 There certainly seems to be some: lots of shouting in the street late at night, revving engines,
driving too fast down residential streets. Whether it's a "serious" problem is debatable

7/21/2016 4:08 PM

81 I have no personal experience, but there is a lot of ASB reported 7/17/2016 7:09 PM

82 Groups of young adults hanging around on streets smoking drugs or blocking the paths are a
regular thing, but mostly they don't bother people they don't know

7/17/2016 1:45 PM

83 Around Napier Ave there're always kids smoking weed. 7/17/2016 10:29 AM

84 Too many gangs of youths, they are everywhere. 7/16/2016 7:30 AM

85 Drug taking on blasker walk is a real problem 7/16/2016 7:15 AM

86 Still have heavy marijuana use by people using sport pitch opposite Island Garden dlr station -
and loud, inappropriate language in the day and after hours

7/16/2016 5:06 AM

87 I've heard a lot about this from other residents of the IOD but haven't had any problems myself 7/15/2016 8:18 PM

88 Racer driving at night and across isle of dogs is a problem 7/15/2016 6:18 PM

89 The Muslim girl teenagers in their hijabs with their boyfriends doing all the things they are not
allowed to do at home I presume in front of my kitchen window on a regular basis is
uncomfortable, but the summer late night drinking, screaming and bottle smashing get annoying
in summer

7/15/2016 6:16 PM

90 It does effect some areas but the tend to be localised. Better police presents. 7/15/2016 5:55 PM

91 Has significantly increased in the last year. 7/15/2016 3:57 PM

92 Weed smoking is wide-spread, so is the use of NO canisters, bike theft, youths racing on
scooters, very bad littering in places like Milwall Park.

7/15/2016 1:03 PM

93 agree slightly. 7/15/2016 1:01 PM

94 Again on the Thames path gangs hanging around threatening people. Cars parked up doing
drugs or drinking. Again shortage of police so nothing gets done

7/15/2016 12:26 PM

95 Not seen but hear a lot about samuda / barkantine estates, and lack of police 7/15/2016 11:02 AM

96 The fast cars being driven along the mancheter road is a bug concern especially when the
speed up near the bit were tom died. Along past 4 primary schools

7/15/2016 10:31 AM

97 Loads of people taking nitrous oxide and leaving littre. Some walk ways are habited by unsocial
behavoiur and it scares me to walk there

7/15/2016 10:21 AM

98 As mentioned before I have witnessed it first had very close to home on a regular basis. 7/15/2016 10:11 AM

99 Young people smoking weed, canisters, littering, selling drugs openly on street 7/15/2016 9:45 AM
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100 Burrells Wharf by the Thames at night is a warzone of people doing drugs, abusing the
residents and making a giant mess of the street by littering and damaging the infrastructure.
More policing in the area would be great. In the last week I've seen a woman from my block
pushing a child in a pushchair getting spat on by a dope smoking youth. The experience was
terrifying for her.

7/15/2016 9:24 AM

101 Andrew Wood test 7/15/2016 8:06 AM
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5.19% 18

35.73% 124

15.85% 55

27.38% 95

15.85% 55

Q21 To what extent do you agree with the statement: I feel safe walking
alone in the area after dark? (area defined as a 15-20 minute walk from

your home)
Answered: 347 Skipped: 63

TOTAL 347

# IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO EXPLAIN YOUR RESPONSE, USE THE BOX BELOW
(OPTIONAL)

DATE

1 Depends. If its a well lit street then yes, otherwise probably not...the island is quiet at night 6/6/2017 7:39 PM

2 Depending what time. I feel safe enough as I am a man. But not always though and sometimes
not looking around.

5/5/2017 11:37 AM

3 Not lit well in some, very quiet after office workers leave. 4/18/2017 8:14 PM

4 I have been robbed over the Thames pathway 4/8/2017 5:53 PM

5 As above 3/11/2017 10:33 PM

6 See previous comments 1/15/2017 4:52 PM

7 I wouldn't do it. Large parts of the island are pretty dark - especially the inner part of the island
near millwall docks, Asda, St. John mcdougall gardens and St. John park

1/15/2017 1:06 PM

8 I would stick to Westferry Road and would be home by 11pm 1/2/2017 8:34 PM

9 Mostly I do feel safe. I used to run a lot and switched my runs to the morning from the evening
as you don't come across people hanging around in large and sometimes intimidating groups in
the early morning.

1/1/2017 4:59 PM

10 Definitely less so over the last few years. 1/1/2017 3:02 PM

11 I am only in danger whrn I cross the road (see previous answer). 1/1/2017 2:52 PM

Strongly agree

Agree

Not sure

Disagree

Strongly
disagree
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12 some parts of it feel safe, others much less so 1/1/2017 1:36 PM

13 I would not walk alone anywhere late at night 1/1/2017 8:38 AM

14 Would not walk anywhere in that situation, not just IOD 12/31/2016 8:37 AM

15 Only done this in early evening and that was OK, not sure if it would be ok later. 12/31/2016 6:59 AM

16 Ok as a relatively fit guy. Do not feel it is safe for e.g. My older mother and indeed other females 12/31/2016 4:01 AM

17 I don't feel safe waking past the estates down Westferry Road because of the groups of people
hanging around

12/30/2016 1:49 PM

18 See 16 12/30/2016 12:56 PM

19 From dlr to home is ok, anywhere else I wouldn't feel safe 12/29/2016 9:23 PM

20 If staying on main roads 12/29/2016 5:47 PM

21 I am always cautious 12/29/2016 3:42 PM

22 Need better lighting and more places open late at night. Often very few people about. 12/29/2016 3:14 PM

23 From Island Garden towards Pier street I always walk only on one side. 12/29/2016 2:56 PM

24 I do get nervous. On the whole I feel safe 12/29/2016 2:36 PM

25 Lots more muggings and attacks have happened on the island over the last year. Scum are
moving in to the housing being built. As an islander for 45 years it's heartbreaking to see it
decline

12/29/2016 1:38 PM

26 There are definitely some places where I would no go when Its dark. Unfortunately this is
beginning to include the private estate where I live. I think it will only get worse as the population
density increases with all of the high rise debelopments

12/29/2016 1:29 PM

27 I don't walk about at night unless I have to or avoid certain areas 11/13/2016 9:23 PM

28 No personal issues but some areas could be unsafe due to lack of police patrols 11/13/2016 9:12 PM

29 I wouldn't walk near the river at night 9/21/2016 7:26 PM

30 However, I wouldn't let my children walk alone due to youths/gangs/asbo 9/21/2016 11:31 AM

31 Further away from Canary Wharf, the less safe it feels... Less lighting, less people, less open
'active frontage' retail units etc

9/16/2016 11:55 PM

32 Canary Wharf is safe but only due to the private security. I'd not dream of walking around the
isle of dogs late at night except through well trafficked areas with CCTV.

9/6/2016 3:49 PM

33 I live near the Thames path which is plagued by aggressive groups of youths who are drug
dealing/taking and consuming alcohol

8/15/2016 8:24 AM

34 Blasker Walk/the Slipway can be an intimidating/noisy place of an evening/night-time as gangs
of youths, possible drug dealers/takers gather. Lot of N2O inhaled. Lot of alcohol drunk. A lot of
loud music. Some verbal abuse. Not a pleasant environment.

8/15/2016 8:03 AM

35 Agree to and from mud chute station but not so sure about along the river path 8/15/2016 6:43 AM

36 Never ever feel safe after dark(and some places during daylight) but have to make the journey 7/31/2016 4:48 PM

37 Mudchute at night... 7/31/2016 12:14 AM

38 oh no would not do unless have no choice. 7/30/2016 10:21 AM

39 usually, but the kids are annoying when they are on the happy gas. 7/29/2016 8:33 PM

40 We have a well lit street but I wouldn't venture in an area I don't know on the island 7/29/2016 6:07 PM

41 See above 7/29/2016 3:50 PM

42 Not with anti-social behaviour and also men who think it's culturally OK to harass woman 7/29/2016 8:14 AM

43 Not at all. 7/28/2016 9:37 PM

44 No. No. No. For all manner of reasons. It's awful. It's got a lot worse. The riverside walkway
from the boat is horrid. The walk from Heron Quays is horrid. The walk from Cabot square down
past the TFL building toward Westferry Road is horrid. It's dark, isolated with corners and hiding
spots. It's so wrong. The bridge will be horrendous.

7/28/2016 9:34 PM

45 Wouldn't feel safe anywhere in London now 7/28/2016 9:17 PM

46 See above 7/22/2016 9:16 AM
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47 It is not safe walking around Millwall Dock and river walkways after dark. The stark absence of
any police presence or even effective cctv in these areas means there is no deterrent. Drug
taking and dealing is widespread in the area and people smoking cannabis openly.

7/22/2016 8:34 AM

48 Depends on what routes I take 7/21/2016 4:08 PM

49 I try to avoid youngster groups as they scared me twice. Once one of them jumped in front of
me and shouted on me on the Thames Path in Sir John McDougall gardens. Once they laughed
and said inappropriate things so I definitely felt unsafe and threatened. So I take the bus from
Canary Wharf and avoid the park after dark. my partner was threatened by guy on scooter while
he was on his bike cycling home on the Path.

7/17/2016 3:36 PM

50 Only because I have a dog. 7/17/2016 9:42 AM

51 Ok on main roads eg Westferry 7/16/2016 3:29 PM

52 No one else walking. Teenagers ganging around. Always evidence of legal highs on the paths 7/15/2016 9:09 PM

53 It's something I avoid doing in any area 7/15/2016 8:18 PM

54 Always wary at night in London! 7/15/2016 6:18 PM

55 Never had a problem as an adult male. I'm not sure whether I would be happy with a teenager
doing the same because of other groups of youths.

7/15/2016 5:55 PM

56 I may be able to look after myself but more needs to be done to keep the area safer 7/15/2016 12:26 PM

57 It feels less safe the further away from Canary Wharf / south quay 7/15/2016 11:02 AM

58 I dont really walk around at night and if i do its to walk the dog 7/15/2016 10:31 AM

59 Loads of people taking nitrous oxide and leaving littre. Some walk ways are habited by unsocial
behavoiur and it scares me to walk there

7/15/2016 10:21 AM

60 I agree but I know many residents who feel threatened by the problems mentioned in the above
question.

7/15/2016 9:24 AM

61 Andrew Wood test 7/15/2016 8:06 AM
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Q22 What are the top three things you’d like to change about the
neighbourhood?
Answered: 304 Skipped: 106

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Better cycling provision; better broadband; better bin collection 4/10/2018 4:49 PM

2 1. More and better facilities / services 2. Better / safer pavements / streets 3. More open
spaces.

3/21/2018 10:43 PM

3 Remove access to groups of people in front of my building by putting in place a barrier to what
is private land so they cannot drive into the space and take drugs and cause a disturbance in
such large numbers. Also there is zero police presence, in the last four years we have barely
seen one officer.

1/21/2018 10:13 AM

4 New secondary school Replace Tiller leisure centre Maintain and enhance doctors surgery to
cater for increased numbers

9/29/2017 6:28 PM

5 roof top gardens, creates a freeing living space, better wellbeing and battle co2 emissions they
are also easy to start up and can be managed by the communtiy

9/8/2017 1:12 PM

6 More people who live here not just rent and pass through not caring about the place where they
live Better infrastructure Better broadband

6/6/2017 7:40 PM

7 1.Less construction sites 2. Enforcement of current speed limit on Westferry Road-too many
drivers ignore the 20mph speed limit 3. ban youth gangs from playgrounds

5/17/2017 10:39 PM

8 Trees, speed humps, more policing and trafic wardens 5/5/2017 11:38 AM

9 Safety (less antisocial behaviour), more pubs and cafes, more local shops 5/1/2017 9:19 PM

10 IMPROVED PUBLIC TRANSPORT INCREASED SECURITY MORE GP PRACTICES 5/1/2017 8:31 PM

11 Less new housing More accessible medical service More open spaces 4/25/2017 9:54 PM

12 Need more foot bridges across the dock. The metal foot bridge is busy and requies a sister
bridge short cutting to cross rail from south quay side. Dlr cannot cope with peak travellers.
Need more space efficient trains to replace the current stock. See more families living in
houses. Less aparments, more traditional houses with gardens, trees and parks, benches to sit
on. More of high street presence or at least grouping shops and other services together. Get rid
of the is it safe here feeling. Schools, theatre. Make it look more joined up rather than lots of
separate areas. Why is there not a market? Attract more tourists by selling the dock history
more. The docks lack boats. Why not have a boat tourists can visit?

4/18/2017 8:25 PM

13 accommodation density, car noise, anti social behaviour 4/18/2017 4:59 PM

14 less road works, long term view on infrastructure. developers to invest in IoD integrate
people/services interfaces

4/18/2017 3:55 PM

15 1) I would like an additional secondary school to open in Isle of Dogs, 2) A redesign of the
playgrounds in Millwall park to include more climbing frames and different sizes of slides, 3)
More use of communal roof top gardens/ roof top garden restaurants if more high rise buildings
will be built

4/17/2017 4:54 PM

16 more green space, safety, less large developments without adequate parking and services. 4/8/2017 5:55 PM

17 1.The high buildings around the Millharbour, Crossharbour area. They are cold and horrible.I'd
like to pull them down! 2. I'd like Castalia Square to be properly invested in and used. It could
be a really good social and shopping area built around an improved Island Medical Centre. 3.
Prevent any building exceeding Canary Wharf height.

3/11/2017 10:50 PM

18 1. Better control over the private housing stock. An end to multiple letting of housing built for
families and but-to-let mortgages 2. Better secondary schools to encourage young families to
stay for a long time on the Island. 3. More small shops/businesses

1/23/2017 12:36 PM

19 Anti social behaviour Community activities Better local services - GP etc 1/16/2017 3:13 PM

20 security, fitness classes 1/16/2017 10:20 AM

21 Less aggression from people More coffee shops and meeting places Schools with higher
standards

1/16/2017 9:29 AM
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22 1. Stop the high rise buildings, they obstruct sunlight and views and there is insufficient capacity
for the traffic and schools. 2. Open spaces need to be expanded to cope with extra people.
They should have a ranger, public toilets and free water. 3. Brown field sites should require
provision for schools with playing fields. 4. (I know it said 3) Open the slip-ways to recreational
boats.

1/15/2017 10:10 PM

23 Makes some pleasant family friendly and smart places to eat and drink. Some decent
secondary schools so I don't have to move out of the area in 5 years. Remove the blinkered
councillors from office to accept the area is now up and coming and stop holding back change

1/15/2017 8:23 PM

24 Yardley Street rubbish center closed down as it stinks. 1/15/2017 5:47 PM

25 Being afraid to go out at night Police presence Halt to overpriced housing with no contribution to
infrastructure/community

1/15/2017 4:54 PM

26 1. Housing for young people whose family have a history as Islanders. 2. Reduce 'gated
estates.' 3. Re-open riverside walkways that have been gated across

1/15/2017 4:36 PM

27 Rubbish laying around Transport Schools 1/15/2017 4:11 PM

28 1. More affordable housing 2. More school places 3. More youth centres/facilities 1/15/2017 3:45 PM

29 Less gangs, better parking and recycling 1/15/2017 1:16 PM

30 More shops/cafes/green grocers More community centres near bottom of IoD that are fit for
purpose

1/15/2017 1:10 PM

31 Constant development. Fewer new high rise buildings. Terrible roads, due to constant
development.

1/15/2017 1:01 PM

32 More shops More outdoor/gym/lesiure centre A lido! 1/9/2017 8:19 PM

33 1. Less ASB 2. Less drugs 3. Less noise in the streets 1/7/2017 1:37 AM

34 Sport facilities for children Change perception of the area Stop stupid investment in block of flats 1/6/2017 8:22 AM

35 More and better schools. More buses for east side of the island 1/3/2017 8:36 PM

36 Stop the massive over development that is happening/due to happen 1/2/2017 8:35 PM

37 stop overdevelopment (which will ease transport issues), antisocial behaviour and schools 1/1/2017 5:53 PM

38 More transparency in the decision making around planning applications. The population density
is putting a massive strain on public services and decisions about the huge number of
developments don't seem to be part of a coherent and sustainable strategy. Do any of these
decision makers actually live here? More facilities for teenagers (like a well funded/run youth
centre) to give them a safe environment to spend time. More housing provision for key workers
in public services (e.g. health, education) with less focus on luxury (unaffordable to all but
investors) developments.

1/1/2017 5:41 PM

39 Get rid of the anti-social behaviour, prosecute the people who use the whole dock area and
Pepper Street as a dog's toilet, make the Council clear up litter on a more regular basis.

1/1/2017 3:09 PM

40 No comment 1/1/2017 3:04 PM

41 -stop the pollution near school (i.e. Enderby Wharf...). -stop building new houses without taking
into account the impact on public transportation (over crowded DLR). -address 'young' road
hogs danger.

1/1/2017 2:58 PM

42 Nothing, I love it here! 1/1/2017 2:10 PM

43 1. A walking path all the way around the perimeter of the Isle of Dogs, 2. More affordable sports
and leisure eg Pilates, 3. More speciality shops like Marylebone High Street to create a sense of
community

1/1/2017 2:04 PM

44 1. Better policing to reduce ASB 2. More varied approach to new housing developments 3.
Services need to increase capacity at same rate as the number of residents living on island
increases

1/1/2017 1:40 PM

45 Less youths shouting and racing cars along narrow street 1/1/2017 1:09 PM

46 1, 2 and 3: Get rid of the "shrine" outside the Forge on Westferry road. That poor family need
help. The money they are wasting on floral tributes could be put to better use. It could fund a
road safety scheme for example. I realise this is not quite what you had in mind but this is a
chance to raise the subject anonymously.

1/1/2017 12:57 PM

47 Better public transport - capable of handling higher volumes of people. More visible policing.
Wider range of shops - only higher end retailers are present in Canary Wharf.

1/1/2017 12:42 PM

48 More parking space around shops & sports centre 1/1/2017 9:34 AM
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49 I'd like there to be more community spirit, it often feels lonely. I'd like dog owners to clean up
after their animals Cleaner streets would be good

1/1/2017 8:47 AM

50 Parking have to pay foe a permit but can not always park in the street I live. more local shops.
more dr surgeries

1/1/2017 8:42 AM

51 Limit height and amount of new high rise buildings 1/1/2017 7:45 AM

52 More cctv 1/1/2017 1:44 AM

53 1. Enforcement of speed limit. 2. Less rubbish. 3. Stop youths congregating. 12/31/2016 3:49 PM

54 More houses and flats at a more affordable price 12/31/2016 3:29 PM

55 More anti social behaviour control 12/31/2016 3:21 PM

56 Speeding. Speed bumps. Cut back the trees regularly. 12/31/2016 11:45 AM

57 More policing required Better Street lighting Cleaner pavement Harsher fines for dog mess 12/31/2016 10:39 AM

58 Public Safety, Green Spaces, Higher Volume Public Transport 12/31/2016 9:20 AM

59 Gp surgeries, dentists, schools 12/31/2016 9:17 AM

60 Less traffic More police on the beat Greater access seeing the Dr 12/31/2016 9:15 AM

61 1- increase DLR capacity 2- re-develop Pepper Street commercial properties 3- more children's
activities oppoerunities for 3-10 year olds

12/31/2016 8:55 AM

62 Improve facilities all over the Island and not just around CW - some parts of Westferry Rd are
really run down

12/31/2016 8:39 AM

63 Better community cohesion. Better policing of driving offences. More services- schools,
community centers, GPs

12/31/2016 7:02 AM

64 Less anti social behaviour A break from the constant construction Better local bus links 12/31/2016 4:04 AM

65 Over crowding. Anti social behaviour. Community integration. 12/30/2016 10:07 PM

66 More schools and less housing development. Better traffic management. 12/30/2016 7:50 PM

67 Less building work Better transport Over population 12/30/2016 4:46 PM

68 Cleaning of area More open space 12/30/2016 2:57 PM

69 An Aldi or Lidl close by Vegan/vegetarian restaurant Fun events in the local spaces 12/30/2016 1:54 PM

70 More security/ police / screening of cars - only 2 ways onto island and others screened by CW
anyway. People will think twice about driving onto the island with their nitrate boxes and alcohol
and using it as a race track after consumption!

12/30/2016 1:05 PM

71 More police. Bring back regular street cleaner - has this stopped? 12/30/2016 10:05 AM

72 More schools, even more frequent DLR, protect all green spaces hawkishly 12/30/2016 7:16 AM

73 -More play facilities and activities for children -Social centres and activities -More flowers 12/30/2016 2:39 AM

74 more bus routes no development no high rise flats NO TESCO 12/30/2016 12:48 AM

75 Reduce residential development . Improve road access. 12/30/2016 12:26 AM

76 stop the too rapid increase of housing developments. London needs housing but this particular
area is being over developed and far too quickly to assess the social impact .

12/29/2016 11:36 PM

77 More supermarkets (ideally and M&S/Waitrose and an Aldi/Lidl) More community, less division
between different ethnicities. Safer streets. More of a police presence to get gangs of youths off
the streets after dark.

12/29/2016 11:35 PM

78 More schools Police patrols Restrictions on construction disruptions (closed roads, paths, noise
etc)

12/29/2016 11:20 PM

79 Needs more realistically affordable housing for locals Traffic is very bad Maintain more green
space

12/29/2016 10:05 PM

80 Make it more safe - solve the problems with gangs, anti-social behaviour, drug dillers Open
secondary school that would be outstanding and offer more opportunities for bright children.
Support schools to become outstanding Solve the problem with GP - long waiting time for
sppointment

12/29/2016 9:32 PM

81 Affordable homes Parking Road closures for building work 12/29/2016 9:28 PM

82 Better schools, more local shops, more events to meet with local residents 12/29/2016 9:25 PM
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83 1. More sport facilities 2. Shopping centre 3. Removal of anti social behaviour 12/29/2016 9:21 PM

84 Price of the houses, conditions of the houses, price of nursery 12/29/2016 9:03 PM

85 Improved transport More shops and restaurants More housing - actual houses not flats 12/29/2016 8:59 PM

86 More police presence Enforce rule that any development on isle is done at reasonable hours,
and traffic doesn't come to a standstill because of works, and development is done with
consideration for the environment (carbon footprint) Fix the bridge by clipper quay, it looks bad
and is not reflective of the neighbourhood

12/29/2016 8:15 PM

87 More family friendly feels and activities for family and kids to get together. 12/29/2016 8:07 PM

88 Less high rise expensive flats and more council housing with an emphasis on family which
might help with the terrible anti-social behaviour. The parking is ridiculous- if we do get to move
there will probably be a no car rule - we actually need a car for work. Decent nurseries and
schools that are not faith based and are truly multi cultural (not just full of one ethnicity)

12/29/2016 7:57 PM

89 Fewer cars, more green space, greater choice of shops 12/29/2016 7:23 PM

90 Speeding by cars and buses with no regard for anyone..buses not stopping half way through
their journeys and so not taking us home..on paper they run routes but not always in
oractice..and better street lighting..

12/29/2016 7:20 PM

91 More police, CCTV, bus services 12/29/2016 7:13 PM

92 1. To stop excessive overdevelopment. 2. To limit the disturbance to locals that construction
work is having e.g. Noise, dirt, traffic jams.

12/29/2016 6:39 PM

93 More schools/nurseries, less antisocial behaviour, less social housing in the area. 12/29/2016 6:36 PM

94 More schools like Canary Wharf college,less anti-social behaviour and improved safety 12/29/2016 6:12 PM

95 Stop building!!! Too many apartments being built that are destroying the Island. Affordable
housing is definitely needed- we have all the new builds and yet the average price is way above
what most people are earning! Community centre with sports facilities and clubs for all age
groups.

12/29/2016 5:48 PM

96 1) more cycle lanes 2) more cultural venues 3) more of a day on how developers' money given
to the council is spent (and to make sure it is spent in the local area)

12/29/2016 5:12 PM

97 Stamp out anti social behaviour, littering and dog waste not being clear up by owners. 12/29/2016 4:58 PM

98 More police on streets at night, more outdoor things for children in a safe environment. Less
high rise blocks so more sunlight, another big supermarket more petrol stations less roadworks
and building sites

12/29/2016 4:44 PM

99 More secondary schools Youth clubs and activities for children Community centres 12/29/2016 4:41 PM

100 Less tower blocks More greenery Pubs brought back 12/29/2016 4:39 PM

101 Kids spaces Community space which can be hired for activities Decent places for socialising on
weekends and after 11pm

12/29/2016 4:20 PM

102 More secondary schools More parking for residents Less construction 12/29/2016 4:14 PM

103 Less littering, more nurseries and good schools options, more green spaces. Roads are always
clogged up on rush hour so something needs to be done about the traffic in the area.

12/29/2016 3:48 PM

104 Integration 12/29/2016 3:33 PM

105 1) Better provision for roads/road traffic, i.e. Well planned, free flowing, appropriate size for isle
of dogs traffic. 2) considerate building - appreciate lots of work but every measure should be
taken to ensure there is no impact on traffic flow, roads, utilities, services, cleaning in areas etc.
Appoint someone in the council to inspect against a criteria with the power to enforce, fine or
stop development.

12/29/2016 3:25 PM

106 1. Keep lower level buildings 2. Engagement for older teenagers 12/29/2016 3:16 PM

107 Dog Wardens 12/29/2016 3:11 PM

108 More security, more sports opportunities, cleaner 12/29/2016 3:04 PM

109 To have cleaner streets, lower council tax, more facilities like cafes. 12/29/2016 2:59 PM

110 1. Well publicised community sport for all - all creeds and age groups. A community centre at the
heart of millwall park would help. So that leads to point 2: 2. A centre known as the islands
community heart for all demographics 3. Stop granting planning permission for property without
green space

12/29/2016 2:43 PM

111 Fewer restaurant chains, more individual shops 12/29/2016 2:34 PM
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112 Young gangs sorted out 12/29/2016 2:13 PM

113 The many proposed residential high rises without complementing service infrastructure eg
schools, clinics; the rampant abuse of parking by deliveroo, uber, addison lee, construction
vehicles; an avenue for normal residents to voice discomfort at pace of development and
resultant squeeze in social services provided

12/29/2016 2:10 PM

114 Trash/dog poo (more efforts to avoid it occurring in the first place), parks that are better
maintained, less construction planning (not against development, just need better coordination
so streets aren't congested with construction vehicles)

12/29/2016 2:07 PM

115 More suitable broadband More green open spaces 12/29/2016 1:54 PM

116 The people that are moving in to lovely knew places and Mali g them look like tips in no time
Stop all building and let our kids the little bit of land left.

12/29/2016 1:41 PM

117 Need more grocery shops, schools and leisure places (cafes, etc) 12/29/2016 1:39 PM

118 Less construction 12/29/2016 1:34 PM

119 Crackdown on crimes. Specially youth crimes and drug dealing. 12/29/2016 1:34 PM

120 Less laughing gas usage 12/29/2016 1:30 PM

121 Antisocial behaviour Better schools Less high rise developments 12/29/2016 1:30 PM

122 1: social clubs/pubs 2: parks and climbing frames 3: lighting on walkways and parks 12/29/2016 1:28 PM

123 I would like more families and more facilities for families. I feel children are over looked and this
is their community too. As we are becoming over populated I feel our sense of community is
diminishing and there is less pride in our homes and area. I feel this area is seen as a money
making area for the already rich (social cleansing)

12/23/2016 6:45 PM

124 1. Better provision of public services (transport, schools, GP surgeries etc) 2. Better public
amenities (community halls, sports facilities) 3. Better control of local people over local issues

12/23/2016 6:23 PM

125 Playground equipment at Mudchute park Install cameras to make walkways safer in the dark.
Repair pavement & roads

12/2/2016 3:55 PM

126 More GOOD QUALITY schools, more restaurants/bars 12/2/2016 1:57 PM

127 Maintenance (parks and streets), parking 11/30/2016 10:38 PM

128 Less expensive homes, a new secondary schools, more children activities 11/30/2016 8:01 PM

129 More sport facilities that are not gym Less investment flats and more infrastructure and services
for residents

11/30/2016 10:55 AM

130 New leisure centre, more schools, better children's play equipment 11/30/2016 10:37 AM

131 1. Better bus service into central London 2. More sports facilities 3. More community events 11/28/2016 1:06 PM

132 1. less construction traffic 2. more independent local pubs 3. enforced speed restrictions/speed
bumps on Marsh Wall & around the island to stop people using IoD as a current circuit/race
track

11/28/2016 12:58 PM

133 Less high rise buildings 11/28/2016 12:43 PM

134 1. More power 2. Get rid of all of the council homes 3. Improve parking on the street 11/27/2016 10:28 PM

135 1. More green space 2. Improved transport 3. More water transport in the docks 11/27/2016 10:02 PM

136 1. The focus of development in recent decades has been closed estates particularly along the
river. For future developments we should consider more integrated streets that would reduce
walking / cycling times and improve the flow of traffic. 2. A lot of space is wasted on car parks
and roofs. Building more underground parking and roof terraces would allow us to increase
green space. 3. Low rise blocks of flats are cheap to build and provide lower cost housing. But
as so many of them are already very expensive it would make more sense to build high rise
flats and save space for single family homes

11/14/2016 12:12 PM

137 Nothing, keep it as it is with a bit of TLC 11/13/2016 11:07 PM

138 New building = new facilities New building should not be closer then the Council stated
minimum of 19m No noise > 80 dB during development

11/13/2016 10:08 PM

139 Reduced ASB Reduced building work/road work/construction traffic Less foreign owners and
absent landlords

11/13/2016 9:46 PM

140 1. Barkantine estate rather tatty & graffiti (low level) & poor planting. Higher expectations are
needed for HA 2. Managing traffic with reference to local residents, not done centrally or ad-hoc
3. Tackling ASB effectively in a co-ordinated way

11/13/2016 9:27 PM
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141 1. More community cohesion places for people to socialise for free (not pub!) 2. Local events for
local people 3. Genuinely affordable homes for people who work locally

11/13/2016 9:14 PM

142 1. Make use of the old railway arches running alongside Millwall Park. 2. Network of
Neighbourhood Watch schemes 3. On the spot fines to cyclists using the foot tunnel

11/11/2016 10:45 PM

143 1. Availability of accessible pedestrian routes around the area - which means sufficient bridges
and footpaths through large sites 2. Health care provision e.g. GP, dentists, clinics, hospital 3.
Prevention of pollution - my personal gripe is the waste plastic which reaches the waterways
and hence the oceans

11/11/2016 8:33 PM

144 More creche to adult education serviced spaces are needed 11/11/2016 7:54 PM

145 More school places, more GPs, and better transport 10/30/2016 10:53 PM

146 More schools More infrastructure 10/21/2016 5:24 PM

147 Stop high-rise development Decrease cases of ASB Plant more trees 10/19/2016 10:55 PM

148 The amount of social housing around 10/16/2016 6:26 PM

149 More school and facilities for children More sports facilities, especially for children Better public
transport (more space on it!)

10/9/2016 9:57 PM

150 Nursery school and primary/secondary school places More affordable housing Anti-social
behaviour

10/4/2016 10:55 AM

151 More 'local' facilities for residents to gather in (pubs, cafes, independent restaurants) More
facilities for young More facilities for old

9/25/2016 12:42 PM

152 20 m speed limit A decent swimming centre Local markets 9/21/2016 9:21 PM

153 More affordable houses!!! 9/21/2016 7:27 PM

154 another secondary school, less developments 9/21/2016 6:45 PM

155 More GPs, schools, etc. 9/21/2016 3:33 PM

156 More secondary school options as there is only one on the island, more family homes being
built, shorter waiting times for doctors appointments

9/21/2016 1:15 PM

157 Good secondary schools. More local shops, sports facilities and teams 9/21/2016 1:13 PM

158 1 Less private and expensive residential buildings. 2 More PROPER social and AFFORDABLE
housing both rental and purchase. 3 Complete rethink of the infastructure, transport and roads
to make more sustainable and erradicate congestion and pollution.

9/21/2016 12:21 PM

159 None 9/21/2016 12:00 PM

160 Asbo/youths, secondary school facilities, fewer roadworks 9/21/2016 11:35 AM

161 Fewer and slower roads so it's safe for my kids to walk alone. Open up access to the riverside
to the public instead of gated developments. Safer cycle routes.

9/21/2016 10:37 AM

162 Encourage local start up which teaches kids / toddlers new skills 9/21/2016 9:45 AM

163 Drivers racing around Anti social behaviour in youths- more facilities for sport/ leisure/
community groups for them More schools especially good secondary schools

9/21/2016 9:23 AM

164 More secondary schools More clubs for kids 9/19/2016 12:10 PM

165 Sports facilities, affordable housing and accessible sports facilities for both children and adults 9/19/2016 10:30 AM

166 More schools, more thoughtful green and open spaces, more shops / markets. 9/19/2016 10:18 AM

167 The neighbourhood needs more high quality secondary education. 9/19/2016 9:54 AM

168 More secondary schools Enclosed sewers below the roads Return of parking on the streets or
more busses

9/18/2016 5:47 AM

169 Less housing, more local shops, better roads 9/17/2016 8:01 AM

170 Restore bus route d3. Stop the building of very highrise buildings create more doctors surgeries
and schools.

9/17/2016 12:03 AM

171 Better infrastructure A high street / local diverse businesses supported More community
locations to encourage integration of people from all walks of life, including pubs

9/16/2016 11:57 PM

172 The density of development is completely not aligned to the provision of vital transport
infrastructure, so less dense housing and more transport capacity, and third I'd add more
greenery.

9/6/2016 3:51 PM
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173 1,2 and 3 The current rapid development of more and more high rise blocks 8/25/2016 5:20 PM

174 safer crossing for pedestrians, reduce traffic congestion, more schools 8/20/2016 4:42 PM

175 More and better schools. Our area's school results are quite disapointing. 8/19/2016 11:32 AM

176 Affordable housing Better and greater variety of childcare options Anti social behavior tackled 8/15/2016 8:26 AM

177 1) Eliminate anti-social behaviour 2) Eliminate anti-social behaviour 3) Eliminate anti-social
behaviour

8/15/2016 8:08 AM

178 Local supermarket which isn't Tesco. Sainsburys Morrisons or Waitrose Better Thames clippers
service. More boats Removal of youths who hang about the streets in the evening

8/15/2016 8:00 AM

179 Sort out the gangs, drugs and anti social behaviour 8/15/2016 7:35 AM

180 More independent shops and restaurants Stop building high rises with no thought around
capacity of public transport and amenities More police to stop anti social behaviour

8/15/2016 6:47 AM

181 Too much construction has been allowed, beyond density recommendations. Schooling needs
to improve - in numbers. More support for GP surgeries

8/13/2016 10:17 AM

182 Return to a 30mph road speed limit. 8/9/2016 7:29 AM

183 less social tenants. less anti-social behaviour. 8/8/2016 10:24 AM

184 Bigger roman catholic curch Isle of dogs police More trees 8/4/2016 5:33 AM

185 Better Street Lighting, ART Installations from Tower Hamlets Residents from Universities etc,
Sculptures ,

8/2/2016 7:25 PM

186 Thames pathway to go all around next to the river - no diversions Some direct buses off the
island to bypass Canary Wharf, to DLR station Stop digging up the road so often

8/2/2016 12:07 PM

187 More parks and public garden displays. Improved walking and cycling paths (temporary around
building sits and on the Thames Path). Improved maintenance of all buildings.

8/1/2016 1:57 PM

188 Stop the high rise buildings continuing to be built. it is suffocating depressing and makes
neighbours unaware of each other and therefore no support.

7/31/2016 4:50 PM

189 Retain petrol station, build more and better schools, provide more GP surgeries for growing
population.

7/31/2016 3:19 PM

190 Get a joined up Thames Path around the island. Deal with anti-social behaviour. Cleanup
streets/docks/air. Reduce traffic/cars/parking. (yes, i know that's four things)

7/31/2016 8:57 AM

191 More police, less rubbish ( cleaner environment) , more speed restrictions 7/31/2016 7:35 AM

192 Fewer high density flats. Stop contractors digging up Marsh Wall every year 7/31/2016 12:17 AM

193 More local policing 7/30/2016 7:05 PM

194 Fewer boy racers Fewer drug dealers More local bars and restaurants 7/30/2016 2:56 PM

195 Stop building UP. Let the light in. Protect the Wildlife by more trees and therefore giving more
oxygen to breathe.

7/30/2016 10:24 AM

196 More cafes and restaurants and shops and places for kids to play. More housing but not dense
high rises or council towers / blocks.

7/30/2016 8:41 AM

197 1. Less high rise development. IOD is becoming a dark concrete jungle with no natural light 2.
Convert the outside look of old and ugly council estates to a new and modern looking building as
it was done for Betty May Gray House and St Johns House, Pier Street, London, E14 when new
building was added to it. 3. Encurage creation of high street with shops and cafes in westferry,
Eastferry and Manchester roads

7/30/2016 6:41 AM

198 Stop the construction and more open green spaces. Stop mixing social Tennant's with
Leaseholders. It's not fair and it doesn't encourage integration.

7/29/2016 11:33 PM

199 Less cars, limit each household to one car, enforce slow speedlimits, install speed bumps,
install speed cameras

7/29/2016 11:21 PM

200 1. Less unsavoury characters and gangs of youths that congregate, make a noise at night, and
leave a mess behind. 2. More nice shops like deli, butcher, green grocers, cafe's, and fewer of
the chicken and other fast food. More diverse restaurants would also be nice e.g. Italian. 3. less
intolerance and extremists walking around.

7/29/2016 8:41 PM

201 The free school being built only yards away from our doors and the damage it is doing to our
foundations and we would no longer be able to sell our houses

7/29/2016 6:12 PM
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202 I'd like to see more of a community feel. One way is for there to be more places to socialize,
restaurants, pubs, bars, public spaces, sports facilities, etc.

7/29/2016 4:22 PM

203 More interaction with each other Less moaning, more getting involved in coming up with a
WORKABLE solution. Less tall buildings

7/29/2016 3:55 PM

204 1. Stop the overdevelopment of the area. We do not need more high rise flats and
accomodation. 2. More facilities to create a community and integration 3. More doctor's
surgeries.

7/29/2016 3:47 PM

205 Building works Roads being dug up/traffic lights End of the stupid speed limit 7/29/2016 3:02 PM

206 security, public housing, no more private housing, 7/29/2016 2:52 PM

207 Lack of police presence Lack of 'ordinary homes' for ordinary people' Overcrowding with tower
blocks of super expensive underused properties

7/29/2016 2:46 PM

208 Greater access Thames walkway.Blocked at Millwall Quay for no reason I can see. 7/29/2016 2:24 PM

209 1. Stop greedy property developers and corrupt councillors from continually approving more
skyscrapers which benefit only the rich and harm everyone else. 2. Establish a better balance
between residents and services, instead of constantly only increasing the number of residents.
3. Start to bridge the social and economic gap between rich and poor inhabitants.

7/29/2016 9:20 AM

210 Needs a lot of working cctv camera's, a proper police station on the island, building control
because they're not considering basic things like transport, water & drainage, Schools etc.
before approving so many new developments on the Island.

7/29/2016 8:19 AM

211 More open space. Less traffic. Safer. 7/29/2016 7:16 AM

212 Better public transport ( increasing the number of people living in the area has a big impact
when it's rush hour) Safety on streets Youth issue ( drugs on the street)

7/29/2016 6:29 AM

213 Better clearing of rubbish from the docks 7/29/2016 5:13 AM

214 More police on street to stop anti social behaviour and drugs trade More activities for the youth
Investment in GPs and schools

7/29/2016 5:09 AM

215 Yobs at quarterdeck Put 30mph back, 20mph is crap Affordable housing 7/29/2016 2:01 AM

216 More police, better proportion of housing x public services. More decent schools. 7/29/2016 1:11 AM

217 Sport centre, open spaces,schools 7/28/2016 11:03 PM

218 Anti social behaviour. Multiple occupancy of what should be family homes. Make more family
homes available, including 4-5 bed homes.

7/28/2016 10:51 PM

219 Security, GP Surgeries, Speed Limit 7/28/2016 10:37 PM

220 No more construction , there is literally no space left and its heartbreaking. Difficult to think how
my kids will survive here , surrounded by all these high rises.

7/28/2016 10:10 PM

221 New secondary school, safer environment and lower crime, less council houses 7/28/2016 9:46 PM

222 1. More nice cafes/restaurants and shops 2. Something like the 1 love community on 30 marsh
wall - I understand that is a temporary location for them. The classes they offer are varied and
interesting 3. More GPs and schools to accommodate the growing population 4. Another means
off the island in addition to Manchester road and west ferry rd

7/28/2016 9:42 PM

223 At least one new large senior school; Force communities to get together in a more formal
setting - to understand one another - from ethnicity, culture to age; The masterplan as it is today
- do not allow any new building to take place. That's it. We're done. To the max.

7/28/2016 9:38 PM

224 Less building work, less building work and less building work!!!!! 7/28/2016 9:18 PM

225 ASB, overdevelopment, schools 7/28/2016 9:04 PM

226 More trees. More security. More community acrivity 7/28/2016 8:59 PM

227 more GP surgeries, more DLR services (including new routes that don't require changing at
Poplar, e.g. Lewisham -> Canning Town or similar), less crazy tall towers with overpriced flats
sold to Chinese investors

7/28/2016 8:53 PM

228 Safer, less big building 7/28/2016 8:50 PM

229 More independent coffee shops, butchers, fish mongers etc, less roadworks and temporary
lights, and more doctors surgeries.

7/28/2016 8:48 PM
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230 Stop indiscriminate development of expensive, high rise towers for the elite and foreign
investors and provide proper homes with gardens for residents. Stop eroding our heritage and
protect the few special homes, parks, open spaces and waterways that still reman on the
Island. Start listening to residents and provide their needs to turn the Island back into the
vibrant, lively, social and caring community that it once was and was known for - neighbours
caring and looking after one another.

7/28/2016 8:42 PM

231 Number of high rises being built these are not family friendly and cause too much built upness
in one area. parking!!! Too many car free high rises but yet people who live in them use all the
parking spaces so I am unable to park near my flat with my young daughter easily and now a
novatel is opening no doubt it will be worse! Permits should be 24/7 then I might be able to
park. Crime

7/28/2016 8:39 PM

232 Reduction of building sites or at least a reduction of the interruption to our neighbourhood during
the construction, more schools, esp. Secondary schools, more green spaces

7/28/2016 8:24 PM

233 Get rid of boy racers speeding and being noisy Stop threatening gangs of youths, especially
those pretending to be islamic police that verbally abuse women Better bus services 24x7

7/28/2016 8:16 PM

234 Safe neighbourhood 7/28/2016 8:13 PM

235 No further housing development. More doctors and local services such as butchers,
greengrocers.

7/28/2016 8:06 PM

236 Build less houses/flats Improve infrastructure More children's plays facilities 7/28/2016 8:03 PM

237 Canary Wharf College opens secondary school at Westferry Printworks; good restaurants open
in south of the island; decent beer on tap in the Lord Nelson

7/25/2016 11:34 AM

238 1. Build new secondary schools 2. Create a plan to avoid overbuilding and congestion in the
area 3. Introduce green buses (e.g. fully electric) on the Isle of Dogs

7/24/2016 10:26 PM

239 Better water supply, broadband, public transport and street cleaning 7/24/2016 12:14 PM

240 More nurseries, safety, housing 7/23/2016 8:57 PM

241 Better infrastructure across the board to service the rapidly growing residential population, and
moderate further excessively dense development. Better roads and parking. Better residential
broadband services.

7/22/2016 4:35 PM

242 1. Schools 2. More GPs 3. Better police control 7/22/2016 9:18 AM

243 1. More police patrolling on foot and a greater police presence. 2. More life in the area away
from CW in the rest of the Isle of Dogs (restaurants, bars, etc.) 3. Cleaner streets and bins
emptied along river/dock walkways which seem to be always overflowing at the moment.

7/22/2016 8:50 AM

244 Gang culture , drug problems 7/20/2016 3:01 AM

245 Joined up response to the problem of youths' asb linked with sniffing nitrous oxide, smoking
weed and drinking alcohol. Not just a problem for the police who seem powerless/unmotivated.
More reliable, frequent buses. Checks on unfettered development.

7/19/2016 2:58 PM

246 1. More local leisure establishments 2. more parks 3. better pedestrian access in general and
especially to public transport points i.e. jubilee line and DLR.

7/18/2016 4:58 PM

247 More spacious, affordable housing More public transport capacity More cafe culture 7/18/2016 8:22 AM

248 safer place, more restaurants and shopsin the east of the Island 7/17/2016 9:02 PM

249 Fewer high rise developments. Fewer roadworks. More bars and restaurants. 7/17/2016 7:15 PM

250 ASB, no more skyscrapers, more playgrounds. 7/17/2016 3:39 PM

251 Better sized housing rather than lots of tiny flats More appointments at GP surgeries Reduced
traffic problems caused when blackwall or rotherhithe tunnels are shut

7/17/2016 1:48 PM

252 Traffic Foot/cycle bridge to south of river 7/17/2016 10:45 AM

253 Make the Thames path connected, so you don't need to go over the main road with all the cars. 7/17/2016 10:31 AM

254 More community interaction. More free space. Less luxury flats. 7/17/2016 9:42 AM

255 - more sports and leisure activities for children and adults - less high rise - less road work 7/16/2016 11:27 PM

256 more cafes, more trees, street furniture 7/16/2016 10:44 PM

257 Less of a us v them attitude; More opportunities for people to get together leaving their
social/cultural baggage behind; Less housing development aimed at laundering foreign money

7/16/2016 5:08 PM

258 Less dense residential building No more building high rise building only low level Add more
green space

7/16/2016 4:25 PM
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259 Better community facilities Better public transport connections to Canary Wharf and beyond 7/16/2016 3:59 PM

260 1. Update and better maintain all of the footpaths and walking routes 2. Better maintain traffic
routes around the island 3. A massively increased polic prescence to resolve the many anti
social behaviour issues

7/16/2016 2:41 PM

261 Build more schools and nurseries. Tackle anti social behaviour. Plan for better infrastructure to
accommodate all the new developments and thousands of new residents that will come with the
new developments.

7/16/2016 10:04 AM

262 Anti social behaviour hot spot areas, more balanced approach to social housing with greater
education for integration into area where high degree of professionals

7/16/2016 9:40 AM

263 Tackling ASB. Improving infrastructure to support the increased population. Less high rise
residential building.

7/16/2016 8:37 AM

264 The trees The gangs of youths The speed limit it should be increased back up to 30 mph 7/16/2016 7:32 AM

265 More police, better quality convenience shop. More affordable restaurants 7/16/2016 7:16 AM

266 More cafes/bars, protection of historical landmarks, more transit options to west London 7/16/2016 5:10 AM

267 Less high rise development More sports facilities Less speeding on the main roads around the
island

7/15/2016 11:14 PM

268 ASB, lack of green spaces, litter/rubbish and dog feces on streets and footpaths 7/15/2016 10:59 PM

269 Keep teenagers enterntained and busy. Safe roads boy racers better road traffic managment 7/15/2016 10:53 PM

270 1. Nice shops, restaurants & cafes at bottom of Island, eg sainsburys local, Costa coffee type
places 2. Gyms at bottom of Island 3.

7/15/2016 10:45 PM

271 1- It's too residential 2- Too many roadworks 3- More 'Boris Bike' stations 7/15/2016 10:02 PM

272 Large Community hub with opportunities for getting to know you events. Upgrade Millwall Park
play area Better swimming pool

7/15/2016 9:42 PM

273 More integration More open areas. If restaurants were along the river people would be walking
more often Less construction. My asthma is so much worse this year

7/15/2016 9:12 PM

274 1. Reduce the amount of construction 2. Reduce road closures & temporary traffic lights 7/15/2016 8:22 PM

275 Less Development, over 50s Free Parking for car free zones, More Activities for working
woman as they tend to be mainly during the working day day

7/15/2016 7:14 PM

276 Schools, restrict parking along Westferry road on its narrower parts, improve greenery 7/15/2016 6:51 PM

277 Activities for youths, places to socialise, schools 7/15/2016 6:27 PM

278 New secondary school New public swimming pool Bridge to rotherhithe 7/15/2016 6:19 PM

279 More police More police More doctors 7/15/2016 6:17 PM

280 Better traffic enforcement and more pedestrianised areas. Better parking facilities for new
development so it doesn't make parking hard as new developments are built.

7/15/2016 5:58 PM

281 Community cafes Better sports facilities More schools 7/15/2016 4:09 PM

282 Much better infrastructure for pedestrians. Start by building proper pedestrian walks and
bridges. Safety/ stop asb. Greener, we need more parks and public spaces.

7/15/2016 3:58 PM

283 Stop overdevelopment. Better health services. Change planning to limit number of estate
agents, so that retail properties really are retail.

7/15/2016 3:03 PM

284 More shops and leisure facilities. Safer and cleaner. Better transport and infrastructure. 7/15/2016 2:31 PM

285 Clean up and sort anti-social behaviour, improve transport, more schools and GP surgeries 7/15/2016 1:05 PM

286 less construction work, less high-density buildings, more recreational businesses 7/15/2016 1:03 PM

287 Anti social behaviour. Speeding by adults who use hire cars for racing Anti social behavior 7/15/2016 12:27 PM

288 more social housing traffic enforcement dealing with antisocial behaviour 7/15/2016 12:08 PM

289 More 'community' - tactical encouragement of specific events/ meetings/get together a, eg local
events, sporting teams etc Better infrastructure - from roads, water, pavements, landscaping
More social - why is there not a 'high street' somewhere, builders and planners should be
tasked with creating that 'community' feel with a well planned high street

7/15/2016 11:06 AM

290 More transport, more police present in the streets 7/15/2016 10:49 AM
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291 Too many unaffordable flats being built for foreign investors Said investors and banks taking
priority over normal residents while building etc no consideration taken. Children being more of
a focus

7/15/2016 10:33 AM

292 Safer place with less antisocial behavior Limit the number of new build developments 7/15/2016 10:24 AM

293 More green spaces and tackling the anti social behavoiur 7/15/2016 10:22 AM

294 * More shops/restaurants/pubs/cafes * Less louts taking drugs/speeding cars/etc. * Better
transport options across the river.

7/15/2016 10:19 AM

295 Antisocial behaviour Too many developments in a small space causing problems with traveling
around the island. More community events

7/15/2016 10:16 AM

296 ore GP surgeries,more frequent buses , Less congestion on our roads due to Building works 7/15/2016 9:53 AM

297 More schools (secondary) Public toilets in Millwall park Local shops 7/15/2016 9:50 AM

298 Lack of supermarket down the bottom of the island, more frequent thames clipper services and
the council to stop being horrible about parking.

7/15/2016 9:25 AM

299 Over development 20mph on big roads More for children 7/15/2016 9:17 AM

300 Less high rise buildings More family oriented activities Less anti social behaviour (from dog
fouling to car racing)

7/15/2016 9:15 AM

301 Speed limit GP surgery s Bus routes 7/15/2016 9:15 AM

302 Andrew Wood test 7/15/2016 8:06 AM

303 If you build excessively dense, then you have to build community facilities. 7/13/2016 5:20 PM

304 Shops, more of a high street, more green space. 7/12/2016 11:49 AM
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Q23 Looking forward 10 years, what kind of place would you like the
Isle of Dogs to become?

Answered: 288 Skipped: 122

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Family friendly, suburban not all high rise buildings full of transient people 4/10/2018 4:49 PM

2 A more community focused place where people can live permanently and raise families. 3/21/2018 10:43 PM

3 Safe for residents, with good transport links and good quality independent shops. 1/21/2018 10:13 AM

4 Retain strong community feel with good provision for children 9/29/2017 6:28 PM

5 a canary wharf state, where bankers will be put up in a "luxury flat" and spending their money in
canary wharf not in the local community. This will increase the development gap as local
businesses aren't supported. MEANING HIGHER PRICES of goods due to the increase of the
housing, which now isolates more people who are not "Canary wharf Bankers" as they cant
afford good food and a higher standard of living. thankfully there is a chicken and chips shop
which will ruin their health but have to refer to that when thinking of food as they cannot afford
meals else wise.

9/8/2017 1:12 PM

6 A COMMUNITY 6/6/2017 7:40 PM

7 A family friendly place with lots of green spaces 5/17/2017 10:39 PM

8 More green with lots of parks 5/5/2017 11:38 AM

9 More lively because of more pubs, cafes, restaurants but without increasing the number of
residents. More green. Less traffic, more bike routes.

5/1/2017 9:19 PM

10 NO OVERDEVELOPMENTS 5/1/2017 8:31 PM

11 The same that it was 10 years ago 4/25/2017 9:54 PM

12 Great place to live, thriving with families, young and old. Good services, safe, clean, secure.
More tourists visiting.

4/18/2017 8:25 PM

13 innovative living with more green/eco space. For example, vertical green spaces and
greenways (like New York)

4/18/2017 4:59 PM

14 not too much involvement by the council in planning. mix it up with business to what they want
to bring about a integrated flexible creative work life balance spaces. to be cutting edge

4/18/2017 3:55 PM

15 There still needs to be plenty of green spaces, parks and playgrounds to allow all residents to
live in a green and healthy place - the problem with high rise buildings can be the lack of
sunshine as is already the case in Canary Wharf.

4/17/2017 4:54 PM

16 A modern and pleasant place where to live. A model for other cities around the world. 4/8/2017 5:55 PM

17 I would like it to be 2 places. One, south of Marsh Wall for residents and recreation and the
other north of Marsh Wall dedicated to business and work in buildings that do not exceed 35
floors.

3/11/2017 10:50 PM

18 A friendly, settled, community with top-quality education and a housing stock restored to family
use, so that professional couples feel happy to stay long-term on the Island and bring up their
children.

1/23/2017 12:36 PM

19 Community based, a decent social housing structure not just affordable homes, a safe place to
be. Open spaces retained and expanded

1/16/2017 3:13 PM

20 the same but safer 1/16/2017 10:20 AM

21 A coercive community which has retained some of its past history and values 1/16/2017 9:29 AM

22 1. A place that provides a great experience for families as their children grow up. In particular,
sufficient schools and safe/maintained recreational facilities. 2. A place that makes use of its
geography to foster the community with a safe, navigable, urban environment with ample
community and recreational spaces.

1/15/2017 10:10 PM

23 Conservative run with people in office who don't just want to look after themselves and who
actually want to make changes without dragging their heals.

1/15/2017 8:23 PM
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24 The neighborhood that it was 20 years ago and not the empty sterile glass jungle it is now
littered with intimidating gangs

1/15/2017 4:54 PM

25 A more welcoming community in which residents are willing to contribute to community life. 1/15/2017 4:36 PM

26 More of a community's 1/15/2017 4:11 PM

27 Less of a building site. Not too overdeveloped 1/15/2017 3:45 PM

28 a mixed residential and office place with plenty of parks and leisure facilities. 1/15/2017 2:18 PM

29 An affordable and friendly area 1/15/2017 1:16 PM

30 A true community not just an island of residences. If they're planning on making this the
"Manhattan or HK" of London there's got to be more things to do past Canary Wharf. Right now
it feels like a college campus - Canary Wharf being the campus and IoD being the dormitories.

1/15/2017 1:10 PM

31 Anything but a building site 1/15/2017 1:01 PM

32 More social and community lead, a greener area too 1/9/2017 8:19 PM

33 Hamsptead 1/7/2017 1:37 AM

34 More family place 1/6/2017 8:22 AM

35 Similar, fewer high rise flats, good community, more and better schools 1/3/2017 8:36 PM

36 The £20m dollar question. In the hands of Mr Biggs. I think he will blow it and history will portray
him as a complete failure in allowing an iconic part of London to be destroyed.

1/2/2017 8:35 PM

37 a high standard and safe residential area with adequte and well maintained facilities for all to
enjoy

1/1/2017 5:53 PM

38 I've only lived on the Island for 17 of my 47 years so will never be considered an "Islander", but I
have some sympathy for those who have lived here all their lives who are feeling squeezed out
and marginalised in their own home. The pace of change has been relentless. The council
needs to be very careful in managing this change to prevent increasing levels of tension. I've
witnessed some very unpleasant exchanges, and sometimes outright racist verbal attacks, on
the buses and can only see this increasing if the population explosion continues. I would like to
see more investment in the more "deprived" areas of the island so the ever expanding gap
between the haves and have nots is at least slowed.

1/1/2017 5:41 PM

39 I fear what the Island will become. Building appears uncontrolled and unsupported and there is
definitely '2 types of societies' developing on the Island. I would love it to become a more
'civilised' place to live and bring up families but the trend to build and build will no doubt
continue above all else and the important social facilities such as pubs and supermarkets etc will
be sacrificed for developer's profits.This will lead to even less community interaction.

1/1/2017 3:09 PM

40 No comment 1/1/2017 3:04 PM

41 -less polluted, less overcrowded public transports, safer roads. 1/1/2017 2:58 PM

42 Less building/road work 1/1/2017 2:10 PM

43 I'd like it to be a place where people move to live with a view to being here long term. A
community that genuinely thrives on the diversity that comes from having a major financial
centre on the doorstep beside residents who have lived in the area for several generations. And
a place that people want to visit from outside the Isle of Dogs as a destination for great
experiences. It should be cheaper than other parts of London so let's make it happen!

1/1/2017 2:04 PM

44 A proper neigbourhood with much greater integration between the many ethnic groups that live
here, safe for all to live learn and work here

1/1/2017 1:40 PM

45 Family orientated 1/1/2017 1:09 PM

46 I hope all the good bits will be conserved: the parks, the greenery, the wonderful fresh air and I
hope that the overdevelopment can be curbed. I don't want the island to sink!

1/1/2017 12:57 PM

47 Cheaper housing 1/1/2017 9:34 AM

48 A Friendly, clean, and mixed community, that is racially and financially diverse, full of well
educated and socially acceptable people who have employment and exciting opportunities.

1/1/2017 8:47 AM

49 Don't care hope to move when I retire.plus locals will not have any choice because developers
do what they like. There are way too many buildings being built IOD will look like Hong Kong
soon! : (

1/1/2017 8:42 AM

50 A greener place 1/1/2017 7:45 AM

51 Safer 1/1/2017 1:44 AM
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52 N/A 12/31/2016 3:49 PM

53 An oasis of nature, parks and trees with a mix of good housing opportunities at a reasonable
price and with very little new construction taking place

12/31/2016 3:29 PM

54 More things to do both day and night time. Neighbours knowing their neighbours. A happy
friendly place to be with more small local shops to do daily shopping.

12/31/2016 11:45 AM

55 Community cohesiveness Affordable homes Better schooling 12/31/2016 10:39 AM

56 A safe community that supports families 12/31/2016 9:20 AM

57 Greener and cleaner 12/31/2016 9:15 AM

58 I quite like living here and don't see much large opportunities for change. For me it's fine. 12/31/2016 8:55 AM

59 Hopefully all the work will be finished !!! 12/31/2016 8:39 AM

60 This is a heavily residential area so a better sense of community would be good. 12/31/2016 7:02 AM

61 More family orientated, more green spaces, better policing, no more construction for some
years

12/31/2016 4:04 AM

62 Better 12/30/2016 10:07 PM

63 Similar to what it was 5-10 years ago. It's getting too crowded. 12/30/2016 7:50 PM

64 To be a welcoming place with a good community spirit and good facilities 12/30/2016 4:46 PM

65 Friendly Place for all communities Successful 12/30/2016 2:57 PM

66 I'd like more facilities within easy walking distance, such as supermarkets, a choice of bars and
restaurants and fun events put on in the parks perhaps in the summertime or winter fairs

12/30/2016 1:54 PM

67 A place for original east end families and city workers to live in unity - better quality / level of
restaurants, clean streets, smart river fronts, tourist attractive weekends, better quality small
supermarkets i.e. Waitrose Sainsbury metros, a riverfront we can feel safe walking the dog
again!

12/30/2016 1:05 PM

68 Change to develop the area but not to lose its clocks east end character 12/30/2016 10:05 AM

69 Redeveloped in sophisticated and measured manner. Not nexcessarily more density than
already planned, but contiuning smart development projects that protect green space and add
community facilities

12/30/2016 7:16 AM

70 The most beautiful niebourhood 12/30/2016 2:39 AM

71 safe friendly less built up more houses for families social housing 12/30/2016 12:48 AM

72 It should remain as it is now- Ensure that all current open spaces reman Open. Prevent further
over development. Maintain/increase police presence.

12/29/2016 11:36 PM

73 A thriving central London community with a diverse and integrated population, with access to
plenty of local services and loads of employment opportunities in Canary Wharf.

12/29/2016 11:35 PM

74 Less construction 12/29/2016 11:20 PM

75 North of the island is over built I don't want the south to become like the north. 12/29/2016 10:05 PM

76 Green and peaceful area for professional workers and their families where people can afford
buying a new houses/flats. Ask, there would be outstanding schools and a lot of opportunities to
rise bright children

12/29/2016 9:32 PM

77 A safe area with a community feel, good schools and lots of local shops, a bit like Greenwich. 12/29/2016 9:25 PM

78 More green and peaceful 12/29/2016 9:03 PM

79 A mix of old and new 12/29/2016 8:59 PM

80 It would be great if the IoD was a model for other boroughs to follow with regards to lowering
pollution/going green/clean energy. It would also be good if it was residential in 10 years and
not all office blocks, and if a bridge was built to connect Canary Wharf to Canada Water

12/29/2016 8:15 PM

81 Family friendly as it is way too corporate 12/29/2016 8:07 PM

82 Much more family friendly - like it used to be. 12/29/2016 7:57 PM

83 Low crime, progressive, adopters of new technology/ ideas e.g. Fibre optic, shared space
between cars, bicycles and pedestrians, green open spaces, low carbon emissions area

12/29/2016 7:23 PM
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84 A place for everyone and not just residents of tower blocks who have no parking spaces so
come and park in our streets.the council needs to get a grip on what it is doing to the
area.allows garage conversions but then nowhere to park cars..parking is a big issue and will
only get worse unless they do something soon

12/29/2016 7:20 PM

85 A place where working class people can live in safety and decent homes 12/29/2016 7:13 PM

86 I like it the way it is!!! And would like to see it current way of life protected. 12/29/2016 6:39 PM

87 A natural residential extension of Canary Wharf,with lots of social and commercial life nearby
but retaining the peaceful haven of the island as it is in parts by the river,less anti-social
behaviour and comparable in desirability to living in west London. It would also be nice however
to retain some of the east end heritage.

12/29/2016 6:12 PM

88 The amount of building work going on is already destroying the Island. Can't see there being an
improvement over 10 years. Will there be any green space left or water left at the wharf?!

12/29/2016 5:48 PM

89 Less divisive. 12/29/2016 4:58 PM

90 Brighter less crowded 12/29/2016 4:44 PM

91 Community based with ties to older history 12/29/2016 4:41 PM

92 A strong community 12/29/2016 4:39 PM

93 A happening, safe area, a model of modern living. We have so much to learn from how
Singapore has done this successfully

12/29/2016 4:20 PM

94 Better balance for work/families 12/29/2016 4:14 PM

95 A greener and cleaner place that welcomes family life and matching infrastructure for the
population density in the area.

12/29/2016 3:48 PM

96 A place where homes are more accessible and you are not forced out of the area you grew up
in due to lack of affordable houses.

12/29/2016 3:33 PM

97 1) somewhere suitable for all stages of life - single, first home, family, retirement etc. 2) s106
money reinvested well to improve the isle, we should have one of the best planned, prettiest
boroughs! 3) cohesive community appropriate for the population - pubs, restaurants, sports
facilities, schools, doctors, night school classes e.g. Learning English for foreigners, sports clubs
etc that bring people together.

12/29/2016 3:25 PM

98 Keep going in the community direction it is now, keep skyline level lower as is now. 12/29/2016 3:16 PM

99 Not too crowded 12/29/2016 3:11 PM

100 A peaceful friendly and clean place 12/29/2016 3:04 PM

101 Modern safe, clean and diverse neighborhood with no remains of 60s architecture from where
it's easy to get to the center and where middle-class parents don't feel obliged to pay thousands
for a decent school.

12/29/2016 2:59 PM

102 An integrated caring community with not for profit activities to keep people healthy happy and
feeling part of something fantastic

12/29/2016 2:43 PM

103 Lively area with lots of individual shops and creative industries 12/29/2016 2:34 PM

104 Same really very good community 12/29/2016 2:13 PM

105 Singapore 12/29/2016 2:10 PM

106 Let's not sacrifice our green places for development, have adequate facilities for kids/teens and
ensure we have a holistic view to avoid congestion of streets

12/29/2016 2:07 PM

107 A nice and quiet place, a break from the city. 12/29/2016 1:54 PM

108 A community again where you know your neighbours and all get along. Children outside playing
together and lots of community events where everyone comes together. Jobs for all and training
for our young

12/29/2016 1:41 PM

109 More family oriented and less packed 12/29/2016 1:39 PM

110 Construction free 12/29/2016 1:34 PM

111 Modern stylish residential area, retaining the character and history of the area 12/29/2016 1:30 PM

112 More open and cohesive, less development, more established community with better schools as
opposed to having to move because there is nothing

12/29/2016 1:30 PM

113 I believe the island will be overcrowded and expensive 12/29/2016 1:28 PM

114 i would like to see more shops. I would hope the development would slow down. 12/23/2016 6:45 PM
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115 An oasis surrounded by water 12/23/2016 6:23 PM

116 Friendly, alot more amenities, shops and safe environment for all to live 12/2/2016 3:55 PM

117 Full of hardworking people with vision and self respect. A place where professionals can stay as
there are enough schools. We will be moving out of the area soon as there are no suitable
secondary schools.

12/2/2016 1:57 PM

118 Remain low traffic and low rise areas 11/30/2016 10:38 PM

119 A community centred not a business centred 11/30/2016 8:01 PM

120 Vibrant community and family area that caters for the diversity of residents with good
infrastructure including schools and services so people want to stay in the area

11/30/2016 10:55 AM

121 Inclusive, with a strong community feel, good social housing 11/30/2016 10:37 AM

122 Safe neighbourhood 11/28/2016 1:06 PM

123 Continue to develop as it is 11/28/2016 12:58 PM

124 A space with more green spaces and sporting facilities 11/28/2016 12:43 PM

125 An increasingly independent place to live with more green space 11/27/2016 10:02 PM

126 Density should be much higher to alleviate the desperate shortage of housing and allow more
people to live close to where they work. High rise developments would also leave more space
for schools, clinics etc. I would like to see the Isle of Dogs using space more efficiently with
higher density housing and more integrated parks, markets, schools & playgrounds and
community centres in the space inbetween.

11/14/2016 12:12 PM

127 I would like to keep it the same mostly instead of making it a big fat housing association 11/13/2016 11:07 PM

128 Manhattan on Thames high rise but Good transport Safe Sufficient local facilities Excellent
piazza

11/13/2016 10:08 PM

129 To have a wide & diverse population i.e. not just foreign single tenants in expensive flats &
unemployed large families in social housing We need a blend of everyone in inbetween with
trades people & middle income couples & families & welcoming place to live

11/13/2016 9:46 PM

130 All the buildings finished, no more cranes, people feel safe & happy walking about. 11/13/2016 9:27 PM

131 Safe - sustainable - a place people can be proud to call home 11/13/2016 9:14 PM

132 Green & clean - tree's, litter free Low volumes of traffic - not a rat run Safe & secure, communal,
inclusive Promising, creative, inspirational Accessible housing - I can move into a bigger local
house when I start a family More local influence & say Kids get a place at Canary Wharf
College

11/11/2016 10:45 PM

133 1. Not too densely populated 2. Not too noisy 3. A safe environment for me as a pensioner 11/11/2016 8:33 PM

134 Not in over density area with more play & educational facilities 11/11/2016 7:54 PM

135 A place that achieves a better balance between housing growth and the infrastructure (schools,
health services, transport etc.) that are needed for that growth to be sustainable.

10/30/2016 10:53 PM

136 Not too busy More neighbourly 10/21/2016 5:24 PM

137 Green and safe area 10/19/2016 10:55 PM

138 A more upscale place 10/16/2016 6:26 PM

139 A safe place, where it is safe to live and walk around evening after sunset. 10/9/2016 9:57 PM

140 Adequate school places, safe place to walk after dark, less speeding so you feel safe using
pedestrian crossings, more play areas for children.

10/4/2016 10:55 AM

141 More neighbourly, it compares badly with other parts of London (see Wapping as an example of
an integrated area with mixed housing)

9/25/2016 12:42 PM

142 A new betmonsey 9/21/2016 9:21 PM

143 Mixed community where the poor and middle income families can still afford to live. 9/21/2016 7:27 PM

144 less busy place 9/21/2016 6:45 PM

145 Not more crowded, without any further bigger high-rises built. 9/21/2016 3:33 PM

146 I honestly don't think I'll still be here due to school chooses and being priced out housing wise.
I'd love it to still be a family friendly area I can afford to live in.

9/21/2016 1:15 PM
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147 A family friendly area, with outstanding primary and secondary schools, with lots of sports
activities for kids and teens, and safe.

9/21/2016 1:13 PM

148 Less expensive housing segregation of the area and return to a more cohesive community led
area with local small business, shops and facilities. Promotion of and investment in arts and
culture and green spaces. The idea that the area is for all to enjoy and access not only those
rich enough to buy out local residents and change the culture of the Isle of Dogs. The council to
have more back bone in promoting a healthy, sustainable and access free place to live.

9/21/2016 12:21 PM

149 Progressive 9/21/2016 12:00 PM

150 A multicultural community with a 'village' feel - good schools and sports facilities within walking
distance, more parks and recreational spaces

9/21/2016 11:35 AM

151 A more varied, integrated community. 9/21/2016 10:37 AM

152 Safer, less crowded 9/21/2016 9:45 AM

153 A community of people who have grown up together who are happy and healthy. 9/21/2016 9:23 AM

154 A family happy place 9/19/2016 12:10 PM

155 A place with a great community that has sufficient facilities for the amount of residents it holds 9/19/2016 10:30 AM

156 A well-integrated neighbourhood, clean and friendly. It already has a "village-y" feel. People
know each other, but that needs to be built upon. The area has real potential to be one of the
most pleasant neighbourhoods in London.

9/19/2016 10:18 AM

157 Educationally rich Very clean Peaceful 9/18/2016 5:47 AM

158 The same as it is now without all the new proposed developments having been built 9/17/2016 8:01 AM

159 I wouldn't like it to become anything, I would like it to retain it's feeling of being a place where
families are together and people know each other and who know who their neighbours are,
unfortunately this feeling is already being eroded.

9/17/2016 12:03 AM

160 Well designed - somewhere people look to to say 'yes they developed dense population but
didn't they do it well, think it through' and despite bringing in lots of people from multiple diverse
backgrounds, they work together, help each other out and integrate well, regardless of faith,
background, age, income, background etc

9/16/2016 11:57 PM

161 Something that resembles less Hong Kong and more Stockholm; i.e. a sensible use of space
and buildings with plenty of recreational space and good transport links, not over developed (as
it is now if all buildings in the pipeline get built).

9/6/2016 3:51 PM

162 - a secure, sustainable, residential area providing mixed housing and green open spaces for a
diverse and caring community.

8/25/2016 5:20 PM

163 Better local community and local shops established, safe and clean, area that suitable also for
families to bring up their children, hence more schools and children play areas.

8/20/2016 4:42 PM

164 A family friendly neighbourhood 8/19/2016 11:32 AM

165 A mini Manhattan where space and light is limited and controlled by local groups of youths, to be
honest we will prob leave before the little one is old enough to understand these issues!

8/15/2016 8:26 AM

166 Safe, flourishing neighbourhood. No more buildings! 8/15/2016 8:08 AM

167 More upmarket, cleaner, safer, with a broad range of shops and restaurants. The best transport
links. Retaining green space. Revert back to 30mph from 20 which is too slow

8/15/2016 8:00 AM

168 A place with no gangs, drugs and anti social behaviour 8/15/2016 7:35 AM

169 Modern community lots of green space and village feel where you know neighbours rather than
segregated into wealthy living in high rise luxury flats. Better integration between ethnic groups

8/15/2016 6:47 AM

170 Safe, with supporting infrastructure 8/13/2016 10:17 AM

171 mini manhattan with beautiful buildings, parks and gardens and many retail facilities. a luxury
place.

8/8/2016 10:24 AM

172 Not a growing island 8/4/2016 5:33 AM

173 Very Modern and Very Green with lots of Planting and walkways , Restricted Traffic to Public
Spaces

8/2/2016 7:25 PM

174 as above 8/2/2016 12:07 PM

175 Building-site free. Coherent approach to building planning that takes a holistic view and is
decide on by people with the correct level of experience. Crime-free.

8/1/2016 1:57 PM
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176 if the isle of dogs continue to be developed at such a high rate and I am threatened by the Local
housing of losing my home to development, then I hope to be living far far away or dead.

7/31/2016 4:50 PM

177 Quiet residential area with high-quality family housing and sufficient facilities for an increased
population. Canary Wharf to be contained as a financial centre without high-density residential
blocks spreading down the Island.

7/31/2016 3:19 PM

178 With the opening of the Thames Tideway tunnel, the Thames and docks waters should be
cleaner - can we develop watersports? Eg. docks boating/swimming?

7/31/2016 8:57 AM

179 An integrated community of folk who walk to the shops and spend lots of time at ground level in
social contact with members of the same species...

7/31/2016 12:17 AM

180 Community focused 7/30/2016 7:05 PM

181 More friendly for all ages 7/30/2016 2:56 PM

182 Quiet, safe, less populated. To have to not worry about losing my home day after day. Don't
wont local established family and friends to leave the Island

7/30/2016 10:24 AM

183 Would like it to be the Chelsea if east London. 7/30/2016 8:41 AM

184 NOT overcrowded with new high rise buildings and additional 40000 people in the area. IOD is
a small area - I don't understand that it's being so crowded with new high rise housing. I chose
this area as my home 10 years ago and it changed so much, number of people grew som much.
If it continues this way I will have to move out from the area. I don't want to live on top of each
other.

7/30/2016 6:41 AM

185 A free, green integrated society 7/29/2016 11:33 PM

186 A safe diversified community 7/29/2016 11:21 PM

187 The whole place to be modernised, mainly the decrepit old housing estates that should be
revamped - shudder to think what they will look like in 10 years time. Should be a lot more
green areas (grass and trees) in between the tower blocks.

7/29/2016 8:41 PM

188 No more building high rise and un affordable housing 7/29/2016 6:12 PM

189 A place where young and old people would like to live, a thriving community that isn't completely
dead quiet on the weekends.

7/29/2016 4:22 PM

190 An outward looking area, that builds it's future by acknowledging it's past for the people that live
and work here.

7/29/2016 3:55 PM

191 I would like the Isle of Dogs to have more of a community feel. I have noticed that with the
advent of so much overdevelopment, the feeling of community has changed in the last 20 years
- sadly for the worse.

7/29/2016 3:47 PM

192 A nice community like it used to be for local people 7/29/2016 3:02 PM

193 friendly, peaceful, successful. 7/29/2016 2:52 PM

194 The community area I moved to 25 years ago! A place where I knew and trusted my
neighbours, felt safe to walk about at any time, could see a GP when I needed to. A place
where people are valued and not seen as a cash cow for a small area where business is more
important than people

7/29/2016 2:46 PM

195 Family orientated with a community spirit 7/29/2016 2:24 PM

196 More balanced, more harmonious, and no more overdevelopment. 7/29/2016 9:20 AM

197 Community feel, safe and not so ridiculously over developed, a place where you can safely
walk around

7/29/2016 8:19 AM

198 A safe place, with parks and a sense of community - like a village. 7/29/2016 7:16 AM

199 Great community with open spaces, parks and not an overcrowded isle which actually Isle of
Dogs already leaning towards to

7/29/2016 6:29 AM

200 Remain a friendly peaceful place to live 7/29/2016 5:13 AM

201 A safe residencial place where people live as a community 7/29/2016 5:09 AM

202 Calm and tranquil - no building 7/29/2016 2:01 AM

203 A safer and more family oriented place. 7/29/2016 1:11 AM

204 More family friendly 7/28/2016 11:03 PM
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205 A family area where people who live and work here, whether they've been here fore generations
or whether they moved here for work when they were single, want to stay here to bring up their
family and are able to find a property in which to do so, with all the required services available in
the area.

7/28/2016 10:51 PM

206 More user friendly !!! 7/28/2016 10:37 PM

207 A community which supports families in everyway. I would like to see the result of
thoughtfulness in development planning ensuring old and new communities can live a good
quality of life together

7/28/2016 10:27 PM

208 The building of high rises has to stop. The infrastructure cannot support it. 7/28/2016 10:10 PM

209 Safe 7/28/2016 9:46 PM

210 A place where I can actually spend time and not have to leave during the weekends. I'd like it to
be a well thought out self sufficient community with services to accommodate the
population/demographic. Right now, it's a place I just sleep at. I socialise and attend activities in
other areas of London

7/28/2016 9:42 PM

211 Community cohesion and getting people in developments/streets talking to one another AND
getting representatives of those places getting together. Like a network. Feeding back/forth.
Togetherness, vibrant, innovative, a fun, healthy and inspiring place to be and live.

7/28/2016 9:38 PM

212 One where kids can still know what a tree and a blade of grass looks like 7/28/2016 9:18 PM

213 A green and quiet space sort of 'bridge to Greenwich 7/28/2016 8:59 PM

214 Safe and greener 7/28/2016 8:50 PM

215 I think we will probably leave the island in 10 years, it's becoming a little crowded for our liking. 7/28/2016 8:48 PM

216 A safe, lively, caring and vibrant community with bespoke shops, restaurants and a shopping
mall similar to Gallens Reach at Becktn.

7/28/2016 8:42 PM

217 Go back to the family orientated place it was not constantly plaques by high rise building works
affecting the area we live and how we access the island open space should be a priority not just
building a tower in every space as a mum I don't want my daughter to grow up looking at sky
scrapers

7/28/2016 8:39 PM

218 High quality, friendly neighbourhood with lots of nice places to go out to and that has many good
quality schools.

7/28/2016 8:24 PM

219 Community based, safe with good schools and healthcare. Stop the massive offices and
apartment blocks spreading outwards

7/28/2016 8:16 PM

220 More friendly and community spirit to be lifted up 7/28/2016 8:13 PM

221 Plenty of outdoor space and parks. Not densely populated and looking worse than Manhattan. 7/28/2016 8:06 PM

222 Rich people only 7/28/2016 8:03 PM

223 Grounded family community, diverse but not predominantly any religion. Inclusive, respectful. 3
or 4 Canary Wharf College schools

7/25/2016 11:34 AM

224 Safe, bright, clean, open, well connected with some limit on population density 7/24/2016 12:14 PM

225 A vibrant residential neighbourhood with sufficient infrastructure, leisure and retail to service the
rapidly growing and increasingly upmarket population.

7/22/2016 4:35 PM

226 Green and safe for families 7/22/2016 9:18 AM

227 A clean place to live with more life (restaurants, cafes, etc.) and safer walkways around docks
and river with no groups of youths hanging around causing anti-social behaviour and a greater
police presence to deter this (and not just sitting in cars driving round main streets but patrolling
on foot along river/dock walkways, etc.).

7/22/2016 8:50 AM

228 More of a "village" with it's own shops and jobs rather than just being a residential satellite of
Canary Wharf

7/21/2016 4:09 PM

229 Safer for all 7/20/2016 3:01 AM

230 A place with fast reliable communications including internet and transport. An inclusive place
with a good mix of residential and employment use. Somewhere where people of all ages
including children have the services they need and are free from risks to health such as poor air
quality.

7/19/2016 2:58 PM
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231 A place really focused on fostering a close-knit community with lots of green areas that supports
local industries and businesses. A place that preserves its docklands heritage and has just as
much character as any of the other neighborhoods in central London. I'm very worried about the
Isle of Dogs becoming too corporate and being a place where young professionals uninterested
in putting down routes just come and go.

7/18/2016 4:58 PM

232 More diverse 7/18/2016 8:22 AM

233 a place with a more diversified population 7/17/2016 9:02 PM

234 More resident friendly - total population reduced 7/17/2016 7:15 PM

235 Crowded and unwelcome for families with tiny flats for singles and professionals. We are
planning to move in the next 2-3 years to get a better opportunity to our kids. That's a shame as
it is a really unique and nice closed place with the docks and the Thames around.

7/17/2016 3:39 PM

236 More integrated rather than ethnic groups keeping separate. Continue to have a proud local
identity supported by great parks, schools, and community cohesion

7/17/2016 1:48 PM

237 Better connx to south of the river, family rather than business orientated with free open spaces
to enjoy

7/17/2016 10:45 AM

238 Happy residential area known for excellent schools. 7/17/2016 10:31 AM

239 Magic. 7/17/2016 9:42 AM

240 A green family friendly place with less high rise for investment, more sports venues and choices
for children and adults alike

7/16/2016 11:27 PM

241 not what it's going to be - too much highrise without the supporting infrastructure 7/16/2016 10:44 PM

242 an integrated neighbourhood where we breathe clean air, move around without permanent
traffic issues (bikes, cars, buses, construction, road digging) where people are people and not
numbers

7/16/2016 5:08 PM

243 Care to be taken and thought through in term of the residential population so that it does not
become a place were people rest their heads at night but a community where people live

7/16/2016 4:25 PM

244 A place where developers respect the character of the island and the people who already live
here - no more infill of the docks or uncoordinated building work.

7/16/2016 3:59 PM

245 A residential area with a thriving set of shops, cafes, restaurants, libraries, parks, public spaces
with a significant reduction in crime and anti social behaviour. A significant reduction in car
traffic through better traffic routes on and off the island. Improved public transport routes and
services. Improved pedestrian access and routes from the island to the public transport. LBTH
become a properly functioning entity as opposed to the woefully incompetent organisation they
currently are. A much improved planning process that considers the construction period as well
as the end result.

7/16/2016 2:41 PM

246 One that doesn't suffer from traffic and that will have sufficient schools so that you are not
forced to move to another area when you have a family.

7/16/2016 10:04 AM

247 An area with more green areas with greater social cohesion. 7/16/2016 9:40 AM

248 Safe, easy to get to/from and more inclusive sports/recreational facilities. 7/16/2016 8:37 AM

249 More restaurants and nice shops. Less people. Stop building high rise apartment blocks. 7/16/2016 7:32 AM

250 More connected and vibrant community 7/16/2016 7:16 AM

251 Vibrant community with sidewalk cafes, well lit streets that maintains a suburb / out of city feel 7/16/2016 5:10 AM

252 A vibrant, safe and healthy place to live 7/15/2016 11:14 PM

253 Not a place full of public/social housing! 7/15/2016 10:59 PM

254 great little corner of london safe, comfortable and an area kids could grow up in and know their
communities

7/15/2016 10:53 PM

255 More than just a dormitory 7/15/2016 10:45 PM

256 One of the most desirable places in London to live. 7/15/2016 10:02 PM

257 Place where people are well connected and cam welcome others in. 7/15/2016 9:42 PM

258 As place with a centre. More people enjoying the outside spaces More restaurants More
integration. No more construction

7/15/2016 9:12 PM

259 A construction free place, it would be nice to walk around the Isle of Dogs without seeing a
building site on every corner!

7/15/2016 8:22 PM
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260 More Integrated and Diverse, Less Pollution,Safe 7/15/2016 7:14 PM

261 more vibrant, not a housing jungle 7/15/2016 6:51 PM

262 Retain community feel and cater for families- maybe more cafes/ hub around millwall park 7/15/2016 6:19 PM

263 More residential 7/15/2016 6:17 PM

264 A bit more like Greenwich. A nicer blend of shops, cafes and open spaces. 7/15/2016 5:58 PM

265 An area which has been controlled in terms of building new homes but also ensuring the public
facilities can support them eg schools and gp

7/15/2016 4:09 PM

266 Greener, safe, a properly integrated neighbourhood, fewer high rise buildings, good
infrastructure

7/15/2016 3:58 PM

267 Liveable and green 7/15/2016 3:03 PM

268 Cleaner. Safer. A lively, buzzing community. 7/15/2016 2:31 PM

269 Preserving its community spirit, with less transient population, and generally a nice place to live .
Clean air is hugely important

7/15/2016 1:05 PM

270 Like a mini-city in itself, free-flowing traffic, nice spaces and pubs and restauarants, trees and
flowers, clean and tidy streets, regular buses and more affordable river transport

7/15/2016 1:03 PM

271 Hoping I get out by then 7/15/2016 12:27 PM

272 continue to be a diverse neghbourhood 7/15/2016 12:08 PM

273 Well designed, well planned - I'd like people to look back and say 'all those big towers added to
the area' in terms of people, diversity, integration etc Well planned streets, roads A 'community'
feel across a range of backgrounds, incomes etc

7/15/2016 11:06 AM

274 A place were kids can grow up safe and not being overcrowded 7/15/2016 10:49 AM

275 A more family orientated place not corperation island 7/15/2016 10:33 AM

276 A place where everyone is welcome and somewhere to be proud of living 7/15/2016 10:24 AM

277 A great community to let my kids play and grow up in 7/15/2016 10:22 AM

278 More neighbourhood-y, more shops/restaurants/pubs/cafes. 7/15/2016 10:19 AM

279 I would like the island to become a place for the people living here not for the developers and
being due to move into the big fancy apartments. Such as more activity for the youth, shops to
cater for current people not fancy expensive shops and restraints. The community to come back
together yearly fun days and trips such as to the sea side that I had growing up to get to know
your neighbours.

7/15/2016 10:16 AM

280 BUILDING SITE FREE ZONE 7/15/2016 9:53 AM

281 A place with continued sense of community 7/15/2016 9:50 AM

282 Cleaner on the streets but otherwise fine. 7/15/2016 9:25 AM

283 Better community of local people, with lots more to offer youth. 7/15/2016 9:17 AM

284 A buzzing place for people to live and work, but at a human scale. 7/15/2016 9:15 AM

285 All the building work finished and a safer environment 7/15/2016 9:15 AM

286 Andrew Wood test 7/15/2016 8:06 AM

287 More of the same really. 7/13/2016 5:20 PM

288 more places for a whole community -- not just residential without any other adequate
infrastructure.

7/12/2016 11:49 AM
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Q24 Please provide your postcode
Answered: 322 Skipped: 88

# RESPONSES DATE

1 E14 3QR 4/10/2018 4:50 PM

2 E148NJ 3/21/2018 10:45 PM

3 E14 9Df 1/21/2018 10:14 AM

4 E14 3DX 9/29/2017 6:28 PM

5 E14 3ap 9/8/2017 1:14 PM

6 E149xd 6/6/2017 7:41 PM

7 E14 3GG 6/1/2017 8:39 PM

8 e14 5/17/2017 10:40 PM

9 E14 9DJ 5/5/2017 11:39 AM

10 E14 3JB 5/1/2017 9:20 PM

11 E14 9XD 5/1/2017 8:33 PM

12 E14 3AB 4/25/2017 9:55 PM

13 E14 9h 4/18/2017 8:26 PM

14 E14 9EZ 4/18/2017 5:00 PM

15 e14 9ts 4/18/2017 3:57 PM

16 E143AF 4/17/2017 4:55 PM

17 E14 8JX 4/8/2017 5:56 PM

18 E14 3HX 3/11/2017 10:51 PM

19 E14 3EW 1/23/2017 12:37 PM

20 E143DB 1/16/2017 3:13 PM

21 e149dr 1/16/2017 10:21 AM

22 E14 3WQ 1/16/2017 9:30 AM

23 E14 3EU 1/15/2017 10:11 PM

24 E14 9QJ 1/15/2017 5:48 PM

25 E14 3JB 1/15/2017 4:55 PM

26 E14 1/15/2017 4:37 PM

27 E148SS 1/15/2017 3:45 PM

28 E14 3HZ 1/15/2017 2:19 PM

29 E14 9WJ 1/15/2017 1:18 PM

30 E14 3dn 1/15/2017 1:13 PM

31 I14 3UH 1/15/2017 1:02 PM

32 E14 8GW 1/15/2017 10:27 AM

33 E143eg 1/9/2017 8:20 PM

34 E14 9ND 1/7/2017 1:38 AM

35 E143db 1/6/2017 8:23 AM

36 E14 3el 1/3/2017 8:37 PM

37 E14 3SX 1/2/2017 8:36 PM

38 e14 9un 1/1/2017 5:54 PM
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39 E14 3 GU 1/1/2017 5:42 PM

40 E14 3FD 1/1/2017 3:21 PM

41 E14 9DF 1/1/2017 3:10 PM

42 E14 3gf 1/1/2017 2:59 PM

43 E14 3aj 1/1/2017 2:11 PM

44 E14 8LU 1/1/2017 2:06 PM

45 E14 8LN 1/1/2017 1:41 PM

46 E14 1/1/2017 1:10 PM

47 E14 3AQ 1/1/2017 12:59 PM

48 E14 9DR 1/1/2017 12:43 PM

49 E14 9xd 1/1/2017 9:35 AM

50 E14 9ur 1/1/2017 8:49 AM

51 E14 3LR 1/1/2017 8:43 AM

52 E14 8GU 1/1/2017 7:47 AM

53 E14 1/1/2017 1:45 AM

54 E148LD 1/1/2017 1:15 AM

55 E149LT 12/31/2016 9:14 PM

56 E14 3EW 12/31/2016 3:50 PM

57 E149RZ 12/31/2016 3:30 PM

58 E149RZ 12/31/2016 3:22 PM

59 E143TU 12/31/2016 3:01 PM

60 E14 12/31/2016 12:55 PM

61 E14 12/31/2016 11:45 AM

62 e14 3ad 12/31/2016 11:22 AM

63 e149bj 12/31/2016 10:41 AM

64 E14 3LP 12/31/2016 9:22 AM

65 E14 3tq 12/31/2016 9:18 AM

66 E14 9XD 12/31/2016 9:15 AM

67 e149gr 12/31/2016 8:56 AM

68 E14 3TN 12/31/2016 8:40 AM

69 E14 9NT 12/31/2016 4:04 AM

70 E14 8PL 12/30/2016 10:08 PM

71 E14 3LP 12/30/2016 2:59 PM

72 E14 3ed 12/30/2016 1:55 PM

73 E14 3lx 12/30/2016 1:10 PM

74 E143AF 12/30/2016 1:07 PM

75 E14 3bg 12/30/2016 10:06 AM

76 E14 3JY 12/30/2016 7:17 AM

77 E14 3AX 12/30/2016 2:41 AM

78 E14 3AD 12/30/2016 12:49 AM

79 E14 8ss 12/30/2016 12:27 AM

80 E14 12/29/2016 11:37 PM

81 E143ED 12/29/2016 11:37 PM

82 E14 8ne 12/29/2016 11:21 PM
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83 E14 3GW 12/29/2016 10:08 PM

84 E14 3en 12/29/2016 9:33 PM

85 E143qr 12/29/2016 9:29 PM

86 E14 3WG 12/29/2016 9:26 PM

87 E149bn 12/29/2016 9:22 PM

88 E14 8JY 12/29/2016 9:05 PM

89 E14 3Gj 12/29/2016 8:59 PM

90 E14 9xd 12/29/2016 8:16 PM

91 E14 8PF 12/29/2016 7:58 PM

92 E14 8jr 12/29/2016 7:24 PM

93 E14 9xa 12/29/2016 7:22 PM

94 E148sp 12/29/2016 7:14 PM

95 E143xa 12/29/2016 7:03 PM

96 E143GH 12/29/2016 6:41 PM

97 E14 9NE 12/29/2016 6:38 PM

98 E14 3WN 12/29/2016 6:13 PM

99 E14 12/29/2016 5:48 PM

100 E14 3aj 12/29/2016 5:40 PM

101 E14 9NS 12/29/2016 5:13 PM

102 E14 3AJ 12/29/2016 5:01 PM

103 E14 8JP 12/29/2016 4:45 PM

104 E143dz 12/29/2016 4:42 PM

105 E14 3NR 12/29/2016 4:41 PM

106 E14 9DT 12/29/2016 4:21 PM

107 E14 9NH 12/29/2016 4:15 PM

108 E14 9LL 12/29/2016 3:49 PM

109 E14 8GU 12/29/2016 3:34 PM

110 E14 9RT 12/29/2016 3:27 PM

111 E14 9AX 12/29/2016 3:23 PM

112 E14 12/29/2016 3:16 PM

113 E14 3wn 12/29/2016 3:12 PM

114 E14 3RR 12/29/2016 3:05 PM

115 E14 3gh 12/29/2016 3:00 PM

116 E143wq 12/29/2016 2:44 PM

117 E14 9AX 12/29/2016 2:35 PM

118 E14 3DS 12/29/2016 2:15 PM

119 E14 9rt 12/29/2016 2:11 PM

120 E14 3LN 12/29/2016 2:08 PM

121 E14 3QD 12/29/2016 1:56 PM

122 E14 8NZ 12/29/2016 1:43 PM

123 E14 3BG 12/29/2016 1:40 PM

124 E14 3AX 12/29/2016 1:35 PM

125 E143SD 12/29/2016 1:35 PM

126 E149UW 12/29/2016 1:31 PM
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127 E14 3ET 12/29/2016 1:29 PM

128 E14 12/29/2016 1:14 PM

129 E14 3NA 12/23/2016 6:46 PM

130 E14 3DT 12/23/2016 6:24 PM

131 E14 9UR 12/4/2016 7:41 PM

132 E143GF 12/2/2016 5:22 PM

133 E14 3AY 12/2/2016 3:57 PM

134 e14 3de 12/2/2016 1:58 PM

135 E14 9UW 11/30/2016 10:38 PM

136 E14 9FQ 11/30/2016 8:03 PM

137 E14 11/30/2016 12:34 PM

138 E143AJ 11/30/2016 10:56 AM

139 E14 3gg 11/30/2016 10:38 AM

140 E14 11/28/2016 12:59 PM

141 E14 9HL 11/28/2016 12:44 PM

142 E14 9HD 11/27/2016 10:29 PM

143 E14 9HN 11/27/2016 10:03 PM

144 E14 3GG 11/14/2016 12:13 PM

145 E14 8NA 11/13/2016 11:09 PM

146 E14 3BF 11/13/2016 10:10 PM

147 E14 8LN 11/13/2016 9:47 PM

148 E14 8SN 11/13/2016 9:28 PM

149 E14 9ZT 11/13/2016 9:14 PM

150 E14 11/11/2016 11:00 PM

151 E14 3JY 11/11/2016 8:34 PM

152 E14 8NF 11/11/2016 7:55 PM

153 E14 9HL 10/30/2016 10:54 PM

154 E143ss 10/21/2016 5:25 PM

155 E14 3NU 10/19/2016 10:57 PM

156 E14 9AE 10/16/2016 6:27 PM

157 E14 9BS 10/9/2016 9:58 PM

158 E14 3TL 10/4/2016 10:55 AM

159 E14 8JX 9/25/2016 12:43 PM

160 E14 3el 9/21/2016 9:24 PM

161 E14 3AB 9/21/2016 7:28 PM

162 E14 3WG 9/21/2016 3:33 PM

163 E14 3wd 9/21/2016 1:16 PM

164 E14 3wd 9/21/2016 1:14 PM

165 E14 8PP 9/21/2016 12:21 PM

166 E143WE 9/21/2016 12:02 PM

167 E14 8DB 9/21/2016 11:37 AM

168 E14 9UW 9/21/2016 10:38 AM

169 E143WN 9/21/2016 9:46 AM

170 E14 3AH 9/21/2016 9:25 AM
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171 E14 2dn 9/19/2016 12:11 PM

172 E14 3eb 9/19/2016 10:30 AM

173 E14 3AS 9/19/2016 10:19 AM

174 e14 3BA 9/19/2016 9:55 AM

175 E14 9/18/2016 5:49 AM

176 E14 3XD 9/17/2016 8:02 AM

177 e14 3lp 9/17/2016 12:04 AM

178 E14 9RT 9/16/2016 11:58 PM

179 E14 9HR 9/6/2016 3:52 PM

180 E14 9UX 8/25/2016 5:21 PM

181 E14 9BE 8/20/2016 4:43 PM

182 E14 3WN 8/19/2016 11:34 AM

183 E14 3AG 8/15/2016 10:51 PM

184 E143we 8/15/2016 8:27 AM

185 E14 3TD 8/15/2016 8:09 AM

186 E14 3tb 8/15/2016 8:01 AM

187 E14 3ta 8/15/2016 6:48 AM

188 E149RZ 8/13/2016 10:18 AM

189 E14 3tu 8/9/2016 7:30 AM

190 e149ae 8/8/2016 10:25 AM

191 E14 9UZ 8/4/2016 5:34 AM

192 E14 3td 8/2/2016 9:03 PM

193 e14 9bj 8/2/2016 7:26 PM

194 E14 3ST 8/2/2016 12:08 PM

195 E14 8NF 8/1/2016 1:59 PM

196 E14 8qf 7/31/2016 4:52 PM

197 E14 3EW 7/31/2016 3:20 PM

198 E14 9EG 7/31/2016 8:58 AM

199 E14 3GR 7/31/2016 7:36 AM

200 E143as 7/30/2016 7:06 PM

201 E14 3uh 7/30/2016 2:57 PM

202 E14 8QF 7/30/2016 10:26 AM

203 E14 3NQ 7/30/2016 8:42 AM

204 E14 3DX 7/30/2016 6:42 AM

205 E14 9NA 7/29/2016 11:34 PM

206 E14 8LP 7/29/2016 9:55 PM

207 e148ss 7/29/2016 8:42 PM

208 E14 3EA 7/29/2016 6:13 PM

209 E14 9FG 7/29/2016 4:23 PM

210 E14 3QJ 7/29/2016 3:56 PM

211 E14 3AJ 7/29/2016 3:48 PM

212 E14 8GU 7/29/2016 3:02 PM

213 E14 3HR 7/29/2016 2:53 PM

214 E14 3JB 7/29/2016 2:47 PM
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215 e14 edj 7/29/2016 2:26 PM

216 E14 8JS 7/29/2016 9:21 AM

217 E14 8SS 7/29/2016 8:21 AM

218 E14 9NY 7/29/2016 7:16 AM

219 E14 3SR 7/29/2016 6:31 AM

220 E14 3QJ 7/29/2016 5:14 AM

221 E14 9ut 7/29/2016 5:11 AM

222 E14 8GU 7/29/2016 4:21 AM

223 E14 3SY 7/29/2016 2:04 AM

224 E14 9EZ 7/29/2016 1:12 AM

225 E14 9EB 7/28/2016 11:04 PM

226 E14 3jq 7/28/2016 11:00 PM

227 E14 3SH 7/28/2016 10:52 PM

228 E14 3TN 7/28/2016 10:39 PM

229 E14 8PG 7/28/2016 10:27 PM

230 E14 9EY 7/28/2016 10:10 PM

231 E14 3we 7/28/2016 9:48 PM

232 E14 8JT 7/28/2016 9:39 PM

233 e14 3lp 7/28/2016 9:05 PM

234 E14 3qd 7/28/2016 9:01 PM

235 E14 7hu 7/28/2016 8:51 PM

236 E14 3BJ 7/28/2016 8:49 PM

237 E14 9nn 7/28/2016 8:44 PM

238 E14 8LP 7/28/2016 8:40 PM

239 E14 8JY 7/28/2016 8:25 PM

240 E14 7/28/2016 8:17 PM

241 E14 3gf 7/28/2016 8:14 PM

242 E143WN 7/28/2016 8:07 PM

243 E14 3LU 7/28/2016 8:03 PM

244 E14 3WQ 7/25/2016 11:35 AM

245 E14 3TS 7/24/2016 10:27 PM

246 E14 9UY 7/24/2016 12:16 PM

247 E143SS 7/23/2016 8:57 PM

248 E14 9HR 7/22/2016 4:36 PM

249 E149ND 7/22/2016 9:19 AM

250 E14 3TS 7/22/2016 8:51 AM

251 E14 3QR 7/21/2016 4:10 PM

252 E14 3AB 7/20/2016 3:04 AM

253 E14 3SS 7/19/2016 3:16 PM

254 E14 3QE 7/19/2016 3:00 PM

255 E14 9NU 7/18/2016 5:00 PM

256 E14 3SS 7/18/2016 8:23 AM

257 E14 3GF 7/17/2016 9:03 PM

258 E14 3UH 7/17/2016 7:16 PM
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259 E143RU 7/17/2016 3:40 PM

260 E14 3EU 7/17/2016 1:49 PM

261 E14 3TJ 7/17/2016 12:01 PM

262 E143ss 7/17/2016 10:46 AM

263 E14 3WA 7/17/2016 10:33 AM

264 E14 9WG 7/17/2016 9:42 AM

265 E143AJ 7/16/2016 11:28 PM

266 e14 3tn 7/16/2016 10:45 PM

267 E14 3ST 7/16/2016 5:09 PM

268 E14 6pb 7/16/2016 4:26 PM

269 E14 3SS 7/16/2016 4:03 PM

270 E143ss 7/16/2016 2:41 PM

271 E14 9NE 7/16/2016 10:06 AM

272 E149ju 7/16/2016 9:40 AM

273 E14 3EP 7/16/2016 8:38 AM

274 E14 3aa 7/16/2016 7:33 AM

275 E143tw 7/16/2016 7:17 AM

276 E14 3GR 7/16/2016 5:11 AM

277 E14 3BE 7/15/2016 11:15 PM

278 E14 9JU 7/15/2016 11:00 PM

279 e14 7/15/2016 10:57 PM

280 E14 3nq 7/15/2016 10:46 PM

281 E143UQ 7/15/2016 10:02 PM

282 E14 3aa 7/15/2016 10:02 PM

283 E149us 7/15/2016 9:43 PM

284 E149nl 7/15/2016 9:13 PM

285 E14 3jt 7/15/2016 8:43 PM

286 E14 3AX 7/15/2016 8:24 PM

287 E14 9AE 7/15/2016 7:20 PM

288 E14 3TX 7/15/2016 6:52 PM

289 E143BG 7/15/2016 6:27 PM

290 E143dx 7/15/2016 6:20 PM

291 E14 5SF 7/15/2016 6:18 PM

292 E14 3GG 7/15/2016 5:59 PM

293 E14 9UW 7/15/2016 5:05 PM

294 E143bg 7/15/2016 4:10 PM

295 E14 9EA 7/15/2016 3:59 PM

296 E14 3AQ 7/15/2016 3:04 PM

297 e14 9nn 7/15/2016 2:32 PM

298 E14 4nq 7/15/2016 1:06 PM

299 E14 9AL 7/15/2016 1:03 PM

300 E14 7JG 7/15/2016 12:55 PM

301 E143SS 7/15/2016 12:51 PM

302 E14 3TA 7/15/2016 12:27 PM
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303 E14 3TJ 7/15/2016 12:09 PM

304 E14 9rt 7/15/2016 11:07 AM

305 E14 3HW 7/15/2016 10:50 AM

306 E14 3DL 7/15/2016 10:34 AM

307 E14.. East India so just outside iod 7/15/2016 10:26 AM

308 e14 3tw 7/15/2016 10:23 AM

309 E143TR 7/15/2016 10:20 AM

310 E14 3jw 7/15/2016 10:16 AM

311 E14 8PD 7/15/2016 9:55 AM

312 E143bz 7/15/2016 9:51 AM

313 E14 3AB 7/15/2016 9:47 AM

314 e143ta 7/15/2016 9:26 AM

315 E14 3hy 7/15/2016 9:18 AM

316 E14 9GR 7/15/2016 9:16 AM

317 E14 3TH 7/15/2016 9:16 AM

318 E14 3BS 7/15/2016 9:10 AM

319 E149BT 7/15/2016 9:03 AM

320 E14 3UQ 7/15/2016 8:07 AM

321 E14 3BF 7/13/2016 5:21 PM

322 e13 3as 7/12/2016 11:50 AM
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18.51% 62

52.24% 175

13.73% 46

15.52% 52

0.00% 0

Q25 What is the tenure of your home?
Answered: 335 Skipped: 75

TOTAL 335

Owned outright

Owned with a
mortgage

Social rented

Private rented

Only work in
the area

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Owned outright

Owned with a mortgage

Social rented

Private rented

Only work in the area
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3.83% 13

6.78% 23

20.06% 68

21.24% 72

29.20% 99

18.88% 64

0.00% 0

Q26 How long have you lived in the area?
Answered: 339 Skipped: 71

TOTAL 339

Less than 1
year

Between 1 and
2 years

Between 2 and
5 years

Between 5 and
10 years

Between 10 and
20 years

More than 20
years

Only work in
the area

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Less than 1 year

Between 1 and 2 years

Between 2 and 5 years

Between 5 and 10 years

Between 10 and 20 years

More than 20 years

Only work in the area
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41.49% 139

57.91% 194

0.60% 2

Q27 Are you?
Answered: 335 Skipped: 75

TOTAL 335

Male

Female

Other

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Male

Female

Other
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0.00% 0

0.89% 3

7.14% 24

33.63% 113

30.65% 103

14.29% 48

8.63% 29

4.46% 15

0.30% 1

Q28 How old are you?
Answered: 336 Skipped: 74

TOTAL 336

0-9

10-19

20-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

70-79

80+

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

0-9

10-19

20-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

70-79

80+
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51.81% 172

Q29 How do you describe your ethnic origin?
Answered: 332 Skipped: 78

White British

White: Other

Prefer not to
say

White Irish

Asian/Asian
British/Othe...

Other ethnic
groups: Chinese

Mixed/Dual
Heritage: An...

Other ethnic
groups: Any...

Asian or Asian
British:...

Asian or Asian
British:...

Black or Black
British:...

Black/Black
British/Othe...

Black or Black
British:...

Mixed/Dual
Heritage: Wh...

Other ethnic
groups:...

White:
Traveller of...

White:
Gypsy/Roma

Mixed/Dual
Heritage: Wh...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

White British
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28.61% 95

5.42% 18

2.11% 7

2.11% 7

2.11% 7

1.81% 6

1.20% 4

0.90% 3

0.90% 3

0.60% 2

0.60% 2

0.30% 1

0.30% 1

0.30% 1

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

TOTAL 332

# IF OTHER, PLEASE STATE IF YOU WISH: DATE

1 British, St.helenian 9/8/2017 1:14 PM

2 Child of immigrants 6/6/2017 7:41 PM

3 Tower Hamlets 6/1/2017 8:39 PM

4 EUROPEAN 5/1/2017 8:33 PM

5 OTHER EUROPEAN 4/8/2017 5:56 PM

6 Norwegian 1/1/2017 2:11 PM

7 Hispanic 12/29/2016 10:08 PM

8 Londres 12/29/2016 9:05 PM

9 English 12/29/2016 4:41 PM

10 Malay 12/29/2016 4:21 PM

11 Western Cape 10/4/2016 10:55 AM

12 Filipino 9/21/2016 12:02 PM

13 Latina 9/19/2016 12:11 PM

14 Select... 8/25/2016 5:21 PM

15 Greater London 8/2/2016 7:26 PM

16 Stop trying to stereotype by race 7/29/2016 11:22 PM

17 London, City of 7/29/2016 6:13 PM

18 Tower Hamlets 7/29/2016 2:26 PM

19 whiteEnglish 7/29/2016 2:04 AM

20 DE 7/18/2016 5:00 PM

21 south African coloured 7/15/2016 10:57 PM

White: Other

Prefer not to say

White Irish

Asian/Asian British/Other Asian Background

Other ethnic groups: Chinese

Mixed/Dual Heritage: Any other mixed background

Other ethnic groups: Any other Group

Asian or Asian British: Bangladeshi

Asian or Asian British: Pakistani

Black or Black British: Caribbean

Black/Black British/Other Black Background

Black or Black British: African

Mixed/Dual Heritage: White & Black Caribbean

Other ethnic groups: Vietnamese

White: Traveller of Irish Heritage

White: Gypsy/Roma

Mixed/Dual Heritage: White & Black African
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22 Irish/Asian 7/15/2016 7:20 PM

23 -- Not Applicable -- 7/15/2016 1:03 PM

24 London 7/15/2016 10:20 AM

25 London 7/15/2016 8:07 AM
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33.03% 109

3.64% 12

2.73% 9

50.00% 165

0.61% 2

1.21% 4

0.00% 0

0.61% 2

1.21% 4

4.55% 15

2.42% 8

Q30 Religion and belief: Are you or do you have...
Answered: 330 Skipped: 80

TOTAL 330

No religion

Agnostic

Muslim

Christian

Jewish

Buddhist

Sikh

Hindu

Humanist

Prefer not to
say

Other religion

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

No religion

Agnostic

Muslim

Christian

Jewish

Buddhist

Sikh

Hindu

Humanist

Prefer not to say

Other religion
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6.08% 20

93.92% 309

Q31 Do you consider yourself disabled?
Answered: 329 Skipped: 81

TOTAL 329

# CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR DISABILITY DATE

1 REduced mobility, poor sight 1/15/2017 4:55 PM

2 Pheriphal nueropathy 12/30/2016 2:59 PM

3 MS 12/29/2016 10:08 PM

4 Mental health 12/29/2016 4:42 PM

5 mobility 12/29/2016 4:41 PM

6 Osteo arthritis mental health 12/29/2016 2:15 PM

7 Age related macular degeneration 8/25/2016 5:21 PM

8 Heart 7/29/2016 6:13 PM

9 mental health 7/29/2016 2:53 PM

10 Mobility impaired 7/29/2016 2:47 PM

11 MS 7/20/2016 3:04 AM

12 OCD, LEARNING DISABILITIES. 7/17/2016 9:42 AM

13 Long-term degenerative you logical degenerative neurological condition 7/16/2016 4:03 PM

14 Lung condition 7/15/2016 7:20 PM

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No
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97.39% 112

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

100.00% 115

0.00% 0

Q32 Would you like to be kept informed about progress in developing
the Neighbourhood Plan? (optional)

Answered: 115 Skipped: 295

# NAME DATE

1 David 3/21/2018 10:45 PM

2 Andrea Deards 9/29/2017 6:28 PM

3 Nathnaiel 9/8/2017 1:14 PM

4 Bob Turner 6/1/2017 8:39 PM

5 Francesco Mosca 4/8/2017 5:56 PM

6 Tim Penrice 3/11/2017 10:51 PM

7 Bill Chesshyre 1/23/2017 12:37 PM

8 yes 1/16/2017 10:21 AM

9 Anna Foynes 1/16/2017 9:30 AM

10 Ian Dodds 1/1/2017 3:21 PM

11 Sylvain prado 1/1/2017 2:59 PM

12 Ros Mari Grindheim 1/1/2017 2:11 PM

13 Fraser Smart 1/1/2017 2:06 PM

14 Carol mccarthy 1/1/2017 1:10 PM

15 Jo Mitchell 12/31/2016 3:50 PM

16 Alex 12/31/2016 3:30 PM

17 Jonathan McMillan 12/31/2016 9:22 AM

18 Stijn Rubens 12/31/2016 8:56 AM

19 Hasya Qureshi 12/30/2016 2:59 PM

20 Rebecca Shaw 12/30/2016 1:55 PM

21 Louise bessant 12/30/2016 1:07 PM

22 Pippa harrison 12/30/2016 10:06 AM

23 Steve 12/30/2016 7:17 AM

24 dionne Mottley 12/30/2016 12:49 AM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Name

Company

Address

Address 2

City/Town

State/Province

Postal Code

Country

Email Address

Phone Number
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25 Mark Flint 12/29/2016 11:37 PM

26 Lili Adani 12/29/2016 10:08 PM

27 Niv 12/29/2016 9:22 PM

28 Andreia Santos 12/29/2016 9:05 PM

29 Jackie rowe 12/29/2016 7:22 PM

30 Henry Smith 12/29/2016 7:14 PM

31 Joanne Bird 12/29/2016 6:41 PM

32 Melina Gisler 12/29/2016 6:13 PM

33 Andrea Marchesetti 12/29/2016 5:13 PM

34 Julie Almond 12/29/2016 4:45 PM

35 Jean Farrugia 12/29/2016 4:41 PM

36 Liane 12/29/2016 3:49 PM

37 Dan Gatrell 12/29/2016 3:27 PM

38 mary gray 12/29/2016 2:15 PM

39 Karen ward 12/29/2016 1:43 PM

40 Nilam Mistry 12/2/2016 3:57 PM

41 Helene 11/30/2016 10:56 AM

42 Mika 10/30/2016 10:54 PM

43 Paolo Romeo 10/9/2016 9:58 PM

44 Liesl 10/4/2016 10:55 AM

45 Charlie Williams 9/25/2016 12:43 PM

46 Issbella 9/21/2016 9:24 PM

47 Adam Nowacki 9/21/2016 3:33 PM

48 christina mcglynn 9/21/2016 1:16 PM

49 Michael Grundy 9/21/2016 12:21 PM

50 Evelyn Marquez 9/21/2016 12:02 PM

51 Amy Balmer 9/21/2016 9:25 AM

52 Dan Gatrell 9/16/2016 11:58 PM

53 Olavi Valli 9/6/2016 3:52 PM

54 Ruth Vincenzi 8/25/2016 5:21 PM

55 Kenneth Law 8/20/2016 4:43 PM

56 Nikos Prepalas 8/19/2016 11:34 AM

57 Mark Revell 8/15/2016 8:09 AM

58 Gareth Caple 8/13/2016 10:18 AM

59 Miki 8/4/2016 5:34 AM

60 Gurdeep Singh 8/2/2016 7:26 PM

61 Susan Milton 8/1/2016 1:59 PM

62 Bill Chesshyre 7/31/2016 3:20 PM

63 Tim Penrice 7/31/2016 12:18 AM

64 Kathy McTasney 7/29/2016 6:13 PM

65 Sarah Mak 7/29/2016 4:23 PM

66 Andy 7/29/2016 3:56 PM

67 james knight 7/29/2016 2:26 PM

68 Adam Spiers 7/29/2016 9:21 AM
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69 Yolande C Spagnolo 7/29/2016 8:21 AM

70 Anita Kovacs 7/29/2016 6:31 AM

71 Alvin Chang 7/29/2016 4:21 AM

72 Diana Maudslay Cross 7/28/2016 10:52 PM

73 Ina Kostadinova 7/28/2016 9:48 PM

74 Michelle 7/28/2016 9:39 PM

75 Sabina Toniolo 7/28/2016 9:01 PM

76 Zaiton Haron 7/28/2016 8:40 PM

77 Kobir Ahmed 7/28/2016 8:03 PM

78 Martin 7/25/2016 11:35 AM

79 Daniel Pytlewski 7/24/2016 10:27 PM

80 Daniel 7/23/2016 8:57 PM

81 Fabrice Llabres 7/22/2016 9:19 AM

82 Lena 7/19/2016 3:16 PM

83 Jane McChrystal 7/19/2016 3:00 PM

84 Carolina 7/18/2016 5:00 PM

85 Sue Gardiner 7/17/2016 7:16 PM

86 Anita G 7/17/2016 3:40 PM

87 Hilko Chang 7/17/2016 10:33 AM

88 TOM CATHER 7/17/2016 9:42 AM

89 Helene Oger-Zaher 7/16/2016 11:28 PM

90 Sita aley 7/16/2016 7:33 AM

91 Paul Betts 7/16/2016 7:17 AM

92 Kevin Treco 7/16/2016 5:11 AM

93 denver 7/15/2016 10:57 PM

94 Rachel Redfearn 7/15/2016 9:43 PM

95 Julie 7/15/2016 9:13 PM

96 Andrea Deards 7/15/2016 6:20 PM

97 Edward Dack 7/15/2016 5:59 PM

98 Emily woby 7/15/2016 4:10 PM

99 D. Gerlach 7/15/2016 3:59 PM

100 Yelena Furman 7/15/2016 1:06 PM

101 Steven McGunigel 7/15/2016 1:03 PM

102 Bernard Oppenheim 7/15/2016 12:55 PM

103 Andy Johnstone 7/15/2016 12:09 PM

104 Dan 7/15/2016 11:07 AM

105 Alex Glanfield-Collis 7/15/2016 10:34 AM

106 Andrew Ferrier 7/15/2016 10:20 AM

107 Stephanie Kennard 7/15/2016 9:51 AM

108 Jason Noiles 7/15/2016 9:26 AM

109 Nadege Genetay 7/15/2016 9:16 AM

110 Jon Millwood 7/15/2016 9:10 AM

111 Andrew Wood 7/15/2016 8:07 AM

112 Michael Byrne 7/13/2016 5:21 PM
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# COMPANY DATE

 There are no responses.  

# ADDRESS DATE

 There are no responses.  

# ADDRESS 2 DATE

 There are no responses.  

# CITY/TOWN DATE

 There are no responses.  

# STATE/PROVINCE DATE

 There are no responses.  

# POSTAL CODE DATE

 There are no responses.  

# COUNTRY DATE

 There are no responses.  

# EMAIL ADDRESS DATE

1 davidd2003qegs@hotmail.com 3/21/2018 10:45 PM

2 andrea@deards.org 9/29/2017 6:28 PM

3 taniel212yon@live.com 9/8/2017 1:14 PM

4 bobsootie@googlemail.com 6/1/2017 8:39 PM

5 moscaemail@gmail.com 4/8/2017 5:56 PM

6 timpenrice@gmail.com 3/11/2017 10:51 PM

7 bill@chesshyre.co.uk 1/23/2017 12:37 PM

8 suechadwick050@gmail.com 1/16/2017 10:21 AM

9 anna-foynes@btconnect.com 1/16/2017 9:30 AM

10 iandodds@iandoddsconsulting.com 1/1/2017 3:21 PM

11 sylvain.prado@gmail.com 1/1/2017 2:59 PM

12 rosmarijewellery@gmail.com 1/1/2017 2:11 PM

13 fraser@smarts.me.uk 1/1/2017 2:06 PM

14 carolmccarthy@hotmail.co.uk 1/1/2017 1:10 PM

15 mitchpixx@gmail.com 12/31/2016 3:50 PM

16 alegw81@gmail.com 12/31/2016 3:30 PM

17 jonathan@jonoville.com 12/31/2016 9:22 AM

18 stirub@gmail.com 12/31/2016 8:56 AM

19 hasya.qureshi@hotmail.co.uk 12/30/2016 2:59 PM

20 becca.shaw@outlook.com 12/30/2016 1:55 PM

21 louisesampson@btinternet.com 12/30/2016 1:07 PM

22 pippachan@hotmail.com 12/30/2016 10:06 AM

23 stephen.w.russell@icloud.com 12/30/2016 7:17 AM

24 dionne1811@hotmail.com 12/30/2016 12:49 AM

25 markflint@live.com 12/29/2016 11:37 PM

26 liliadani@icloud.com 12/29/2016 10:08 PM

27 nirvair.vig12@gmail.com 12/29/2016 9:22 PM

28 cleoxikipiki@hotmail.com 12/29/2016 9:05 PM

29 jlr7@hotmail.co.uk 12/29/2016 7:22 PM
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30 hjsmith683@btinternet.com 12/29/2016 7:14 PM

31 jobird90@hotmail.com 12/29/2016 6:41 PM

32 melina.gisler@gmail.com 12/29/2016 6:13 PM

33 a.marchesetti@gmail.com 12/29/2016 5:13 PM

34 julie_almond@yahoo.co.uk 12/29/2016 4:45 PM

35 jean_farrugia @yahoo.co.uk 12/29/2016 4:41 PM

36 liane.corrigan@yahoo.co.uk 12/29/2016 3:49 PM

37 dangatrell@hotmail.co.uk 12/29/2016 3:27 PM

38 mauragray@hotmail.co.uk 12/29/2016 2:15 PM

39 Karen.ward.71@hotmail.co.uk 12/29/2016 1:43 PM

40 nilamjmistry@yahoo.co.uk 12/2/2016 3:57 PM

41 oger.helene@gmail.com 11/30/2016 10:56 AM

42 mikainkinen@gmail.com 10/30/2016 10:54 PM

43 poliannor@gmail.com 10/9/2016 9:58 PM

44 liesl.kannenberg@gmail.com 10/4/2016 10:55 AM

45 cemwill@gmail.com 9/25/2016 12:43 PM

46 isabella.merlin.yahoo.co.uk 9/21/2016 9:24 PM

47 nowackia.pw@gmail.com 9/21/2016 3:33 PM

48 cmcglynn@eon.org 9/21/2016 1:16 PM

49 grundy876@btinternet.com 9/21/2016 12:21 PM

50 evelyn.marquez@gmail.com 9/21/2016 12:02 PM

51 aj_balmer@hotmail.co.uk 9/21/2016 9:25 AM

52 lfc_chester@yahoo.co.uk 9/16/2016 11:58 PM

53 olavi.valli@mac.com 9/6/2016 3:52 PM

54 ruthvincenzi@btinternet.com 8/25/2016 5:21 PM

55 kennethklaw@gmail.com 8/20/2016 4:43 PM

56 nprepalas@hotmail.com 8/19/2016 11:34 AM

57 markrevell6@aol.com 8/15/2016 8:09 AM

58 alexandra.crouch@gmail.com 8/15/2016 6:48 AM

59 gareth.e.caple@gmail.com 8/13/2016 10:18 AM

60 jambrichmiki@yahoo.com 8/4/2016 5:34 AM

61 gurdeepsingh.stratfordcity@gmail.com 8/2/2016 7:26 PM

62 prefinnej@gmail.com 8/2/2016 12:08 PM

63 sueanywhere@yahoo.co.uk 8/1/2016 1:59 PM

64 bill@chesshyre.co.uk 7/31/2016 3:20 PM

65 timpenrice@gmail.com 7/31/2016 12:18 AM

66 ceeno03@.yahoo.com 7/30/2016 8:42 AM

67 kathymctasney23@aol.com 7/29/2016 6:13 PM

68 mak.sarah@gmail.com 7/29/2016 4:23 PM

69 aja1972@aol.com 7/29/2016 3:56 PM

70 jamieknight21@live.com 7/29/2016 2:26 PM

71 iod@adamspiers.org 7/29/2016 9:21 AM

72 crystalspags@fastmail.fm 7/29/2016 8:21 AM

73 anita.kovacs@dnvgl.com 7/29/2016 6:31 AM
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74 alvin.chang@gmail.com 7/29/2016 4:21 AM

75 diana.maudslay@mac.com 7/28/2016 10:52 PM

76 vesi_koleva@yahoo.com 7/28/2016 9:48 PM

77 lowe68@mac.com 7/28/2016 9:39 PM

78 essetisab@gmail.com 7/28/2016 9:01 PM

79 zaitonharon86@hotmail.co.uk 7/28/2016 8:40 PM

80 kobir83@hotmail.com 7/28/2016 8:03 PM

81 martingriffiths63@hotmail.com 7/25/2016 11:35 AM

82 daniel.pytlewski@gmail.com 7/24/2016 10:27 PM

83 dszabo2012@gmail.com 7/23/2016 8:57 PM

84 fabrice.llabres@gmail.com 7/22/2016 9:19 AM

85 lenavorreiter.gmx.de 7/19/2016 3:16 PM

86 janemcchrystal@gmail.com 7/19/2016 3:00 PM

87 carolinareyes01@gmail.com 7/18/2016 5:00 PM

88 suegardiner@tiscali.co.uk 7/17/2016 7:16 PM

89 niamano@gmail.com 7/17/2016 3:40 PM

90 Hilko.c@gmail.com 7/17/2016 10:33 AM

91 tomcather@hotmail.com 7/17/2016 9:42 AM

92 oger.helene@gmail.com 7/16/2016 11:28 PM

93 neighbourhood@sita-aley.com 7/16/2016 7:33 AM

94 paul_betts@hotmail.com 7/16/2016 7:17 AM

95 kltreco@hotmail.com 7/16/2016 5:11 AM

96 denver.pinches@gmail.com 7/15/2016 10:57 PM

97 redfearns500@btinternet.com 7/15/2016 9:43 PM

98 seekjamos@gmail.com 7/15/2016 9:13 PM

99 andrea@deards.org 7/15/2016 6:20 PM

100 ewdack@gmail.com 7/15/2016 5:59 PM

101 emilywoby@gmail.com 7/15/2016 4:10 PM

102 dgerlach11@icloud.com 7/15/2016 3:59 PM

103 ageyevay@hotmail.com 7/15/2016 1:06 PM

104 steven.mcgunigel@btinternet.com 7/15/2016 1:03 PM

105 bho@oppco.co.uk 7/15/2016 12:55 PM

106 andyjohnstone@mac.com 7/15/2016 12:09 PM

107 lfc_chester@yahoo.co.uk 7/15/2016 11:07 AM

108 alex.lexi@hotmail.co.uk 7/15/2016 10:34 AM

109 andrew.ferrier@gmail.com 7/15/2016 10:20 AM

110 steph_kennard@yahoo.com 7/15/2016 9:51 AM

111 jason.noiles@googlemail.com 7/15/2016 9:26 AM

112 ngenetay@hotmail.com 7/15/2016 9:16 AM

113 jon.millwood@gmail.com 7/15/2016 9:10 AM

114 andrewwood17@me.com 7/15/2016 8:07 AM

115 michael@byrne.net 7/13/2016 5:21 PM

# PHONE NUMBER DATE

 There are no responses.  
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